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Glossary of Terms

Annual Investment Program

The annual slice of the Provincial/Local Devel-
opment Investment Program, which constitutes 
the total resource requirements for all PPAs, 
i.e., the annual capital expenditure and regu-
lar operating requirements of the LGU (DBM, 
2016)

Climate Change Adaptation

In human systems, the process of adjustment 
to actual or expected climate and its effects, 
in order to moderate harm or exploit beneficial 
opportunities.

In natural systems, the process of adjustment 
to actual climate and its effects; human inter-
vention may facilitate adjustment to expected 
climate and its effects (IPCC, 2022)

Climate Change Mitigation
A human intervention to reduce emissions or 
enhance the sinks of greenhouse gases (IPCC, 
2022)

Climate Change Typologies
Codes used to describe a PPA according to 
climate objective, NCCAP strategic priority and 
sub-priority, and instrument of delivery

Comprehensive Development Plan

The document that pertains to the multi-sec-
toral plan formulated at the city or municipal 
level, which embodies the vision, sectoral 
goals, objectives, development strategies and 
policies within the terms of LGU officials and 
the medium-term. The CDP contains: (1) Eco-
logical Profile, (2) Sectoral Development Plan; 
and (3) Implementing Instruments (DILG-NE-
DA-DBM-DOF JMC 2016-01)

Comprehensive Land Use Plan

Document formulated by the local govern-
ment in consultation with its stakeholders, that 
defines or provides guidelines on the allocation, 
utilization, development and management of 
all lands within a given territory or jurisdiction 
according to the inherent qualities of the land 
itself and supportive economic, demographic, 
socio-cultural and environmental objectives (RA 
11201)



Disaster Risk Reduction

The concept and practice of reducing disaster 
risks through systematic efforts to analyze and 
manage the causal factors of disasters, includ-
ing through reduced exposures to hazards, 
lessened vulnerability of people and property, 
wise management of land and the environ-
ment, and improved preparedness for adverse 
events (DRRM Act, 2010)

Local Climate Change Action Plan

The action plan formulated by the LGUs to 
address climate change concerns. The LCCAP 
focuses on both climate change adaptation 
and mitigation and describes how LGUs plan 
to respond to climate change and mainstream 
such into development plans (CCC-DILG, 
2017)

National Climate Change Action Plan 

A comprehensive plan that outlines the Phil-
ippines’ specific programs and strategies for 
adaptation and mitigation for 2011-2028 in 
enhancing the adaptive capacity of communi-
ties and resilience of natural ecosystems, and 
successful transition towards climate-smart 
development (CCC, 2011)

Strategic Priority

Priorities of the NCCAP that address vulnera-
ble areas and sectors. They also acknowledge 
national and local implementation mechanisms, 
and financing through convergence planning. 

CCET Visual Process Guide
Additional guidance from the CCC to provide a 
snapshot of the entry-point of CCET within the 
context of the Rationalized Planning System
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The Climate Change Commission (CCC) is pleased 

to share the Local Climate Change Investment 

Brief for fiscal years 2016 to 2020. This is a result of 

the Department of Budget and Management-CCC-

Department of the Interior and Local Government (DBM-

CCC-DILG) Joint Memorandum Circular (JMC) 2015-01 

policy compliance monitoring for Local Climate Change 

Expenditure Tagging (CCET). The Local CCET policy is 

scaled up and implemented under President Rodrigo Roa 

Duterte’s Administration.

Local governments identified a total of PhP 280 Billion for 

climate change programs and projects, of which 89% was 

directed for adaptation and 11% for mitigation. These were 

sourced from public, private, domestic, and international 

financing windows. The sectors of energy, water, and 

human security made up most investments for adaptation 

Energy and ecosystems were the focus for mitigation.

The Local CCET reflects the investment priorities and 

needs of our local governments in achieving low carbon 

and climate-resilient development. This reinforces the 

country’s stance that the core of climate governance is 

climate justice, with the need for accelerated access to 

finance and other means of implementation.

Further into this publication are information on the share 

and nature of climate change programs and activities in the 

five-year investment programming of local governments. It 

also provides a description of the investments’ alignment 

to the priorities of the National Climate Change Action Plan 

(NCCAP) and the Top 10 Climate Induced Risks identified 

by the CCC and its National Panel of Technical Experts 

(NPTE).

Early climate action is not just an economic investment 

with multiple returns, but a matter of survival. The 

Commission acknowledges the local governments’ 

steadfastness in accelerating climate action through 

mainstreaming of programs, projects, and activities in 

local plans, including Local Climate Change Action Plans 

(LCCAP). 

The Commission also acknowledges the dedication of 

the DBM and DILG to equip LGUs with the necessary 

guidance in planning for climate resilience and low carbon 

development. 

Climate change will impact the country’s goals for 

sustainable development. The Philippines needs to 

stay on track by scaling up interventions, exploring 

partnerships, and seizing opportunities. These constitute 

the CCC’s mandate in actively shaping a conducive 

policy environment that promotes locally led adaptation in 

government processes and activities.

Through the local CCET, the Commission aims to provide 

local governments a system to redefine local planning and 

reporting of investment priorities from business-as-usual 

towards climate resilience. The CCET Help Desk lodged 

within the Commission shall continue to provide advisory 

and assistance to local governments. The CCC continues 

to be in the service to mobilizing climate action in the 

Philippines. 

Mabuhay ang Pilipinas!

Rachel Anne S. Herrera
Commissioner

Robert E.A. Borje
Commissioner

Vice Chairperson and Executive Director

Albert P. Dela Cruz
Commissioner
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Executive Summary

To accelerate actions that address the impacts of 

climate change and disaster in the Philippines, 

the Climate Change Commission, Department 

of Budget and Management, and the Department of the 

Interior and Local Government issued guidelines for Local 

Climate Change Expenditure Tagging in 2015. The CCET 

is a system of tracking climate adaptation and mitigation 

programs, projects, and activities in the Annual Investment 

Programs of local governments using typologies that are 

aligned with the National Climate Change Action Plan. 

It supports climate and disaster mainstreaming in local 

government plans and programs using sound analyses 

and the latest available science and set to the Rationalized 

Planning System.

Consistent with the observed global changes in the 

climate, there has been an observed increase in the 

mean surface temperature in the Philippines. In the next 

decades, temperature is projected to increase while 

seasonal rainfall is projected to change. The Country 

will continue to be vulnerable to the impacts of changes 

in climate stimuli, especially the sectors of food and 

agriculture, water resources, biodiversity and ecosystems, 

and human and social systems.

This report analyzed data from sample local governments 

who have submitted their climate-tagged AIPs within the 

monitoring period 2016 to 2020. Years with missing data 

were supplied using the calculated averages for available 

years. 

The results of data consolidation and analysis showed that 

local governments identified a total of PhP 2.2 Trillion for 

development programs and activities during the five-year 

investment programming period. More than one-fifth (21%) 

of the total investments were related to climate adaptation 

while 3% were related to climate mitigation. 

Investment distribution for climate adaptation flowed to 

Sustainable Energy (PhP 117 Billion), Water Sufficiency 

(PhP 60 Billion), and Human Security (PhP 28 Billion). 

Further, adaptation investments addressed Transport 

and Communication, Flood Protection, and Settlements 

and Local Land Use. Climate mitigation investments were 

directed to Ecological and Environmental Stability (PhP 7 

Billion) and Sustainable Energy (PhP 5 Billion). The focus 

for climate mitigation were Solid Waste, Energy Efficiency, 

Power Generation, and Forest and Biodiversity.

Climate investments were Service Delivery-oriented (88%) 

which were reinforced through Policy Development and 

Governance (7%). Fund sourcing for climate adaptation 

and mitigation were mostly sourced from the National 

Government though local government co-financing 

provided backstop to other climate investments.

Adaptation programs and projects were mostly tagged 

with typologies dealing with upgrading and constructing 

transport infrastructure, improvement of infrastructure 

resilience to flooding, design standards for flood control 

and drainage systems, and water systems related to 

agriculture. On the other hand, climate mitigation programs 

and projects were mostly tagged with typologies relating 

to solid waste management program, development of 

renewable energy, or were just indicated as mitigation 

related but not specific to any sector. Local governments 

addressed multiple climate-induced hazards and 

demonstrated alignment to the Top Ten Climate-Induced 

Risks issued by the CCC National Panel of Technical 

Experts. 

Profiles of select provinces showed the diversity of 

climatic conditions due to location, geography, and other 

biophysical conditions. Nonetheless, while conditions 

vary between provinces, the visualization of their climate 

investment priorities displayed that climate adaptation and 

mitigation programs and activities were relatively identical.

The Climate Investment Brief provides evidence of the 

Country’s effort to address the impacts of climate change 

and disaster using domestic finance. Information from this 

exercise will be useful for long-term resilience planning 

in the Country as well as in calling for the mobilization 

of finance and other means of implementation from the 

international community. 
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Map 1. Distribution of 5-Year Compliance to the Local CCET Policy (as of April 2022), 2016-2020
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1. Understanding CCET

Strengthening the mainstreaming of climate change 

in domestic plans and programs necessitates 

allocation of public funds for the implementation 

of climate change adaptation and mitigation strategies. 

Recognizing this, the Climate Change Commission (CCC), 

the Department of Budget and Management (DBM), and 

the Department of the Interior and Local Government 

(DILG) led the institutionalization of Climate Change 

Expenditure Tagging (CCET) in national and subnational 

budget programming and expenditure tracking processes. 

The CCET was initiated at the national level in 2013 and at 

the local level in 2014. As a form of upscaling and covering 

the scope of actions at the local level, CCET first emerged 

in DBM Local Budget Memorandum (LBM) No. 68 (issued 

1 July 2014) wherein a revised Annual Investment Program 

form was published to accommodate climate expenditure 

columns and information. The updated Annual Investment 

Program (AIP) form was also adopted in DBM’s Budget 

Operations Manual for local government units (LGU) 

issued in 2016. Tagging guidelines were released as 

supplementary guidelines through DBM-CCC-DILG Joint 

Memorandum Circular (JMC) 2014 -01 which also provided 

a preliminary list of typologies to choose from. Learning 

from the first iteration of the local CCET process, the initial 

JMC was updated through DBM-DILG-CCC JMC 2015-01. 

The said Circular is the current policy framework governing 

local CCET that requires local governments to tag their 

climate change adaptation and mitigation programs, 

projects, and activities (PPAs) in their AIPs. The JMC 

transferred the submission of AIP-CCET to the CCET Help 

Desk lodged at the CCC, included a quality assurance 

form, and streamlined the climate typologies. Succeeding 

LBMs issued by the DBM included provisions on the 

CCET, and from 2017 onwards, the DBM also required 

submission of Local Climate Change Action Plans (LCCAP) 

to the Sanggunian for budget authorization together with 

the Local Expenditure Program. The DBM, DILG, and CCC 

jointly implement the CCET in shared roles. Together, these 

agencies provide the enabling environment and technical 

support to local governments in planning for and preparing 

their climate budget submissions.

The CCET requires the government to keep track of 

climate adaptation and mitigation actions in all levels of 

budgeting (i.e., Agency Request, National Expenditure 

Program (NEP), and the General Appropriations Act (GAA)

at the national level, and the AIP at the local level) with 

the use of climate change typologies. Specifically, the 

CCET directs national government instrumentalities (NGIs) 

and LGUs to identify and tag climate PPAs through their 

respective budget forms and processes. Meanwhile, 

the CCC through its CCET Helpdesk administers 

Quality Assessment Reviews of CCET submissions and 

consolidates these for monitoring and development of 

climate investment briefs. 

Taking stock of climate PPAs through CCET generates 

information on the extent of progress of implementation 

of the National Climate Change Action Plan (NCCAP) in 

terms of budgetary allocation since the CCET typologies 

adopt and align the strategic priorities and activities of the 

said Plan. Information on investment gaps and geographic 

intensity can then be analyzed with the latest climate 

science to provide policy and investment directions.
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2. CCET in Local 
Development Planning

Tagging climate expenditures in annual budgets 

supports public planning and programming policies 

towards the efficient and wise use of public finance, 

while upholding shared Country and societal goals, and 

transparency.

Support to evidence-based decision-making 

The impacts of climate change affect all sectors and 

elements of the planning unit and span across territorial 

jurisdiction. As such, planning for sustainable development 

and the well-being of the population requires careful 

consideration of the changing context upon which we 

conduct and operate, especially in adjusting to a dynamic 

climate. The Housing and Land Use Regulatory Board’s 

(HLURB) Supplemental Guidelines in Mainstreaming 

Climate Change and Disaster Risk Reduction (CC-DRR) 

(2015) and land use planning effectively shifted the 

starting point of planning towards climate and disaster risk 

information. This mainstreaming was sustained by DILG’s 

issuance of Guidelines in Mainstreaming Disaster Risk 

Reduction and Climate Change Adaptation (DRR-CCA) 

in the Comprehensive Development Plan (CDP+) in 2021. 

Climate and disaster risk information has now become a 

central part of planning and is used in pointing out decision 

areas for adaptation strategies and disaster risk reduction 

efforts. By prioritizing and tagging climate change PPAs 

using CCET, further data and information is generated to 

narrate areas of action, progress, and next steps towards 

resilience.

Policy-based budgeting 

TThe local budget framework emphasizes participatory, 

performance-informed, and policy-based budgeting. 

Policy-based budgeting capitalizes on the legitimacy of the 

local budget by anchoring it to local and national policies 

and development plans. It fulfills various LGU mandates 

of the Local Government Code (LGC) to direct socio-

economic development within the territorial jurisdiction 

through medium- and long-term development plans, 

policies, and investment programs that are aligned to 

national development aspirations. Policy-based budgeting 

actualizes the plan-budget link – for investments programs 

to operationalize development plans which include climate-

mainstreamed land use and sectoral development plans 

and LCCAPs. The Budget Operations Manual prescribes 

the AIP form that accommodates columns for climate 

change budget and climate change typology to show 

local governments’ priority policies and actions on climate 

change.

Contribution to Country resilience 

The Climate Change Act of 2009, as amended, set 

the long-term institutional agenda and strategy for the 

Philippines’ response to climate change. Stemming 

from this landmark legislation, the National Framework 

Strategy for Climate Change (NFSCC) (2010) provides for 

the structure upon which the country operates under a 

changing climate while pursuing sustainable development. 

To operationalize the framework, the Country put together 

the NCCAP which articulates adaptation and mitigation 

outcomes and activities within the strategic priorities of 

food, water, ecosystems, human settlements, industries 

and services, and energy. Underlying these priority action 

areas is knowledge and capacity building. Cascading the 

Action Plan to the sub-national level takes a concerted 

effort of local climate action planning and investing in 

adaptation and mitigation strategies. This may come in the 

form of mainstreaming (CLUP and CDP) or a stand-alone 

LCCAP, and the AIP-CCET. The CCET typologies provide 

additional reference in identifying and designing climate 

change responses that are aligned and consistent with the 

Action Plan.
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3. Climate Change 
Analysis

I n the Philippines, humid equatorial climates with high 

temperatures and heavy rainfall are experienced 

throughout the year. It includes an average air 

temperature exceeding 26°C in most areas and 2,348 

mm of precipitation. However, humidity, temperature, 

and rainfall vary across regions due to the country’s 

mountainous terrain, interspersed narrow coastal plains, 

elevation, and spatial distribution. 

Further, the Philippines’ climate is influenced by monsoons 

due to its geographical location in the Western Pacific 

Ocean. Habagat (southwest monsoon) and Amihan 

(northeast monsoon) are experienced throughout the 

year. Such variation affects the precipitation distribution in 

different regions; during July to September, and October to 

March, western and eastern regions receive heavy rainfall 

respectively. 

Transparency and Credibility 

Rapidly changing climatic conditions demand timely 

data and information to be generated to better inform 

judgment on our progress towards resilience and the 

necessary adjustments to make. When paired with 

climate and disaster risk information, the CCET is a 

productive tool to inform our ways forward. Additionally, it 

is a useful instrument to apprise constituents of the local 

Aside from monsoons, rainfall is also affected by tropical 

cyclones. As one of the typhoon-prone regions, an 

average of 19 - 20 typhoons enter the Philippine Area of 

Responsibility (PAR) with seven to nine making landfall 

annually. In addition, these typhoons are enhanced since 

the majority of occurrences happen during the months of 

July to September with southwest monsoon resulting in 

stronger winds and heavy rainfall with destructive impacts. 

The Philippines also experiences strong periodic droughts 

and heavier rainfall causing floods associated with El Niño 

Southern Oscillation (ENSO). ENSO has two phases: warm 

(El Niño) and cold (La Niña). This phenomenon greatly also 

affects the intensity of precipitation brought by monsoons 

and the number of tropical cyclones entering the PAR.

government’s commitment to climate action and priorities 

within the planning horizon. The CCET adds credibility to 

the local development process.
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Observed and projected climate change in the 
Philippines (DOST-PAGASA, 2018)

A ccording to the Philippine Atmospheric 

Geophysical and Astronomical Services 

Administration (PAGASA), from 1951 to 2015, 

the Philippines experienced warmer temperature and 

below-average precipitation despite more tropical 

cyclones entering the PAR. PAGASA identified four 

significant observations and changes in Philippine climate: 

temperature, rainfall, tropical cyclones and sea level rise. 

Changes in these trends impact sectors such as health, 

energy, agriculture, and ecosystem.

Continuous warming

An estimated average of 0.1°C per decade from 1951 

- 2015 was observed in the country. Before 1987, 

documented temperatures were cooler than normal on 

average. However, a gradual increase of temperature was 

observed, peaking during the 1998 El Niño and continuous 

increase thereafter.

Projected Changes in Temperature

The Philippines is expected to experience warmer 

temperatures in the next decades. It is estimated that 

an increase of 0.8°C to 2.2°C in mean temperature is 

projected by 2020 and 2050, respectively. 

Projected increase in temperatures spatially vary across 

the country. As the temperature varies by altitude, 

calculation of mean temperature excludes records from 

high altitude stations like in Baguio. Thus, the mean 

temperature across the Philippines is 26.6°C, with the 

coldest of 25.5°C in January and hottest with 28.3°C in 

May.

Rainfall Changes

Spatial variability and seasonal rainfall changes affect 

the rainfall in the Philippines. The projection of more than 

2°C increase in average temperature in the Philippines is 

projected to result in rainfall decline during dry seasons 

(MAM) by more than 30%. This will be experienced across 

the Ilocos region, Southern Tagalog region, Western 

Visayas, and Northwest and Central Mindanao. There 

may also be changes to the monsoon dynamics that 

can affect rainfall. Extreme rainfall conditions could be 

observed in December to February in eastern portions 

of Visayas Region and northeastern section of Mindanao 

as it coincides with the northeastern monsoon season. 

Moreover, the southwest monsoon contributes to rainfall 

increase during the wet season. From June to August, 

increased precipitation is observed in Central Luzon and 

an increasing trend of rainfall across the country. Similar 

pattern is also observed during September to November 

with Southern Tagalog to have heavy precipitation and 

Southeast Mindanao to have less. 

However, it is apparent for Northeastern Luzon and 

Northwestern Mindanao to experience a longer dry 

season. In contrast, Southern Mindanao and Eastern 

Visayas are likely to receive rain throughout the year.

Projected Changes in Rainfall

Frequent heavy rainfall and increased number of dry days 

is expected to occur across the Philippines. Longer and 

extreme drought could be experienced throughout the 

year under the 10th percentile emission model while a 

wetter climate for 90th percentile. Ideal estimate is to have 

the median-range with attention to Central Mindanao 

and portions of Western Visayas to lessen dry days. It is 

projected for Luzon and Visayas to experience a larger 

volume of rain during the southwest monsoon period while 

Mindanao would experience dry weather all over the year.

Tropical cyclones

A decrease in occurrence of tropical cyclones (TC) that 

enter the PAR and number of TCs that make landfall was 

observed during the last decade. Further, the number 

of TCs with wind velocity of <170 kph decreased while 

intense TCs with maximum sustained wind of > 170 kph 

increased.
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Projected Changes in Tropical Cyclones

An estimated average of 0.1°C per decade from 1951 

- 2015 was observed in the country. Before 1987, 

documented temperatures were cooler than normal on 

average. However, a gradual increase of temperature was 

observed, peaking during the 1998 El Niño and continuous 

increase thereafter.

Projected Changes in Temperature

From the studies conducted by PAGASA and UK 

Met Office, and compatible with the findings of the 

Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), 

tropical cyclone intensity is projected to increase 

assuming the high emission scenario (RCP8.5) (IPCC, 

2007). It is noted that the number of TCs is expected to 

decrease, however, stronger typhoons would be more 

frequent. Thus, mitigation plans done from previous 

tropical cyclones experiences are important to consider 

in preparation of different applications of climate change 

adaptation measures.

Sea Level Rise

The global rate of sea level rise has increased from 1.9 

millimeters per year (mm/yr) between 1971 and 2006, 

and 3.8mm between 2006 and 2018. This rate is lower 

compared to the sea level rise recorded in the Philippines, 

double the global mean value of 5.7 to 7.0 mm/yr. 

Manila Bay is rising at a rate of 12.13mm/yr, four times the 

global rate.  The rapid increase is noticeable from 1955 

to 2015. On the other hand, Legazpi and Davao coasts 

experience gradual increases as high as 4.5 to 5.0 mm/yr, 

while no significant changes were observed in Cebu and 

Jolo, Sulu.

Projected Changes in Sea Level Rise

Sea level is projected to increase by 20cm by mid-

21st century using either RCP4.5 or RCP8.5 emission 

scenarios. However, it is alarming if no mitigation action 

is done and the high emission rate continues from the 

RCP8.5 model. An exponential sea level increase is 

anticipated compared to the linear increase from the 

RCP4.5 model. The projected sea level increase might sink 

and worsen the situation of different coastal areas across 

the Philippines.

Investing in Climate Change

Climate change is anticipated to have many impacts to 

the Philippines’ status quo. Considering the experienced 

effects and projected increase to temperature, 

precipitation, and sea level rise, it is important to ensure 

that climate change action plans from national and 

local level should be translated into concrete actions. 

Understanding the current situation of the Philippines 

due to climate change is important to elevate the 

consciousness of everyone to address its impending 

effects to the ecosystem, water and freshwater resources, 

agriculture and fisheries and public health.

Vulnerabilities and Sensitivities (Villarin, et al., 

2016)

1. Ecosystem

Biodiversity and the different ecosystems in the country 

will be impacted due to varying and sudden change 

in surface temperature and high precipitation. Further, 

these are vulnerable sectors from tropical cyclones, 

long drought periods, and sea level rise. Aside from 

natural disturbances, human activities that degrade 

forests affect the potential of vegetation and tropical life 

zones to maintain and sustain moisture and life affecting 

precipitation causing flash floods, landslides and droughts 

destroying the ecosystem, species and human settlements 

depending on it. In the coastal and marine ecosystem, sea 

level rise, sea surface temperature increase, and stronger 

tropical cyclones are the natural threats bringing floods, 

deterioration of coastal ecosystems, salinization, and coral 

bleaching.

2. Water and freshwater resources

Seasonal monsoons and varying rainfall affect the 

quantity and quality of available freshwater resources 

across the Philippines. Water supply is vulnerable as 

the country depends on the amount of precipitation to 

replenish surface water and groundwater resources. 

Putting into consideration the effects of El Niño and La 

Niña phenomena, monsoon rains and TCs, occurrence 

of severe droughts, and extreme rains causing floods and 

landslides are predicted. Thus, impact to the overall water 

supply for vegetation and human consumption is likely.
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3. Agriculture and fisheries

Emerging irregular climate patterns result in decline of 

crops, fruits, and fish production. Aridity, heavy rainfall, and 

frequent TCs occurring after planting period and before 

harvesting season are the main cause of extreme loss in 

production of rice, corn, vegetables, and other high valued 

crops. Moreover, bearings of fruit trees are postponed due 

to sudden irregular changes in temperature. As the water 

surface and its temperature rises, coral reefs and fish 

population and production are jeopardized. Such changes 

also yield a rise of pests and diseases, not only for plants 

and crops, but also for marine resources contributing to 

more loss in production.

4. Public health

Increased occurrence of climate-sensitive diseases and 

illnesses can be correlated with climate change. Direct 

effects of climate change come from variable events such 

as floods, heat waves and sea level rise. Indirect effects are 

through diseases transmitted by different vectors. Among 

these includes dengue and malaria outbreaks as too many 

stagnant waters after heavy rain, and stored water during 

dry season are available. Moreover, diarrhea and cholera 

are also prominent from unsafe drinking water. This is 

caused by floods, runoffs, and saltwater intrusion due to 

sea level rise contaminating water sources, compromising 

public’s health and safety.

The Philippines faces impacts resulting from rapid climate 

change. Outcomes for the resilience and sustainability of 

ecosystems, water and freshwater resources, agriculture, 

and public health depend on the action of the national 

and local government. Aside from understanding how to 

mitigate the impacts and risks, commitment to include 

climate action and strategies to the Government’s plans 

and programs are necessitated to advance climate 

adaptation and mitigation outcomes.

4.Climate Change 
Investment Analysis

T his investment brief covered the best available 

AIPs from sample LGUs who have submitted their 

AIPs with CCET to the CCET Help Desk for at least 

twice (two years but not necessarily consecutive) within 

the monitoring period 2016-2020. Usability of AIPs were 

also considered in narrowing down the AIPs that were 

used in the analysis which includes file format, alignment 

of rows and columns, and quality of tagging. It can be 

noted that while compliance for AIP-CCET submission 

to the CCC has seen a declining trend, the usability of 

these submissions for data analysis and consolidation has 

improved (Table 1).

4.2. Methodology
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In the estimation of climate investments in this report, it 

was assumed that the tagging of PPAs were in line with 

the guidelines for Local CCET which meant that there 

was confidence in the LGUs’ capacity to use climate 

information as basis for designing, prioritizing, and tagging 

PPAs in their AIP. Additionally, a limitation of the report was 

the year-on-year consistency of AIP-CCET submission 

which resulted in the research team conducting a sampling 

exercise, as previously mentioned. This is true for all 

regions and provinces reflected in this report as was the 

case for Isabela province (Map 2). It can be observed 

that only select cities and municipalities were used in 

the summarization of Isabela’s climate investments. For 

instance, three AIPs from Delfin Albano were used in the 

consolidation and analysis of the Province’s investments. 

It was deemed imperative that the profile and diversity 

of climate investments be described to demonstrate the 

investments’ direction and alignment to the national climate 

change agenda. 

Table 1. Percent used for analysis of AIP-CCETs submitted to the CCC, 2016-2020

Map 2. LGUs used for Isabela Province CC Investment Analysis, 2016-2020

2016 2017 2018 2019 2020

Used for analysis 68 74 80 103 43

Number of CCET submissions 552 362 484 185

Percent used for analysis (%) 13 22 21 23
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Lastly, years with missing data were filled with the average 

of the investments by the LGU over the monitoring period. 

This was accomplished at the level of total investments, 

and total CC adaptation and CC mitigation investments. 

Missing data at the typology level was not accomplished. 

The table below demonstrates how the averages were 

used in filling years without available data:

Table 2. List of sample LGUs and assumptions on investments (in PhP ‘000)

*figures in orange indicate calculated average & available data

LGU
Type of 

PPA 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020
Average 

based 
on AIP

Pangasinan Total
Investment

2,188,768.14 684,485.98 1,446,180.40 540,989.10 2,370,478.40 1,446,180.40

CC Mitigation 408,448.68 549,125.24 545,974.66 399,074.00 827,250.72 1,105,066.74

CC Mitigation 24,518.08 37,081.74 203,394.20 16,202.00 735,775.00 203,394.20

City of
Urdaneta

Total
Investment

771,525.01 1,536,544.09 1,007,131.13 1,105,066.74 1,105,066.74 1,105,066.74

CC Mitigation 37,504.93 31,449.36 23,000.00 30,651.43 30,651.43 30,651.43

CC Mitigation 3,550.00 9,100.00 7,400.00 6,683.33 6,683.33 6,683.33

Burgos Total
Investment

598,419.84 181,663.48 598,419.84 1,015,176.21 598,419.84 598,419.84

CC Mitigation 442,924.43 40,328.86 442,924.43 845,520.00 442,924.43 442,924.43

CC Mitigation 8,200.00 3,800.00 8,200.00 12,600.00 8,200.00 8,200.00

Sigay Total
Investment

343,586.79 146,539.44 202,037.14 682,183.79 343,586.79 343,586.79

CC Mitigation 240,908.99 79,002.98 98,133.00 545,591.00 240,908.99 240,908.99

CC Mitigation 7,030.00 8,340.00 5,840.00 6,910.00 7,030.00 7,030.00

Climate investments constitute a quarter of the 

total

Climate investments constituted 24% of the total 

investments between the fiscal years 2016 to 2020 

(Figure 1). This includes PPA line items that have amounts 

indicated under the CCA/M columns of the AIP form with 

and without tagging using climate change typologies. 

Climate adaptation (21%) formed the majority of climate 

investments while non-climate change related investments 

made up 76% of the total.

4.3.Consolidated Local Climate Change Investments
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Table 3. Total CC and Non-CC Investment (in PhP ‘000), 2016-2020

Figure 1. Cumulative share of CCA and CCM vs. Non-CC (in PhP ‘000), 2016-2020

Over PhP 528 Billion were invested in climate 

change response

The total five-year investment amounted to PhP 2.22 

Trillion, of which PhP 1.69 Trillion were non-climate change 

Local governments invest in climate change 

action

Annual investments not related to climate change have 

demonstrated fluctuations over the five-year monitoring 

period, while climate change investments had better 

related (Table 3). Climate adaptation and mitigation 

accounted for PhP 463 Billion and PhP 64.3 Billion, 

respectively.

stability (Figure 2). The correlation between non-CC related 

investments and investments for climate change has 

not been computed due to limitations in completeness/

availability of data. On average, annual local government 

investment in climate change was found to be at PhP 176 

Billion or a quarter of their total investments.

CCA CCM CC
Investments Non-CC Total

Investments

P 463,980,119.42 P 64,250,106.28 P 528,230,225.69 P 1,694,096,534.31 P 2,222,326,760.01
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Figure 2. Share of CC and Non-CC (in PhP ‘000), 2016-2020

Table 4. Share of CC and Non-CC (in PhP ‘000), 2016-2020

FY CC %CC Non-CC % Non-CC Total
Investment

2016 P 92,697,232.00 29% P 226,286,205.78 71% P 318,983,437.78

2017 P 85,230,756.53 18% P 389,050,159.75 82% P 474,280,916.28

2018 P 112,449,848.60 25% P 329,972,290.64 75% P 442,422,139.24

2019 P 124,563,419.47 24% P 405,434,638.74 76% P 529,998,058.21

2020 P 113,288,969.09 25% P 343,353,239.40 75% P 456,642,208.49
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Figure 3. Percentage share of CCA and CCM, 2016-2020

Climate adaptation remain the priority of local 

governments

The average annual investment for climate adaptation 

was found to constitute 21% (PhP 92.8 Billion) of the 

total investments, while annual investments for climate 

mitigation was found to be 3% (PhP 12 Billion) on average 

(Figure 3). In 2018, investment for adaptation was found 

to be almost a quarter (PhP 99.8 Billion) of the total 

Local governments steadily invest in climate 

change mitigation

Investments for climate mitigation were found to be 

relatively steady for the monitoring period, the highest 

investment. The years 2016 (PhP 80.5 Billion) and 2020 

(PhP 98.7 Billion) also recorded investment in climate 

adaptation beyond the average. 

Investments in climate mitigation have a steady behavior 

in terms of percentage share. Notably, local governments 

invested more in climate change mitigation in 2016 (4%) 

than the subsequent years.

was found to be in 2020 with over PhP 14.6 Billion 

in investments (Table 5). Sharp increases in climate 

adaptation were observed in 2018 and 2019, with over 

PhP 99 Billion and PhP 111 Billion total investments, 

respectively.
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Table 5. CCA and CCM share (in PhP ‘000), 2016-2020

FY CCA CCM

2016 P 80,476,727.73 P 12,220,504.27

2017 P 73,584,425.56 P 11,646,330.97

2018 P 99,804,340.84 P 12,645,507.76

2019 P 111,405,397.32 P 13,158,022.16

2020 P 98,709,227.97 P 14,579,741.12

The Philippines submitted its first Nationally Determined Contribution (NDC) to the United Nations Framework 

Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC) on 15 April 2021 in accordance to and fulfilling the Country’s 

commitment to the Paris Agreement. 

NDCs embody efforts by each country to reduce national emissions and adapt to the impact of climate change 

(UNFCCC, n.d.). Countries’ climate actions determine whether the world achieves the long-term goals of 

the Paris Agreement and global peaking of emissions the soonest possible and undertake rapid emissions 

reductions thereafter, to achieve a balance between anthropogenic emissions by sources and removals by sinks 

in the second half of the century (ibid). 

Philippines’ NDC supports the national development objectives and priorities of sustainable industrial 

development, poverty eradication and inclusive growth, energy security, and social and climate justice, and the 

transformation of its socio-economic sectors towards a climate and disaster-resilient and low carbon economy. 

The Philippines commits to a projected greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions reduction and avoidance of 75%, of 

which 2.71% is unconditional or policies and measures which can be undertaken using nationally mobilized 

resources. This represents the country’s ambition for GHG mitigation for the period 2020 to 2030 for the sectors 

agriculture, wastes, industry, transport, and energy. 

Local government efforts in climate adaptation contribute to the country’s resilience and sustainable 

development aspirations. By undertaking low-emission development strategies (LEDS), local governments can 

capture CC mitigation outcomes along the process of development.

Philippines’ Nationally Determined Contribution 
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4.4. Distribution of Local Climate Change Investments

Local governments invest in climate action

All regions of the country were found to have invested 

in climate adaptation and mitigation within the five-year 

programming period. Though, the results of visualizing 

the spatial distribution of these investments resulted in 

provinces without investments. This was primarily due to 

the outcome of determining the extent of usability of AIPs 

to be used in the analysis (see 4.2).

Visualization of the five-year local climate investments 

showed that local governments in most provinces invest 

in climate action. In mapping their spatial distribution, 

data from 48 provinces were used, which was more than 

half of the total number of provinces in the country. Total 

climate investments for the five-year programming period 

were found to be highest in the provinces of Metro Manila 

(PhP 56 Billion), Albay (PhP 55 Billion), Zamboanga del Sur 

(PhP 49.8 Billion), Cagayan (PhP 45 Billion), and Iloilo (43.6 

Billion). Together, they made up 48% of the Country’s local 

climate investments. 

On the other hand, the lowest climate investments were 

observed in the provinces of Misamis Occidental and 

Camiguin in which each of their climate investments were 

less than PhP 10 Million. 

The behavior for investing in climate change may be 

affected by various factors such as share of allocation from 

the national government, institutional absorptive capacity, 

presence of multiple hazards, frequency of occurrence 

of disasters, and financing needs for rebuilding and 

recovery. These can impact the design, prioritization, and 

allocation for climate change in the investment programs 

of local governments. In addition, climate actions may not 

necessarily come in discrete forms that directly confront 

climate change such as flood defenses or relocation 

of housing from coasts. There are those that address 

drivers of vulnerability, those that build response capacity, 

and those that manage risks (Ford, Berrang-Ford, & 

Lesnikowski, 2013). The latter are crucial elements of a 

comprehensive approach to climate action and capturing 

sustainable development outcomes in the long run. In 

comparison to those directly confronting climate change, 

the latter also are not necessarily financing intensive as 

they approach climate action through mainstreaming in 

sectoral programs and activities.

33Local Climate Investment Brief 2016-2020Climate Change Commission

Image source: https://www.gutterhelmet.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/06/iStock-1289937464.jpg
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Map 3. Distribution of 5-Year Climate Investments of Sample LGUs 
(aggregate provincial, city, and municipal investments), 2016-2020
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The distribution of annual climate investments is 

demonstrated in the following choropleth maps.

For the five-year programming period, the local 

governments of Burgos, Banga, Dumarao, and City of 

Bislig were found to have submitted their AIP-CCET 

consistently. As previously discussed, to allow the 

processing and analysis of local climate investments at 

a valid statistical level, two AIP-CCET submissions were 

set as the minimum. Gleaning from Map 3 provinces with 

the highest total climate investments during the five-year 

programming period were also found to have consistent 

submissions (four or more years compliance), except for 

the Province of Sorsogon which has only three years of 

compliance. However, there were also those provinces 

which had submissions for five years but were not found 

to be among the provinces with the highest total climate 

investments. These include the provinces of Bukidnon, 

Negros Occidental, Pangasinan, and Davao Oriental. This 

demonstrates the inconsistency of AIP-CCET submission 

at the municipality and city level which affects the outcome 

when consolidated at the provincial level. Nevertheless, the 

thrust of this report is to provide character and profile to 

the climate investments in terms of source, direction, and 

alignment.
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Map 4. Distribution of 5-Year Climate Investments of Sample LGUs 
(aggregate provincial, city, and municipal investments), 2016
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Map 5. Distribution of 5-Year Climate Investments of Sample LGUs 
(aggregate provincial, city, and municipal investments), 2017
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Map 6. Distribution of 5-Year Climate Investments of Sample LGUs 
(aggregate provincial, city, and municipal investments), 2018
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Map 7. Distribution of 5-Year Climate Investments of Sample LGUs 
(aggregate provincial, city, and municipal investments), 2019
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Map 8. Distribution of 5-Year Climate Investments of Sample LGUs 
(aggregate provincial, city, and municipal investments), 2020
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4.5 Direction of Local Climate Change Investments

Alignment to NCCAP Strategic and Sub-Priorities

Climate change investments flow to energy, 

water, ecosystems, and human security sectors

Investments in climate adaptation were highest for the 

strategic priorities Sustainable Energy (47%), Water 

Sufficiency (25%), and Human Security (12%). On the other 

hand, investments in climate mitigation were highest for the 

strategic priorities Ecological and Environmental Stability 

(51%) Sustainable Energy (37%). When disaggregated by 

While climate mitigation investments flowed to the low-hanging sectors of energy and ecosystems, other sectors received 

significant investments too (Figure 5). Most notable were the strategic priorities Food Security (5%) and Human Security 

(5%). 

strategic priority, investments in climate change adaptation 

still dwarf those in climate change mitigation (Figure 4).

Climate adaptation investments were found to be lagging 

in the sectors of ecosystems (0.5%), finance (0.4%), 

and knowledge/capacity building (2.43%). Significant 

investments were tagged in climate change adaptation for 

Food Security (7%) but were visually lower in comparison 

to infrastructure-related investments in the water and 

energy sectors. 

Figure 4. Share of CCA Investments by NCCAP Strategic Priority (in PhP ‘000), 2016-2020
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Figure 5. Share of CCM Investments by NCCAP Strategic Priority (in PhP ‘000), 2016-2020

Local governments maximize resilience 

outcomes by diversifying priority portfolios 

 

The strategic priority Sustainable Energy received the 

most investments with more than PhP 117 Billion, of which 

the majority is related to climate adaptation (Table 6). 

Second to this was Water Sufficiency with over PhP 60 

Billion allocation and similarly composed of mostly climate 

adaptation investments. Investments to Human Security 

amounted to More than PhP 28 Billion that are also 

mostly CC adaptation-related. CC mitigation investments 

mostly focused on the strategic priorities Ecological and 

Environmental Stability (PhP 7 Billion) and Sustainable 

Energy (PhP 5 Billion). 

Other unidentified climate adaptation investments 

amounted to PhP 6 Billion, and PhP 13 Billion for climate 

mitigation. These investments were classified by climate 

change objectives without identifying the strategic 

priorities. Some PhP 8 Billion were also invested in climate 

change-related PPAs. 
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Local governments invest in transport, water, 

energy, and waste infrastructure

  

The strategic priorites of the NCCAP are further articulated 

into sub-priorities or relevant sectors that contribute 

to their outcomes. To better describe the investments 

by the said strategic priorities, reference provides the 

texture of investments by sub-priority. Investments in CC 

adaptation concentrated in the sub-priorities Transport 

and Communication (45%) and Flood Protection (23%) 

which constitute 69% of its total. Investments were also 

significant in Settlements and Local Land Use (9%), 

Agriculture and Livestock (7%), and Tourism, Trade, and 

Industries (5%). Investments in Fisheries (0.04%) and Forest 

and Biodiversity (0.44%) related to CC adaptation were 

found to be of least priority. 

Table 6. Share of CCA and CCM Investments by NCCAP Strategic Priority (in PhP ‘000), 2016-2020

Strategic Priority CCA CCM Total

Food Security P 17,012,062.70 P 756,698.96 P 17,768,761.66

Water Sufficiency P 60,071,448.69 P 159,991.24 P 60,231,439.93

Ecological and Environmental Stability P 1,128,360.28 P 7,143,124.80 P 8,271,485.08

Human Security P 27,799,807.93 P 676,275.00 P 28,476,082.93

Climate Smart Industries and Services P 11,943,622.47 P 156,077.18 P 12,099,699.65

Sustainable Energy P  112,782,574.45 P 5,123,094.40 P 117,905,668.85

Knowledge and Capacity Development P 5,771,288.78 - P 5,771,288.78

Finance P 1,012,895.45 P  3,835.58 P 1,016,731.02

Other – CCA/CCM P 6,093,941.40 P 13,613,151.76 P 19,707,093.16

Other CCA/CCM - No code identified P 7,191,415.86 P 1,843,922.71 P 9,035,338.57

Other CC P 11,236.80 P 6,520.00 P 17,756.80

Total P 250,818,654.82 P 29,482,691.61 P 280,301,346.44
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Figure 6. Share of CCA Investments by NCCAP Sub-Priorities (in PhP ‘000), 2016-2020

Meanwhile, CC mitigation investments commonly fell 

under Solid Waste (41%), Energy Efficiency (22%), and 

Power Generation (12%) which is 75% of its total (Figure 7). 

Significant investments were also observed in Agriculture 

and Livestock (4%) and Settlements and Land Use (4%) 

which were also focus areas of local governments in CC 

adaptation. 
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Figure 7. Share of CCM Investments by NCCAP Sub-Priorities (in PhP ‘000), 2016-2020

The strategic priority Food Security concerns the sectors 

of agriculture and livestock, and fisheries. While the 

majority of the investments address climate adaptation 

for the agri-livestock sector, there were roughly the same 

amount of investments for fisheries in terms of climate 

change mitigation as climate change adaptation (Table 7). 

Flood protection constitutes almost the entirety of Water 

Sufficiency investments. Mostly related to climate change 

adaptation, the strategic priority also saw investments for 

water supply (PhP 3 Billion) and water sanitation (PhP 803 

Million).

Ecological and Environmental Stability secures resilience 

outcomes for forest and biodiversity (green ecosystem) 

and solid waste (brown ecosystem). Climate change 

investments towards forest and biodiversity almost 

weighed equally for climate change adaptation and 

mitigation, PhP 1 Billion and PhP 1.4 Billion respectively. 

The sub-priority on forest best demonstrates the capture 

of CC mitigation benefits as a function of CC adaptation. 

While solid waste management mostly captures CC 

mitigation results, significant investments in the sector for 

CC adaptation were also observed. 

The strategic priority Human Security best exhibits the 

local governments’ continuous effort and commitment to 

incorporate CC-DRR considerations in human settlements 

planning – both spatially and in the delivery of social 

services. PhP 4.8 Billion were invested to address CC 

impacts to human health. In terms of designing and 

making sense of spaces through governance and action 

delivery, more than PhP 23 Billion were invested. 

Local governments made the effort to move towards 

greening industries and services by investing in tourism 

and trade. Almost PhP 12 Billion were investment to 

the said industry that were related to CC adaptation. 
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Meanwhile, PhP 156 Million were invested to reducing/

avoiding GHG emissions.

The strategic priority Sustainable Energy covers measures 

addressing infrastructure on energy and transport that 

capture efficiency and savings outcomes. Sub-sector 

Transport and Communication accounted for most of the 

CC adaptation investments (PhP 107 Billion). This was 

followed by investments towards Power Generation which 

had PhP 5.5 Billion directed to CC adaptation and PhP 1.8 

Billion to CC mitigation. Energy efficiency investments was 

the bulk of CC mitigation investments under Sustainable 

Energy (PhP 3.1 Billion).

Lastly, Knowledge and Capacity Development works for 

the enhancement of capacity of actors, decision-makers, 

and stakeholders to act on climate change through 

knowledge and information dissemination. PhP 5.8 Billion 

was invested for the sub-priority education and climate 

science.

Table 7. Share of CCA and CCM Investments by NCCAP Sub-Priorities (in PhP ‘000), 2016-2020

Strategic Priority Sector/
Sub-Priority CCA CCM

Food Security

Agriculture and Livestock P 16,923,525.24 P 657,098.96

Fisheries P 88,537.47 P 99,600.00

Water Sufficiency

Water Supply P 3,243,641.87 P 159,991.24

Flood Protection P 56,024,644.18 -

Water and Sanitation P 803,162.64 -

Ecological and Environmental Stability
Forest and Biodiversity P 1,056,532.24 P 1,445,750.81

Solid Waste P 71,828.03 P 5,697,373.99

Human Security

Health P 4,839,539.87 -

Settlements and Local 
Land Use

P 22,960,268.06 P 676,275.00

Climate-Smart Industries and Services
Tourism, Trade, and 
Industries

P 11,943,622.47 P 156,077.18

Sustainable Energy

Energy Efficiency P 140,550.00 P 3,134,937.20

Power Generation P 5,479,713.45 P 1,760,005.74

Transportation and
Communication

P 107,162,311.00 P 228,151.47

Knowledge and Capacity Development
Education and Climate 
Science

P 5,771,288.78 -
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Strategic Priority Sector/
Sub-Priority CCA CCM

None P 1,012,895.45 P 3,835.58

Other – CCA/CCM P 6,093,941.40 P 13,613,151.76

Other CCA/CCM - No 
code identified

P 7,191,415.86 P 1,843,922.71

Other CC P 11,236.80 P 6,520.00

Total P 250,818,654.82 P 29,482,691.61

Instrument of Delivery

Framing adaptation (and climate change) actions  (McGray, Anne, & Rob, 2007)

There is no single model that will be completely satisfactory for climate change, especially in CC adaptation (ibid). 

The report Weathering the Storm Options for Framing Adaptation and Development by McGray, Anne, & Rob 

(2007) provides a framework in mapping out adaptation efforts. In the report, they suggested that CC adaptation 

may be framed as efforts that range from those addressing emerging impacts, to acts that unintentionally address 

the problem and are beneficial in the long run (ibid). The said framework located diverse efforts using a continuum 

ranging from those vulnerability-focused and impact-focused. Efforts located in the far left of the continuum were 

deemed to directly address societal problems such as poverty that reduces the vulnerability of the society to 

those addressing the impact of climate change. These efforts are most often traditional in nature because they 

have little to no account in addressing climate change, however, it may have benefits in the absence of climate 

change. Moving to the right of the continuum are adaptation activities that build capacity response which focus on 

problem-solving and frequently entail institutional-building and technological approaches. Despite being focused 

on problem solving, most often, activities on capacity building were limited in predicting expected impact and are 

not highly targeted towards impact focus efforts. Located in the mid-right of the continuum are adaptation efforts 

that directly address hazards and impacts. These efforts are mostly lodged under climate risk management and 

effectiveness of this response highly depends on the available climate information and climate change predictions. 

However, due to this dependency on risk assessments, efforts may turn out to be inaccurate in the long run and 

may lead to wasted investment and maladaptation. Finally, the impact-focused adaptation strategies are located 

in the far right of the spectrum. These efforts directly confront climate change and are often innovative in nature. 

However, due to its nature, the response is subject to contention because of its high-cost and the outcome may 

not be felt immediately. Delayed outcomes do not mean that they are not effective but because such efforts are 

proactive that it also requires long term planning. 

Overall, addressing climate change should not only be focused on one kind of effort, rather, the diversity of 

strategies help build the foundations of effective climate action. 
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Figure 8. Share of CCA and CCM Investments by Instrument of Delivery (in PhP ‘000), 2016-2020

Local governments deliver action and service 

 

The majority of the PPAs are considered as Service 

Delivery which means that these were activities that 

directly reduce vulnerability, increase adaptive capacity, 

or mitigate GHG emissions (Figure 8). The majority (88%) 

of climate investments were classified as Service Delivery 

of which 84% are CC adaptation. Policy Development 

and Governance also constituted a significant portion of 

the climate investments (7.7%). Knowledge Sharing and 

capacity building make up 3% of the total while Research, 

Development, and Extension equaled to less than 1%. Like 

development programs and activities, climate actions need 

fundamental and enabling elements such as policy and 

legal bases, built capabilities, and technical bases for them 

to be effective and successful. 

Investments through Service Delivery amounting to PhP 

211 Billion were tagged as CC adaptation (Table 8). On 

the other hand, CC Mitigation Service Delivery amounted 

to Php 10.47 Billion. More than PhP 19 Billion were 

invested by local governments to develop their policy and 

institutional bases for CC action, including PhP 3 Billion 

for CC mitigation. Next to Service Delivery and Policy 

Development, local governments allocated PhP 8.2 Billion 

for Knowledge Sharing and Capacity Building for CC 

adaptation and mitigation. Lastly, Research, Development, 

and Extension equated to PhP 2.3 Billion. Investments 

for capacity building and R&D were greatly skewed to CC 

adaptation.
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Table 8. Share of CCA and CCM Investments by Instrument of Delivery (in PhP ‘000), 2016-2020

Instrument CCA CCM

 Policy Development and Governance P 16,256,326.40 P 3,109,658.97

Research, Development, and
Extension 

P 2,024,975.60 P 234,626.61

Knowledge Sharing and Capacity 
Building

P 7,976,560.22 P 204,834.00

 Service Delivery P 211,264,198.54 P 10,469,977.57

 Other – CCA/CCC P 6,093,941.40 P 13,613,151.76

Other CCA/CCM - No code identified P 7,191,415.86 P 1,843,922.71

 Other CC P 11,236.80 P 6,520.00

Total P 250,818,654.82 P 29,482,691.61

Fund Sources

Moving forward with greater local government autonomy and resource

Section 17 of the LGC states that basic services and facilities should be at least provided by the LGU and it should 

also adhere with the statutory requirement in budget appropriations such as the 20% Development Fund (DF), 45-

55% cap for Personal Services (PS), at least 5% for Gender and Development (GAD), no less than 5% for the Local 

Disaster Risk Reduction and Management Fund (LDRRMF), at least 1% for children, and 1% for Senior Citizens 

and Persons with Disability (PWD) (Congress of the Philippines, 1991). However, due to necessity, most LGUs 

give priority to economic and social programs for their constituents, leaving climate change related programs and 

activities in lesser priority. At the same time, CC adaptation strategies require higher budget allotment due to the 

need for higher capital and more technical expertise to assess and implement such programs. 

In its July 3, 2018 Decision, the Supreme Court (SC) granted the Mandanas-Garcia petition, declaring as 

unconstitutional the phrase “internal revenue” appearing in Section 284 of the Local Government Code (LGC) of 

1991. As such, the SC ordered the deletion of the said phrase.

The SC ruled that the determination of the just share of the LGUs should not be based solely on national internal 

revenue taxes but on all national taxes. The SC also ruled that any mention of “internal revenue allotment” in the 
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LGC of 1991 shall be understood as pertaining to the allotment of the LGUs derived from the national taxes.

The impact of the SC decision significantly increased the tax base on which the share of the LGUs is computed, 

and thus, strengthened fiscal decentralization.

This additional share meant additional funds to improve delivery of basic services and facilities. For instance, 

the increase in allotment for PS especially for 4th-6th class LGUs will entail the opportunity for LGUs to raise PS 

spending in hiring personnel with knowledge and experience on CCAM-DRR analyses (i.e., climate and disaster 

risk assessment, vulnerability assessment, greenhouse gas inventory). Experienced personnel on CCAM-DRR 

will also expedite policy-making processes that will strengthen CCAM-DRR measures at the local level and the 

implementation of programs, projects, and activities thereafter. The increase in funding may also intensify the 

programs that will improve disaster preparedness and recovery at the local level by higher allotments for basic 

service delivery.

Local governments work with the national 

government on climate adaptation

 

Climate investments were sourced from various financing 

mechanisms including internal allotments, government-to-

government arrangements, and external funding (Figure 9). 

Climate adaptation was largely funded from the national 

government (34%) or from co-sharing arrangements (LGU-

National Government, 15%). Almost 30% of the funding 

came from other LGU funds, sources or are unidentified. 

Less than 20% of CC adaptation investments were from 

the General Fund (7%), 20% Development Fund (5%), and 

Local DRRM Fund (5%). Funding involving three parties 

account for only 3% (LGU-National Government-Other 

External Fund Source).
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National and local governments converge for 

financing CC adaptation

 

National government financing for CC adaptation 

amounted to PhP 85.9 Billion while national government 

co-financed investments with their local counterparts 

amounted to PhP 37 Billion (Table 9). This demonstrates 

the crucial role of the national government in a convergent 

planning and programming regime in terms of financing 

programs and projects that capture adaptation and 

resilience outcomes. Meanwhile, funding source from 

within the LGU (including General Fund, Development 

Fund, LDRRMF, and other LGU funds) amounted to PhP 

65.7 Billion. For the investment period, PhP 194 Million 

that was invested for CC adaptation was sourced from the 

GAD Fund.

Figure 9. Fund Source of Climate Change Adaptation Investments, 2016-2020

Table 9. Fund Source of Climate Change Adaptation Investments (in ‘000), 2016-2020

Fund source Adaptation Other-CCA Other CCA- No 
code identifued Other CC

20% DF P 12,689,536.88 P 281,728.89 P 236,086.83 P -

LDRRMF P 11,609,024.17 P 206,518.90 P 117,036.70 P -
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Fund source Adaptation Other-CCA Other CCA- No 
code identifued Other CC

GAD Fund P 181,836.49 P 1,650.00 P 10,588.80 P -

GF P 15,852,607.95 P 481,733.97 P 524,411.90 P 6,186.80

Other LGU Funds P 23,094,117.65 P 327,285.34 P 105,989.65 P -

National Government P 84,415,067.43 P 1,025,021.64 P 494,978.55 P -

Other Sources P 9,034,340.42 P 681,687.71 P 1,786,457.69 P -

LGU-Natl Govt P 36,611,676.05 P 319,067.00 P 275,000.00 P -

Natl Govt + Other 
External FS

P 2,023,645.50 P 50,000.00 P 20,000.00 P -

LGU + Other Sources P 18,123,567.65 P 2,109,050.00 P 328,592.00 P-

LGU-Natl Govt-Other 
External

P 4,684,086.83 P 11,120.00 P - P -

Unidentified/For 
Funding

P 19,202,553.73 P 599,077.94 P 3,292,273.74 P 5,050.00

Total P 237,522,060.76 P 6,093,941.40 P 7,191,415.86 P 11,236.80

National government leads investment for CC 

mitigation at the local level

 

More than half (56%) of the investments for CC mitigation 

were sourced from the national government (Figure 10).  

Other than financing CC investments from other internal 

sources (3%), co-financing with the national government 

(4%), other sources (5%), or for funding/unidentified (6%), 

the General Fund came in second as the main source for 

CC mitigation investments (18%). Shared financing (LGU-

National Government-Other External) constituted only 1% 

of the total. While the LDRRM Fund primarily addresses 

disaster risk reduction strategies and measures, it was also 

utilized for capturing CC mitigation outcomes (1%).
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National and local government convergent in 

financing CC mitigation

 

More than PhP 16.5 Billion were financed by the national 

government and contributed to CC mitigation of local 

governments (Table 10). Among the internal sources of 

financing by the local governments, the General Fund 

contributed the most (PhP 5.3 Billion), on top of the 20% 

Development Fund (PhP 805 Million) and LDRRM Fund 

(PhP 181 Million). Co-financing, including local-national 

government, LGU-other sources and external sources, and 

tripartite financing, amounted to PhP 2.7 Billion. More than 

PhP 26 Million was invested for CC mitigation that was 

sourced from the GAD Fund.

Figure 10. Fund Source of Climate Change Mitigation Investments, 2016-2020

Table 10. Fund Source of Climate Change Mitigation Investments (in ‘000), 2016-2020

Fund source Adaptation Other-CCA Other CCA- No 
code identifued Other CC

20% DF P 721,946.49 P 36,605.00 P 47,096.85 P -

LDRRMF P 155,993.97 P  3,900.00 P  22,102.05 P -
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Fund source Adaptation Other-CCA Other CCA- No 
code identifued Other CC

GAD Fund P 21,746.00 P 471.40 P 4,244.95 P -

GF P 5,042,547.21 P 170,580.27 P 98,815.00 P  6,270.00

Other LGU Funds P  778,860.32 P 62,835.00 P 17,529.92 P -

National Government P 2,573,340.14 P  13,257,180.00 P 712,482.74 P -

Other Sources P 1,227,463.03 P 6,400.00 P 115,418.20 P -

LGU-Natl Govt P 963,543.00 P 26,787.00 P 80,150.00 P -

Natl Govt + Other 
External FS

P  2,300.00 P - P - P -

LGU + Other Sources P 1,335,595.00 P 6,293.00 P - P-

LGU-Natl Govt-Other 
External

P 241,202.00 P 28,000.00 P 20,000.00 P -

Unidentified/For 
Funding

P 954,559.99 P 14,100.09 P 726,083.00 P 250.00

Total P 14,019,097.15 P 13,613,151.76 P 1,843,922.71 P 6,520.00
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Top Typologies

Working with CCET typologies

Climate change typologies are alpha-numeric characters that help describe climate change-related PPAs by their 

objective, alignment to the NCCAP strategic priorities and their sub-priorities, and instrument of delivery. The 

typologies provide markers upon which summaries and visualization can be generated.

The use of climate information such as climate and disaster risk assessment (CDRA) and greenhouse gas 

inventory (GHGI) provide the basis for determining, designing, and prioritizing relevant climate actions and 

measures. On the other hand, the use of typologies provides the basis for communicating that the said actions 

and measures are translated into PPAs with financing and are subject for implementation within the year. 

CC adaptation investments attend to transport, 

water, and agriculture infrastructure

 

CC adaptation investments by typology concentrated 

on upgrading and constructing transport infrastructure, 

improving resilience of infrastructure to CC and flood, 

flood control and drainage systems, and construction 

and improvement of water systems related to agriculture 

(Figure 11). Climate-resilient transport infrastructure made 

up 38% of the CC adaptation investments, of which 

25% was related to upgrading interventions. There were 

4,610 PPAs tagged under these typologies. Flood-related 

infrastructures accounted for 22% of the CC adaptation 

investments with a total count of 2,347 PPAs. Construction 

and improvement of water systems in agriculture 

accounted for 6% of the CC adaptation investments for 

257 PPAs. Tagged investments varied per PPA count, 

depending on the scale of intervention and length of 

implementation. Together, investments tagged under the 

top five (5) CC adaptation typologies accounted 65% of the 

adaptations in CC adaptation
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Figure 11. Top 5 CCA Investments by Amount and Count of Tagged PPAs (in PhP ‘000), 2016-2020

Local governments capacitate both 

infrastructure and humans for CC and CV

 

Tagged investments using the top five (5) CC adaptation 

typologies amounted to more than PhP 164 Billion (Table 

11). Further, the investments tagged with the top ten (10) 

CC adaptation typologies amounted to PhP 202.9 Billion 

in 10,878 PPAs. Local governments also focused on 

incorporating CC and climate variability (CV) in the design 

standards of new buildings (PhP 9.7 Billion), enhanced 

road maintenance to respond to CC (PhP 9.2 Billion), 

climate-proofing public infrastructures (PhP 7.9 Billion), and 

capacity building (PhP 4.6 Billion). 
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Table 11. Top 10 CCA Investments by Amount and Count of Tagged PPAs (in PhP ‘000), 2016-2020

Rank Strategic 
Priority Sector Instru-

ment Activity
CC

Typology 
Code

CC
Investment

1 Sustainable 
Energy

Transportation 
and
Communica-
tion

Service 
Delivery

Upgrade existing roads, 
ports and aviation 
infrastructure to climate 
resilient design standards

A634-04 P62,637,831.18

2 Sustainable 
Energy

Transportation 
and
Communica-
tion

Service 
Delivery

Construct new roads, 
ports, airports and aviation 
infrastructure to climate 
resilient design standards

A634-03 P32,322,147.27

3 Water
Sufficiency

Flood
Protection

Service 
Delivery

Improve resilience of 
infrastructure (bridges, 
water supply, community 
infrastructure, water 
storage, coastal defense, 
etc) to account for climate 
change and climate 
variability related extreme 
weather and climate 
variability that could 
increase flood risks in 
infrastructure

A224-02 P29,879,854.09

4 Water
Sufficiency

Flood
Protection

Service 
Delivery

Incorporate climate change 
and climate variability 
in design standards for 
flood control and drainage 
systems

A224-01 P 4,830,946.94

5 Food Security Agriculture 
and Livestock

Service 
Delivery

Construct/Repair/
Rehabilitate national 
and communal irrigation 
systems, dams and 
water storage systems to 
manage changes in the 
water cycle due to climate 
change and climate 
variability*

A114-05 P14,549,937.50

6 Climate Smart 
Industries and 
Services

Tourism, 
Trade, and 
Industries

Policy De-
velopment 
and Gov-
ernance

Incorporate new CC&CV 
resilient design standards 
in new buildings

A511-02 P9,725,759.77
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Rank Strategic 
Priority Sector Instru-

ment Activity
CC

Typology 
Code

CC
Investment

7 Sustainable 
Energy

Transportation 
and
Communica-
tion

Service 
Delivery

Enhance road 
maintenance to respond 
to climate change and 
climate variability

A634-06 P 9,247,020.17

8 Human
Security

Settlements 
and Local 
Land Use

Service 
Delivery

Climate proofing/
retrofitting or relocating of 
government infrastructure 
(i.e., schools and 
government hospitals, 
health centers, rural health 
units, teen centers) from 
climate hazards

A424-12 P 7,877,048.59

9 Other CCA 
- No code 
identified

Other CCA 
- No code 
identified

Other CCA 
- No code 
identified

Other CCA - No code 
identified

w/ CCA 
amount but 

w/o code

P 7,191,415.86 

10 Knowledge 
and Capacity 
Development

Education 
and Climate 
Science

Knowl-
edge 
Sharing 
and 
Capacity 
Building

Capacity building to 
address vulnerability 
to climate change and 
climate variability

A713-04 P 4,621,961.74

Waste management and energy security make 

good entry points for CC mitigation

 

CC mitigation investments by typology focused on solid 

waste management, development of renewable energy 

sources, and other GHG-reducing interventions (Figure 

12). Almost half (45%) of the CC mitigation investments 

cannot be organized using the current set of typologies. 

Additionally, 355 PPAs which accounted for 6% of the 

total CC mitigation investments were also identified by 

local governments as interventions that contribute to the 

reduction or avoidance of GHG emissions. Programs 

and projects on solid waste management made up 

16% of the total. There were 229 PPAs related to the 

establishment and implementation of the Ecological Solid 

Waste Management program pursuant to Republic Act 

9003. Related to this, 353 PPAs were identified for the 

construction and operation of materials recovery facility. 

Lastly, there were 57 PPAs tagged for the development of 

renewable energy sources.
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LGUs invest in the low-hanging fruits in energy 

efficiency and carbon sinks

 

Climate investments tagged using top ten (10) CC 

mitigation typologies amounted to PhP 25.6 Billion 

which made up 87% of the CC mitigation total. Other CC 

mitigation interventions invested by local governments 

were improvements in the operations and procedures (PhP 

1.3 Billion), development of policies and ordinances to 

improve energy efficiency in the operations of and within 

the local government (PhP 1.2 Billion), and retrofitting/

installing of cooling and heating systems (PhP 634 Million). 

In addition to the aforementioned waste management 

practices for GHG emission reduction, local governments 

also invested in methane capture or gas flaring (PhP 491 

Million). Lastly, local governments invested PhP 414 Million 

in the management of carbon sinks such as parks and 

nurseries.

Figure 12. Top 5 CCM Investments by Amount and Count of Tagged PPAs (in PhP ‘000), 2016-2020
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Table 12. Top 10 CCM Investments by Amount and Count of Tagged PPAs (in PhP ‘000), 2016-2020

Rank Strategic 
Priority Sector Instru-

ment Activity
CC

Typology 
Code

CC
Investment

1 Other - CCM Other - CCM Other - 
CCM

Other - CCM M424-11 P 13,244,675.00

2 Ecological and 
Environmental 
Stability

Solid Waste Service 
Delivery

Establish and implement 
ecological solid waste 
management (ESWM) 
program in accordance 
with Republic Act 9003

M324-04 P 3,028,328.81

3 Other CCM 
- No code 
identified

Other CCM 
- No code 
identified

Other CCM 
- No code 
identified

Other CCM - No code 
identified

w/ CCM 
amount but 

w/o code

P 1,843,922.71

4 Sustainable 
Energy

Power
Generation

Service 
Delivery

Development of renewable 
energy (i.e. Establishment 
of Solar Panels/Installation 
of Wind Mill/Bio-Gas)

M624-06 P 1,747,875.74

5 Ecological and 
Environmental 
Stability

Solid Waste Service 
Delivery

Construction and 
operation of Materials 
Composting and Recovery 
Facility (MCRF) Building; 
Buyback Center; Purchase 
of MCRF equipment

M324-02 P 1,660,754.39

6 Sustainable 
Energy

Energy
Efficiency

Policy De-
velopment 
and Gover-
nance

Change operational 
procedures or techniques, 
or retrofit technologies to 
reduce GHG emissions in 
existing operations

M611-01 P 1,339,329.00 

7 Sustainable 
Energy

Energy
Efficiency

Policy De-
velopment 
and Gover-
nance

Develop/implement 
ordinances and policies to 
improve energy efficiency 
– in buildings, agriculture, 
industry and city/municipal 
services (e.g., public 
building maintenance 
program to improve energy 
efficiency; use of more 
energy efficient street 
lighting such as LED).

M611-03 P 1,194,535.20
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Rank Strategic 
Priority Sector Instru-

ment Activity
CC

Typology 
Code

CC
Investment

8 Human
Security

Settlements 
and Local 
Land Use

Service 
Delivery

Retrofit/ Install new heating 
and cooling systems using 
renewable energy

M424-01 P 634,025.00

9 Ecological and 
Environmental 
Stability

Solid Waste Service 
Delivery

Upgrade existing landfills 
to capture methane for 
energy generation or gas 
flaring for CO2 generation

M324-03 P 491,463.08

10 Ecological and 
Environmental 
Stability

Forest and 
Biodiversity

Service 
Delivery

Management and 
protection of Tree Parks/
Provincial Forests and 
Nursery 

M314-04 P 414,205.71

Top Typologies by Top 10 Climate Risks

CCC Top 10 Climate-Induced Risks

Under the leadership of the CCC Chair-Designate Carlos Dominguez III, the Commission focused its mandate 

to undertake ground-based programs on climate change adaptation and mitigation, while utilizing the scientific 

knowledge on climate change compiled by the National Panel of Technical Experts (NPTE). Through CCC and 

NPTE collaboration with LGUs and representatives of the civil society, the CCC sought to identify locally specific 

CCAM actions that are designed to reduce the impacts from climate-induced disasters.

In 2021, CCC Commission Resolution No. 2021-010 was adopted wherein the NPTE identified the Top 10 

climate change-induced risks as a starting point for strengthening CCAM actions that the CCC collaboration will 

undertake in the next two years. The following are the Top Ten Climate-Induced Risks adopted by the Resolution:

• Rising Sea Level

• Increasing frequency and severity of tropical cyclones

• Extreme drought

• Extreme rainfall

• Climate-influenced diseases

• Biodiversity loss

• Wind patterns

• Temperature increase and rising urban heat index

• Flooding

• Coastal Erosion
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Local governments respond to various CC risks

 

Several typologies were identified to address or mitigate 

the impacts of the Top 10 Climate-Induced Risks. The 

top investments that addressed the climate-induced risks 

dealt with improving the resilience of water and flood 

infrastructures to CC and CV and flood risk, constructions 

and rehabilitation of irrigation and water storage systems, 

incorporating resilient design standards in new buildings, 

and improving the resilience design of solar panels. There 

were 3,052 PPAs that corresponded to these typologies 

(Figure 13).

The typology A224-02 had the highest count of PPAs 

(1,295) and translated to PhP 30 Billion worth of 

investments. It was followed by typology A224-01 tagged 

in 1,052 PPAs and PhP 24.8 Billion in investments. The 

top two typologies belong to Water Sufficiency thematic 

priority and are under the sub-priority of Sustainability of 

Water Supply. Reflective of the mandate of LGUs most 

of the typologies that were tagged were service delivery. 

Furthermore, most of the typologies accounted for were 

under adaptation strategies however, there were also 

mitigation strategies that were tagged by LGUs. The third 

highest investment addressed Food Security (A114-05), 

particularly the water systems that support it, with 257 

PPAs worth PhP 14.5 Billion. Local governments also dealt 

with incorporating climate-resilience in new building design 

standards (PhP 9.7 Billion) as well as improving resilience 

of solar panels (PhP 3.1 Billion).

Figure 13. Top 5 CC Investments by Amount and Count of Tagged PPAs (in PhP ‘000) relevant to the 
Top 10 Climate Risks, 2016-2020
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Local governments address CC risk and 

contribute to mitigating their causes

 

There are 61 CCET CC adaptation and mitigation 

typologies that address and mitigate the impacts and 

cause of the Top 10 Climate-Induced Risks. Together, 

investments tagged using these typologies amounted 

to PhP 96.1 Billion in 6,026 counts of PPAs. These 

investments accounted for 34% of the total climate change 

investments for the programming period. This indicates 

relevance of local government climate action to the 

pressing and urgent CC issues in the Country. 

For CC adaptation, the following were top investments 

by NCCAP strategic priority: Food Security (addressing 

waters systems for agriculture) at PhP 14.5 Billion; Water 

Sufficiency (improving resilience of infrastructure to flood 

risks at PhP 29.9 Billion; Ecological and Environmental 

Stability (tree planting to address flood risks) at PhP 379 

Billion; Human Security (knowledge management for 

CC-DR) at PhP 1.3 Billion; Climate-Smart Industries and 

Services (incorporate CC in design standards of new 

buildings) PhP 9.7 Billion; Sustainable Energy (improve 

resilience design of solar panels) at PhP 3.2 Billion; and 

Finance (ordinances and programs supporting CC-resilient 

investments) at PhP 971 Million.

On the other hand, for CC mitigation, the following were 

the top investments by NCCAP strategic priority: Food 

Security (energy efficient pumps) at PhP 295 Million; 

Water Sufficiency (reduce energy intensity of water supply 

systems) at PhP 10.8 Million; Ecological and Environmental 

Stability (improving and protecting blue carbon properties) 

at PhP 35 Million; Climate-Smart Industries and Services 

(rehabilitate degraded tourism areas) at PhP 134 Million; 

and Sustainable Energy (development of renewable energy 

sources) at PhP 1.7 Billion.

Table 13. Investments by Typology, Amount, and Count of Tagged PPAs (in PhP ‘000) relevant to the 
Top 10 Climate Risks, 2016-2020

Typology Description Amount Count

A224-02

Improve resilience of infrastructure (bridges, water supply, 
community infrastructure, water storage, coastal defense, etc.) 
to account for climate change and climate variability related 
extreme weather and climate variability that could increase flood 
risks in infrastructure

P 29,879,854.09 1,295

A224-01
Incorporate climate change and climate variability in design 
standards for flood control and drainage systems

P 24,830,946.94 1,052

A114-05
Construct/Repair/Rehabilitate national and communal irrigation 
systems, dams, and water storage systems to manage changes 
in the water cycle due to climate change and climate variability*

P 14,549,937.50  257

A511-02
Incorporate new CC&CV resilient design standards in new 
buildings

P 9,725,759.77  383

A624-04
Improve design of solar panels to withstand higher intensity 
storms resulting from climate change and climate variability

P 3,159,503.25  65

A624-02
Flood protection or irrigation from construction of dams or water 
storage system that manage changes in the water cycle due to 
CC & CV

P 1,831,910.20 63
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Typology Description Amount Count

M624-06
Development of renewable energy (i.e., Establishment of Solar 
Panels/Installation of Windmill/Biogas)

P 1,747,875.74 
57

A511-04
Formulate/enhance tourism plans, policies, and strategies to 
promote green tourism*

P 1,535,369.75 71

A423-01
Develop and implement knowledge management on climate 
change and disaster risks for local government units and 
communities*

P 1,335,944.90 244

A811-01
Introduce ordinances and programs to support climate resilient 
investments

P 971,348.55 34

A424-08
Relocating flood prone communities and commercial centers to 
safer areas

 P 871,995.78 82

A412-01
Assess changes in risk, exposure or sensitivity to climate 
change and climate variability related diseases for vulnerable 
groups

P 549,579.00 32

A634-01
Protect transport infrastructure against extreme weather events 
(especially floods and storms) becoming more frequent and 
violent due to CC and CV

P 467,182.32 83

A414-05
Implement program for community health emergency 
preparedness and response*

P 454,446.33 249

A314-09
Integrated tree planting along riverbanks/ riverbank rehabilitation 
/ that reduce the risk of flooding

P 379,095.88 104

A114-10
Construct water impounding dams, rainwater harvesting 
facilities for irrigation, and water storage systems to manage 
changes in the water cycle due to CC and CV

P 375,505.50 62

A421-01
Mainstreaming of CC-DRRM in local plans* (PDPFP, CLUP, CDP, 
ELA)

P 374,674.35 282

M314-05 Oplan Sagip Kalikasan/Urban greening program P 295,078.62 69 

A424-10 Install Early Warning Systems P 269,011.02 113 

A411-01
Develop guidelines on treatment of health issues due to climate 
change and climate variability

 P 246,764.06 58 

A234-03

Incorporate changes in design of sanitation systems, waste-
water treatment and disposal system in response to extreme 
weather and flood events arising from climate change and 
climate variability

P 239,581.83 68 

A314-01
Delineate/Rehabilitate/Reforest degraded watersheds and forest 
areas

P 226,264.02 64 

A214-01
Incorporate climate change and climate variability in water sup-
ply infrastructure/ Rehabilitate water infrastructure with climate 
lens (use of climate projections and other relevant climate data) *

 P 225,414.89 93 

A414-01
Develop and implement program for community-based adapta-
tion measures and health emergency preparedness*

P 214,630.81 209 

M611-05 Develop a local renewable energy program* P 200,100.00 3 
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Typology Description Amount Count

A224-03
Protect or re-establish mangrove forests, wetlands, and other 
ecosystems as protection against floods risks

P 171,577.75 74 

M114-07 Replace existing water pumps with more energy efficient pumps P 151,049.01 28 

M514-03 Rehabilitate/reforest degraded tourism areas P 133,905.00 35 

M614-02 Pilot programs on energy efficiency activities P 101,973.00 53 

A114-08

Change management practices or techniques to reduce vulner-
ability to climate change and climate variability in animal health 
service, pasture management, fodder production and storage 
practices

P 95,421.63 77 

A224-05
Improve early warning information and alert systems to increase 
readiness to extreme flood risks

P 60,695.76 53 

A413-01
Training and education of health personnel on treatment, moni-
toring and surveillance of climate change and climate variability 
related health issues *

P 46,594.44 117 

M424-02 Promote/Build energy efficient housing P 42,250.00 15 

A234-01
Expand the establishment of alternative micro-water purification 
systems especially to areas that cannot be reached by safe 
water supply*

P 41,246.19 27 

A314-07 Seedling production; management of mangrove nursery  P 35,414.57 127 

M314-07
Re-establish and protect mangroves, floodplains, and seagrass 
beds with carbon sequestration properties

P 34,985.00 31 

A113-04
Develop formal and non-formal training programs on climate 
change adaptation (CCA) and disaster risk reduction (DRR)*

P 31,781.49 67 

A223-01
Build local capacity for the management of climate change and 
extreme flood risks, and increase capacity in conducting vulner-
ability assessments

P 32,656.55 54 

M111-01
Enact/Implement ordinances and policies to reduce the emis-
sions of greenhouse gases (GHGs), or absorption of GHGs in 
the agricultural sector

P 30,838.98 10 

A611-04
Mandatory implementation of AO110 and AO126 directing the 
institutionalization of Government Energy Management Pro-
gram*

 P 29,000.00 3

M114-06
Introduce or expand water pumping for irrigation using renew-
able energy sources

P 21,575.00 9 

A513-01
Promote public-private partnership to increase investments in 
the development of climate-smart technologies, products, and 
services*

P 11,773.64 29 

A114-01 Establish early warning systems for agriculture*  P 11,253.28 24 

M214-01
Reduce energy intensity of existing water supply systems (e.g., 
replacing pumps)

P  10,781.87 9 
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Typology Description Amount Count

A212-01

Study “low cost, no regrets” adaptation measures and tech-
nologies under various hydrologic conditions, supply-demand 
conditions, and policy scenarios for surface and groundwater 
systems*

P 10,150.00 3 

M511-04
Integrate monitoring of existing and new-climate smart 
industries and services within existing business registration 
system*

P 6,303.87 2 

M634-05
Improve energy efficiency in telecommunications information 
technologies

P 5,750.00 10 

M311-01
Implement and monitor progress of Reducing Emissions from 
Deforestation and Forest Degradation (REDD+) related policies*

P 5,427.35 6 

M213-01
Train managers or workers to improve water or energy efficiency 
in business operations

P 4,571.61 5 

A311-06
Formulate ordinances/policies to reduce the human-related 
impacts to coral reefs to help lessen the reefs’ vulnerability to 
climate change

P 3,500.00 14 

A811-02
Expand insurance eligibility to populations vulnerable to climate 
related diseases

P 3,268.04 11 

A233-01
Increase local knowledge for how to consider climate change 
information and climate risk in water quality and wastewater 
treatment

P 2,555.00 3 

A631-01
Incorporate risks from climate change and climate variability in 
transportation system planning

P 2,250.00 11 

M513-01
Develop modules and conduct trainings to capacitate industries 
to conduct GHG emissions inventory and carbon footprint*

 P 2,071.00 4 

A232-01

Study and adopt centralized wastewater treatment systems to 
improve quality in highly urbanized and densely populated areas 
with respect to increased flooding, storm surge, and extreme 
precipitation events

 P 1,550.00 7 

A121-02
Formulate/implement ordinances on reversion of abandoned 
fishponds back to mangroves*

P 1,334.00 6 

M112-02
Sector studies, surveys, assessments on energy and water use 
efficiency in agriculture

 P 690.00 3 

A124-02 Establish early warning systems for fisheries* P 200.00 2 

M214-02
Reduce or capture methane emission from ventilated improved 
pit latrines. 

P 150.00 1 

A123-01
Establish a resource network / information system and database 
on climate change and fisheries*

P 125.00 3 

A211-02
Review and streamline existing water resources management 
and institutional structure and policies*

P 8.00 1 

Total P 96,102,452.11 P 6,026

*NCCAP activities
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This section aims to shed light on the diversity of climate 

investment priorities in terms of alignment to the NCCAP 

strategic priorities juxtaposed with data on the observed 

and projected climate change. The following section 

provides descriptions of climate investments of select 

provinces which were found to be among the top in 

terms of CC investments in their respective regions and 

The most likely temperature increase in Pangasinan 

could be as much as 1.7°C during March-April-May and 

1.6°C during September-October-November (Figure 14). 

Temperature increase under the hottest possible future 

Pangasinan is located in Region I which has a land area 

of 545, 101 hectares which constitutes almost one-half 

(41.89%) of the total land area of the region and 1.6% of the 

total Philippine area. It is bounded in the north by Lingayen 

Gulf, La Union and Benguet, in the north-east, by Nueva 

Vizcaya, in the east, by Nueva Ecija and Tarlac in the south 

by major island groups and have at least four (4) local 

government submissions in order to provide more weight 

in their representation of their province. Visualization of 

the observed and projected climate change based on 

PAGASA’s (2018) are also reflected to visually represent 

said observations and projections.

could be as much as 2.7°C during March-April-May and 

2.3°C during September-October-November. This could 

potentially impact rice yields as well as the reproduction, 

growth, and survival of fish in pond activities.

and Zambales and China Sea in the west. Pangasinan is a 

first-class province with a population of 3,163,190 persons 

(PSA,2020) which also has the biggest population in 2020 

in Region I. The province also ranked 3rd in the RRP of 

most vulnerable provinces in the Philippines.

4.6.Local Climate Investments by Province

Figure 14. CLIRAM of the observed and projected seasonal change in mean temperature (in degree 
Celsius) in the mid-21st century (RCP 8.5), Pangasinan province

Pangasinan
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The most likely change in rainfall projects an increase of 1.8 

mm during March-April-May and 6.1% during September-

October-November (Figure 15). Under the wettest possible 

future, rainfall is projected to increase by 81.9mm during 

March-April-May and 125mm during September-October-

November. This increase in rainfall may also affect rice 

production through flooding. On the other hand, the 

projected driest possible future rainfall is 28mm during 

March-April-May and 26.1mm during September-October-

November. This may mean a decrease in the amount of 

water available for irrigation.

Figure 15. CLIRAM of the observed and projected seasonal change in total rainfall (in mm) in the mid-
21st century (RCP 8.5), Pangasinan province

Figure 16. Share of CCA and CCM Investments by NCCAP Sub-Priorities (in PhP ‘000), 2016-2020, 
Pangasinan
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The total climate investments of the Province of 

Pangasinan for the five-year programming period were 

PhP 3.6 Billion. Their climate investments focused on 

Sustainable Energy (PhP 1.1 Billion) and Human Security 

(PhP 737 Million) which constituted 75% of their total CC 

adaptation investments. Meanwhile, for CC mitigation, 

focus was on Food Security (PhP 44 Million), Ecological 

and Environmental Stability (PhP 70 Million), and 

Sustainable Energy (PhP 34 Million) which amounted to 

92% of their total CC mitigation investments. 

In the assessment of climate investments for the province 

of Pangasinan, the strategic priority Sustainable Energy 

was found to be the topmost, which amounted to PhP 1.14 

Billion (Figure 16). Investments for the strategic priority was 

40% of their total CCA budget. The majority of the PPAs 

under the said strategic priority were Service Delivery for 

the sub-sector Transportation and Communication such 

as A634-06 (Enhance road maintenance to respond to 

climate change and climate variability) (PhP 600 Million), 

A634-04 (Upgrade existing roads, ports and aviation 

infrastructure to climate resilient design standards) (PhP 

387 Million),  and (Construct new roads, ports, airports and 

aviation infrastructure to climate resilient design standards) 

(PhP 78 Million). It was followed by investments in the 

strategic priority Human Security such as A424-01 (Identify 

and implement gender-responsive sustainable livelihood 

and social protection programs for resettled and vulnerable 

poor families), A414-04 (Development of livelihood 

diversification strategies to reduce dependence of climate-

related income opportunities, and M424-02 (Promote/

Build energy efficient housing) which amounted to PhP 747 

Million. The third highest investment went to Food Security, 

PhP 194 Million for CC adaptation and PhP 44 Million 

for CC mitigation such as A113-08 (Improve adaptive 

capacity of farmers and fisherfolk through the provision of 

relevant technologies and information), A122-05 (Promote 

fish farming and aquaculture practices or techniques to 

reduce vulnerability to CC and CV (i.e. due to changes in 

water quality or variation in fishing season)) and M114-01 

(Integrated organic and inorganic nutrient management. 

The Province of Pangasinan’s climate investments made 

up 26% of their total investments (Figure 17). Climate 

investments were mostly directed to CC adaptation which 

was 20% of their total investments. 

Figure 17. Cumulative share of CCA and CCM vs. Non-CC (in PhP ‘000), 2016-2020, 
Pangasinan
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Cagayan s located in Region II which occupies the 

northeastern tip of the Philippines, bounded by the 

Batanes Islands on the north, the Philippine Sea on the 

east, Isabela Province on the south, and the Cordillera 

mountain ranges on the west, Cagayan has a total land 

Cagayan

The most likely temperature increase could be as much 

as 1.6°C during June-July-August and 1.5°C during 

December-January-February. Temperature increase 

under the hottest possible future could be 2.4°C during 

area of 9,002.70 sq. km. Cagayan is a first-class province 

with a population of 1,268,603 as determined by the 2020 

Census (PSA, 2020). It belongs to the 3rd cluster in the 

RRP of most vulnerable provinces in the Philippines

June-July-August and 1.7°C during December-January-

February. Increasing temperatures could imply unfavorable 

agricultural outcomes for the Province. 

Figure 18. CLIRAM of the observed and projected seasonal change in mean temperature (in 
degree Celsius) in the mid-21st century (RCP 8.5), Cagayan province
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The most likely change in rainfall projects an increase 

of 6.9mm during March-April-May and 10.8mm during 

September-October-November. The wettest possible 

future rainfall could be as much as 34.9mm during 

March-April-May and 148mm during September-October-

November. The projected increase in rainfall during 

S-O-N could potentially affect outcomes for agricultural 

production and water supply. These impacts may be 

accentuated under a dry future, with rainfall projected at 

-31.6mm during March-April-May and -48.4mm during 

September-October- November.

Figure 19. CLIRAM of the observed and projected seasonal change in total rainfall (in mm) in the mid-
21st century (RCP 8.5), Cagayan province

Figure 20. Share of CCA and CCM Investments by NCCAP Sub-Priorities (in PhP ‘000), 2016-2020, 
Cagayan
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The climate investments of the Province of Cagayan for 

the five-year programming period were PhP 20 Billion. 

Their climate investments put emphasis on CC mitigation 

over CC adaptation. This is evident in their CC mitigation 

investments in Human Security (PhP 620 Million) and 

Food Security (PhP 81 Million) which made up 93% 

of their total CC mitigation investments. The majority 

of their CC mitigation investments were tagged using 

other CC mitigation typologies that are not currently 

found in the current set of typologies. Their investments 

in CC adaptation were characterized by investments in 

Sustainable Energy (PhP 3.1 Billion) and Water Sufficiency 

(PhP 2 Billion), and together, they made up 88% of their 

total in CC adaptation investments. 

In analyzing climate investments of the Province, it was 

found that the top strategic priority was Sustainable 

Energy which constituted 53% of their total CC adaptation 

investment or equivalent to PhP 3.2 Billion (Figure 20). The 

majority of the PPAs under the said strategic priority were 

Service Delivery in the sub-sector of Transportation and 

Communication such as A634-03 (Construct new roads, 

ports, airports, and aviation infrastructure to climate-

resilient design standards) (PhP 2.7 Billion),  A634-04 

(Upgrade existing roads, ports, and aviation infrastructure 

to climate-resilient design standards) (PhP 452 Million), 

and A634-06 (Enhance road maintenance to respond 

to climate change and climate variability) (PhP 4 Million). 

It was followed by Water Sufficiency which was 33% of 

their total CC adaptation investment with a total amount 

of PhP 2 Billion. PPAs under this strategic priority are 

also mainly focused on service delivery in the sub-sector 

of water supply and flood protection such as: A224-02 

(Improve resilience of infrastructure (bridges, water supply, 

community infrastructure, water storage, coastal defense, 

etc.) to account for climate change and climate variability-

related extreme weather and climate variability that could 

increase flood risks in infrastructure). The third highest 

investment was in Human Security with a combined total 

of PhP 1 Billion for CC adaptation and mitigation such as 

A423-01 (Develop and implement knowledge management 

on CC and disaster risks for local government units and 

communities), A424-01 (Identify and implement gender-

responsive sustainable livelihood and social protection 

programs for resettled and vulnerable poor families) and 

M424-01 (Retrofit/install new heating and cooling systems 

using renewable energy), M424-02 (Promote/build energy 

efficient housing), respectively. It was observed that from 

2017 to 2020, the Province had increasing investments or 

CC mitigation.

The Province of Cagayan’s climate investments made up 

71% of their total investments (Figure 21). Unlike other 

provinces, their climate investments were mostly directed 

to CC mitigation which was 55% of their total investments. 

Figure 21. Cumulative share of CCA and CCM vs. Non-CC (in PhP ‘000), 2016-2020, Cagayan
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The most likely temperature increase could be as much 

as 1.2°C during June-July-August and 1.6°C during 

December-January-February. Temperature increase under 

the hottest possible future could be as much as 2.3°C 

during June-July-August and 1.8°C during December-

January-February. Increasing mean temperature during 

the June-July-September could impact agro-industrial 

productivity, for instance coconut production through 

changes in fruit formation and nut development.

Figure 22. CLIRAM of the observed and projected seasonal change in mean temperature (in degree 
Celsius) in the mid-21st century (RCP 8.5), Quezon province

Quezon Province is located in the CALABARZON Region. 

It is bounded on the north by the province of Aurora, 

on the west by the provinces of Laguna and Rizal, on 

the southwest by the province of Batangas and on the 

southeast by Camarines Norte and Camarines Sur. The 

total land area of Quezon is 870,660 hectares or 8,706.60 

square kilometers, representing the largest land area 

share in the region (53.21%) and the sixth largest in the 

Philippines (2.65%). Cagayan is a first-class province with a  

population of 1,857,601 as determined by the 2020 Census 

(PSA, 2020).  It is also ranked as 3rd in the RRP of most 

vulnerable provinces in the Philippines.

Quezon
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Figure 23. CLIRAM of the observed and projected seasonal change in total rainfall (in mm) in the 
mid-21st century (RCP 8.5), Quezon province

Figure 24. Share of CCA and CCM Investments by NCCAP Sub-Priorities (in PhP ‘000), 2016-2020, 
Quezon

The most likely change in rainfall projects an increase 

of 27.9mm during March-April-May and 31mm during 

September-October-November. The wettest possible 

future rainfall projected is 75.2mm during March-April-May 

and 171.6mm during September-October-November. The 

driest possible future rainfall projected is -17.1 mm during 

March-April-March and -86.1 mm during September-

October-November. The variability in the projected futures 

for rainfall can also potentially affect the outcome of agro-

industrial production.
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The climate investments of the Province of Quezon for 

the five-year programming period were PhP 4.6 Billion. 

They focused on investing for CC adaptation, which can 

be observed in their investments in Sustainable Energy 

(PhP 3.2 Billion) and Water Sufficiency (PhP 1.3 Billion) that 

made up 99% of their total CC adaptation investments. 

Their efforts in CC mitigation focus on Ecological and 

Environmental Stability (PhP 58 Million) which constituted 

79% of their investments in CC mitigation. 

Similar to other provinces, the top investment in Quezon 

was in the strategic priority Sustainable Energy (PhP  

3.2 Billion) which was 70% of their total CC adaptation 

investment (Figure 24). The majority of the PPAs under the 

said strategic priority were through Service Delivery in the 

sub-sector on Transportation and Communication such 

as A634-03 (Construct new roads, ports, airports, and 

aviation infrastructure to climate-resilient design standards) 

(PhP 3.2 Billion), A634-04 (Upgrade existing roads, ports, 

and aviation infrastructure to climate-resilient design 

standards)  (PhP 14 Million), and A624-02 (Flood protection 

or irrigation from construction of dams or water storage 

systems that manage changes in the water cycle due to 

CC and CV)  (PhP 8 Million). It was followed by investments 

in Water Sufficiency amounting to PhP 1.3 Billion or 28% 

of their total CC adaptation investment. PPAs under 

the said strategic priority focused on Water Supply and 

Flood Protection such as A224-02 (Improve resilience 

of infrastructure (bridges, water supply, community 

infrastructure, water storage, coastal defense, etc.) to 

account for climate change and climate variability-related 

extreme weather and climate variability that could increase 

flood risks in infrastructure) (PhP 1.2 Billion), A224-01 

(Incorporate climate change and climate variability in 

design standards for flood control and drainage systems) 

(PhP 121 Million), and A214-02 (Construct new and 

expand existing water supply infrastructure for waterless 

communities) (PhP 5.3 Million). 

The Province of Quezon’s climate investments made 

up 31% of their total investments (Figure 25). Climate 

investments were mostly directed to CC adaptation which 

was 30% of their total investments. 

Figure 25. Cumulative share of CCA and CCM vs. Non-CC (in PhP ‘000), 2016-2020, Quezon
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The most likely temperature increases could be as much 

as 1.8°C during March-April-May and 1.5°C during 

September-October-November. Temperature increases 

under the hottest possible future could be as much 

as 2.3°C during March-April-May and 2.2°C during 

September-October-November. The potential impact of the 

increasing temperature during March-April-May could lead 

to the decline of rice and coconut, and related agricultural 

yields as crops are highly sensitive to temperature 

changes and may cause stress during the stages of crop 

development.

Figure 26. CLIRAM of the observed and projected seasonal change in mean temperature (in degree 
Celsius) in the mid-21st century (RCP 8.5), Antique province

The province has a land area of 2,730.67 square kilometers 

or 1,054.32 square miles. Antique is a second-class 

province with a population of 612,974 (PSA,2020). This 

represented 7.71% of the total population of the Western 

Antique
Visayas region, 2.98% of the overall population of the 

Visayas island group, or 0.56% of the entire population of 

the Philippines.
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The most likely change in rainfall projects an increase of 

37.3mm during the month of March-April-May and 72.5mm 

during September-October-November. The wettest 

possible future rainfall is projected to increase by 12.4 mm 

during the month of March-April-May and 18.2 mm during 

the September-October-November months. The driest 

possible future rainfall projected is -91.7 mm during March-

April-May and -257.3 mm during September-October-

November. The projected increases and decreases in 

rainfall may potentially affect agricultural production due to 

differing water availability for irrigation.

Figure 27. CLIRAM of the observed and projected seasonal change in total rainfall (in mm) in the mid-
21st century (RCP 8.5), Antique province

Figure 28. Share of CCA and CCM Investments by NCCAP Sub-Priorities (in PhP ‘000), 2016-2020, 
Antique
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Antique’s climate investments were made up of mostly 

CC adaptation investments in Water Sufficiency and 

Sustainability and amounted to 88% of their investments 

in CC adaptation. CC mitigation investments, on the other 

hand, were composed of investments in Ecological and 

Environmental Stability and Sustainable Energy which was 

90% of their total CC mitigation investments.

The climate investments of the Province of Antique for 

the five-year programming period were PhP 10 Billion. 

Top investments that were observed for CC adaptation 

were in the strategic priority Sustainable Energy (PhP 2.8 

Billion) and Water Sufficiency (PhP 2.8 Billion) which made 

up 88% of their total CC adaptation investments. For CC 

mitigation investments, the direction was mostly towards 

Ecological and Environmental Stability (PhP 42 Million) and 

Sustainable Energy (PhP 23 Million) that made up 90% of 

their total CC mitigation investments (Figure 28). 

The said Sustainable Energy investments made up 30% 

of their total CC adaptation investments. Most of these 

PPAs were through Service Delivery in the sub-sector 

on Transportation and Communication such as A634-

03 (Construct new roads, ports, airports, and aviation 

infrastructure to climate-resilient design standards) (PhP 

1.3 Billion), A624-02 (Flood protection or irrigation from 

construction of dams or water storage systems that 

manage changes in the water cycle due to CC and CV) 

(PhP 817 Million), and A624-03 (Improve design of wind 

turbine structures to withstand higher wind speeds as 

a result of extreme weather events) (PhP 406 Million). It 

was followed by Water Sufficiency with investments of 

PhP 2.8 Billion and similarly related to CC adaptation, 

such as A224-01 (Incorporate climate change and climate 

variability in design standards for flood control and 

drainage systems) (PhP 1.6 Billion), A224-02 (Improve 

resilience of infrastructure (bridges, water supply, 

community infrastructure, water storage, coastal defense, 

etc.) to account for CC and CV-related extreme weather 

and climate variability that could increase flood risks in 

infrastructure) (PhP 1.1 Billion), and A224-03 (Protect 

or re-establish mangrove forests, wetlands, and other 

ecosystems as protection against floods risks) (PhP 24 

Million). 

The Province of Antique’s climate investments made 

up 46% of their total investments (Figure 29). Climate 

investments were mostly directed to CC adaptation which 

was 45% of their total investments.

Figure 29. Cumulative share of CCA and CCM vs. Non-CC (in PhP ‘000), 2016-2020, Antique
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The most likely temperature increases could be as much 

as 1.7°C during March-April-May and 1.5°C during 

September-October-November. Temperature increases 

under the hottest possible future could be as much as 

2.2°C during the March-April-May months and 2.2°C 

during September-October-November. Increase in 

temperature during the MAM months could affect fish 

production due to reduced Oxygen levels in the water.

Figure 30. CLIRAM of the observed and projected seasonal change in mean temperature (in degree 
Celsius) in the mid-21st century (RCP 8.5), Iloilo province

Iloilo province is situated in the Western Visayas region 

occupying the western section of the Visayas. It has a land 

area of 4,997.64 square kilometers or 1,929.60 square 

miles. Iloilo is a first-class province with a population of 

2,051,899 as determined by the 2020 Census (PSA, 2020).

Iloilo
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Figure 31. CLIRAM of the observed and projected seasonal change in total rainfall (in mm) in the mid-
21st century (RCP 8.5), Iloilo province

Figure 32. Share of CCA and CCM Investments by NCCAP Sub-Priorities (in PhP ‘000), 2016-2020, 
Iloilo

The most likely change in rainfall projects an increase of 

6.0mm during March-April-May and 37.8mm during June-

July-August. Under the wettest possible future, rainfall is 

projected to increase by 27.6mm during March-April-May 

and 95.8mm during June-July-August. Meanwhile, under 

the driest possible future, rainfall is projected to decrease 

by -44.6mm during March-April-May and -264.9mm during 

June-July-August. CC adaptation options for the Province 

is the management of supply and demand of water for 

various purposes. 
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Figure 33. Cumulative share of CCA and CCM vs. Non-CC (in PhP ‘000), 2016-2020, Iloilo

The total climate investments of the Province of Iloilo for 

the five-year programming period were PhP 20.1 Billion. 

Similar to other provinces, Iloilo also focused on investing 

in CC adaptation, the majority of which fell into Food 

Security and Sustainable Energy and were 80% of their 

total CC adaptation investments. The CC mitigation half of 

their investments dealt with Ecological and Environmental 

Stability and Food Security that made up 85% of their CC 

mitigation investments. 

In analyzing the climate investment of Iloilo, it was found 

that the top investment strategic priority was Food Security 

with more than PhP 11.7 Billion in investment (Figure 

32). Most of these investment are directed towards CC 

adaptation and constituted more than half (58.5 %) of their 

total CC adaptation investment. Similarly, the second most 

investments for climate were related to CC adaptation in 

the strategic priority Sustainable Energy, amounting to 

PhP 4 Billion such as A624-04 (Improve design of solar 

panels to withstand higher-intensity storms resulting from 

climate change and variability) (PhP 2.2 Billion), A624-02 

(Flood protection or irrigation from construction of dams or 

water storage systems that manage changes in the water 

cycle due to CC and CV) (PhP 660 Million), and A634-

03 (Construct new roads, ports, airports, and aviation 

infrastructure to climate-resilient design standards) (PhP 

587 Million).  

Meanwhile, the top climate change mitigation investments 

for Ecological and Environmental Stability with total amount 

of PhP 143 Million focused on M114-07 (Replace existing 

water pumps with more energy efficient pumps), M113-01 

(Establish or strengthen institutions, information systems, 

and capacity building on energy and water use efficiency 

in agriculture), and M112-01 (Develop, test and introduce 

practices or techniques that reduce GHG emissions 

and practices or sequester carbon dioxide (CO2) in crop 

production systems, animal husbandry systems, forest 

management systems, and aquaculture management 

systems).

The Province of Iloilo’s climate investments made up 6% 

of their total investments (Figure 33). Climate investments 

were mostly directed to CC adaptation which was 5.77% of 

their total investments.
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Figure 34. CLIRAM of the observed and projected seasonal change in mean temperature (in degree 
Celsius) in the mid-21st century (RCP 8.5), Negros Occidental province

Negros Occidental is located in Region VI of Western 

Visayas with Bacolod City as its capital.  It is situated at 

the northern portion of Negros Island with Negros Oriental 

at the South. The province’s total land area is 7,844.12 

square kilometers and is a first-class province divided into 

6 districts with 12 component cities and 19 municipalities.

From the PSA 2020 Census, 2,623,172 is the total 

population count of the province. This represented 32.98% 

of the total population of the Western Visayas region but 

with the lowest population growth rate of 1.04%. 

The most likely temperature increases in Negros 

Occidental could be as much as 1.7°C during March-April-

May and 1.6°C during December-January-February. Under 

the hottest possible future, temperature increases under 

the worst case could be as much as 2.3°C during March-

April-May and 2.1°C during December-January-February. 

Increasing temperature could potentially impact the yield 

of the fisheries sector, such as fish kill due to decrease in 

Oxygen levels in the water.

Negros Occidental
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Figure 35. CLIRAM of the observed and projected seasonal change in total rainfall (in mm) in the 
mid-21st century (RCP 8.5), Negros Occidental province

Figure 36. Share of CCA and CCM Investments by NCCAP Sub-Priorities (in PhP ‘000), 2016-2020, 
Negros Occidental

The most likely change in seasonal rainfall projects an 

increase of 19.7mm during March-April-May and 46.5mm 

during June-July-August. Under the wettest possible 

future, rainfall is projected to increase by 7.9mm during 

March-April-May and 52.7mm during June-July-August. 

The driest possible future projects a decrease in rainfall by 

-52.6mm during March-April-May and -190.7mm during 

June-July-August. Like other provinces, variability in 

futures for seasonal rainfall entail CC adaptation measures 

in the water sector. 
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The total climate investments of the Province of Negros 

Occidental for the five-year programming period were PhP 

3.33 Billion. The Province’s climate investments focused 

on CC adaptation, 90% of which were towards Water 

Sufficiency and Sustainable Energy. Meanwhile, 97% 

of investments for CC mitigation were directed towards 

Ecological and Environmental Stability. 

The top investments made Negros Occidental were in the 

strategic priority Water Sufficiency which amounted to PhP 

2.3 Billion and made up 75% of their total CC adaptation 

investments (Figure 36). This was followed by investments 

in the strategic priority Sustainable Energy (PhP 4.1 Billion) 

which were also CC adaptation related. 

PPAs for Water Sufficiency include A224-01 (Incorporate 

climate change and climate variability in design standards 

for flood control and drainage systems), A224-02 (Improve 

resilience of infrastructure (bridges, water supply, 

community infrastructure, water storage, coastal defense, 

etc) to account for CC and CV-related extreme weather 

and CV that could increase flood risks in infrastructure), 

and A231-02 (Design guidance for incorporating climate 

change risk into water sanitation and treatment planning, 

operation, and management (including accounting 

for increased construction and maintenance costs 

that account for climate risk). For Sustainable Energy, 

PPAs include A634-04 (Upgrade existing roads, ports, 

and aviation infrastructure to climate-resilient design 

standards), A634-03 (Construct new roads, ports, 

airports, and aviation infrastructure to climate-resilient 

design standards), A624-02 (Flood protection or irrigation 

from construction of dams or water storage systems 

that manage changes in the water cycle due to CC 

and CV). On the other hand, CC mitigation investments 

directed towards Ecological and Environmental Stability 

were M324-02 (Construction and operation of Materials 

Composting and Recovery Facility (MCRF); Buyback 

Center, Purchase of MCRF equipment), M324-03 (Upgrade 

existing landfills to capture methane for energy generation 

or gas flaring for CO2 generation), M322-01 (Conduct 

Waste Amount and Composition Study (WACS).

The Province of Negros Occidental’s climate investments 

made up 10% of their total investments (Figure 37). Climate 

investments were mostly directed to CC adaptation which 

was 9% of their total investments.

Figure 37. Cumulative share of CCA and CCM vs. Non-CC, 2016-2020 (in PhP ‘000), Negros 
Occidental
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The most likely temperature increase could be as much 

as 1.7°C during March-April-May and 1.3°C during 

September-October-November. Under the hottest possible 

future, temperature increases could be as much as 2.2°C 

during March-April-May and 2.2°C during September-

October-November. Temperature increase will continue 

to impact the growth and productivity of the natural 

ecosystem, especially the Bohol province’s biodiversity 

where it serves a crucial role in advancing ecotourism. 

Figure 38. CLIRAM of the observed and projected seasonal change in mean temperature (in degree 
Celsius) in the mid-21st century (RCP 8.5), Bohol province

Bohol is located in Region VII of Central Visayas and the 

tenth largest island in the Philippines with Tagbilaran City 

as its capital. It is surrounded by the Camotes Sea in the 

Northeast, Canigao Channel in the East, Bohol Sea in the 

South and Cebu Straight in the Northwest. The province 

has a land area of 4,772.52 square kilometers and is a first-

class province divided into 3 districts with 1 component 

city and 47 municipalities. It also belongs to the 3rd cluster 

in the RRP of most vulnerable provinces in the Philippines. 

The population as determined by the 2020 PSA Census is 

1,394,329. This represents 17.25% of the total population 

of the Central Visayas Region with 1.26% population 

growth rate.

Bohol
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Figure 39. CLIRAM of the observed and projected seasonal change in total rainfall (in mm) in the 
mid-21st century (RCP 8.5), Bohol province

Figure 40. Share of CCA and CCM Investments by NCCAP Sub-
Priorities (in PhP ‘000), 2016-2020, Bohol

The most likely scenario for rainfall change projects an 

increase of 3.7mm during March-April-May and 62.8mm 

during September-October-November. Under the wettest 

possible future, rainfall is projected to increase by 

17.9mm during March-April-May and by 32.6mm during 

September-October-November. Meanwhile, the driest 

possible future rainfall scenario is projected to decrease by 

-14.1mm during March-April-May and by -143.4mm during 

September-October-November. Besides its impact to 

agriculture and water, the projected change in rainfall could 

also impact the quantity and quality of ecosystem services 

delivered by Bohol’s natural ecosystems, considering their 

high sensitivity to bio-physical changes.
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Figure 41. Cumulative share of CCA and CCM vs. Non-CC (in PhP ‘000), 2016-2020, Bohol

The total climate investments of the Province of Bohol for 

the five-year programming period was PhP 2.5 Billion. 

The Province focused their climate investments to CC 

adaptation measures across strategic priorities of the 

NCCAP and accounted for 32% of their total investments. 

On the other hand, select CC mitigation investments which 

totaled to 4% were focused on the strategic priorities food, 

water, industries, and energy (Figure 40). 

Sustainable Energy PPAs were frequently tagged using 

the typologies A634-04 (Upgrade existing roads, ports 

and aviation infrastructure to climate resilient design 

standards) (PhP 832 Million), A634-03 (Construct new 

roads, ports, airports and aviation infrastructure to climate 

resilient design standards) (PhP 186 Million), A634-05 

(Development of telecommunications infrastructure for use 

as part of an emergency response system during extreme 

weather events) (PhP 3.2 Million). For Water Sufficiency, 

PPAs were tagged with the typologies A214-02 (Construct 

new and expand existing water supply infrastructures 

for waterless communities) (PhP 108 Million), A224-02 

(Improve resilience of infrastructure (bridges, water supply, 

community infrastructure, water storage, coastal defense, 

etc) (PhP 123 Million) to account for CC and CV related 

extreme weather and climate variability that could increase 

flood risks in infrastructure). For CC mitigation, PPAs 

tagged under Ecological and Environmental Stability used 

the typologies M314-01 (Reforestation and afforestation 

that increases vegetative cover or sequesters carbon) (PhP 

2 Million), M324-04 (Establish and implement ecological 

solid waste management program in accordance with 

RA9003) (PhP 35 Million), and M324-02 (Construction and 

operation of Materials Composting and Recovery Facility 

(MRCF) Building; Buyback Center; Purchase of MCRF 

equipment) (PhP 2 Million).

The Province of Bohol’s climate investments made up 42% 

of their total investments (Figure 41). Climate investments 

were mostly directed to CC adaptation which was 31% of 

their total investments.
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Bukidnon is located in Region X of the Northern-Central 

Mindanao with Malaybalay City as its capital. It is adjacent 

to the provinces of Misamis Oriental, Lanao del Norte 

and Lanao del Sur in the West, Agusan del Sur in the 

East, and Davao del Sur and Cotabato in the South. The 

province has a land area of 10,498.59 square kilometers 

and is a first-class province divided into 4 districts with 2 

component cities and 20 municipalities. It also belongs 

to the 1st class cluster in the RRP of most vulnerable 

provinces in the Philippines. Its population as determined 

by the 2020 PSA Census is 1,541,308. It represents 

30.69% of the total population of the Northern Mindanao 

Region with the highest population growth rate of 1.81%.

Figure 42. CLIRAM of the observed and projected seasonal change in mean temperature (in degree 
Celsius) in the mid-21st century (RCP 8.5), Bukidnon province

The most likely temperature increase projects an increase 

of 1.8°C during March-April-May and 1.6°C during 

September-October-November months. Temperature 

increase under the hottest possible future could be as 

much as 2.1°C during March-April-May and 2.3°C during 

September-October-November months. The projected 

increase in temperature during the March-April-May 

months may potentially affect the productivity of the 

Province’s agriculture sector (i.e., corn, sugar cane, 

pineapple) to a significant degree.

Bukidnon
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Figure 43. CLIRAM of the observed and projected seasonal change in total rainfall (in mm) in the 
mid-21st century (RCP 8.5), Bukidnon province

Figure 44. Share of CCA and CCM Investments by NCCAP Sub-Priorities (in PhP ‘000), 
2016-2020, Bukidnon

The most likely change in rainfall could be as much as 

22.5mm during March-April-May and 28.7mm during the 

June-July-August months. Under the wettest possible 

future, projected rainfall change could be as much as 

18mm during March-April-May and 111.2mm during June-

July-August. Under the driest possible future, projected 

rainfall change is by -48.6mm during March-April-May and 

-127.9mm during the June-July-August months. This could 

also potentially impact the Province’s agriculture in terms 

of water supply.
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The total climate investments of the Province of Bukidnon 

for the five-year programming period were PhP 4 Billion 

(Figure 44). Most of the climate investments by the 

province were directed towards CC adaptation that are 

related to Sustainable Energy (PhP 1.9 Billion), Climate-

Smart Industries and Services (PhP 580 Million), and 

Knowledge and Capacity Development (PhP 554 Million). 

Their CC mitigation investments are focused on Ecological 

and Environmental Stability (PhP 358 Million). 

For CC adaptation investments under Sustainable 

Energy, frequent typologies used for tagging PPAs were: 

A634-04 (Upgrade existing roads, ports and aviation 

infrastructure to climate resilient design standards) (PhP 

227 Million), A634-06 (Enhanced road maintenance to 

respond to climate change and climate variability) (PhP 

1.5 Billion), A634-07 (Enhanced waterway maintenance 

to respond to climate change and climate variability) (PhP 

150 Million).  For Climate-Smart Industries and Services, 

common typologies used were A511-02 (Incorporate 

new CC&CV resilient design standards in new buildings) 

(PhP 559 Million), A511-04 (Formulate / enhance tourism 

plans, policies and strategies to promote green tourism) 

(PhP 15 Million). And for strategic priority Knowledge 

and Capacity Development, typologies used is A714-05 

(Improve government systems and infrastructure required 

for climate change modeling and climate forecasting) ( PhP 

506 Million). 

For CC mitigation, typologies used from Ecological and 

Environmental Stability were M314-01 (Reforestation 

and afforestation that increases vegetative cover or 

sequesters carbon) (PhP 2 Million), M314-05 (Oplan Sagip 

Kalikasan/Urban greening program) (PhP 51 Million), 

and M324-04 (Establish and implement ecological solid 

waste management (ESWM) program in accordance with 

Republic Act 9003) (PhP 35 Million). 

The Province of Bukidnon’s climate investments made 

up 9% of their total investments (Figure 45). Climate 

investments were mostly directed to CC adaptation which 

was 8% of their total investments.

Figure 45. Cumulative share of CCA and CCM vs. Non-CC (in PhP ‘000), 2016-2020, Bukidnon
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The most likely temperature increase could be as much 

as 1.6°C during March-April-May and 1.5°C during the 

September-October-November months. Temperature 

increase under the hottest possible future could be as 

much as 2.3°C during March-April-May and 2.2°C during 

the September-October-November months. The potential 

impact of increasing temperature during the March-April-

May months could reduce the coconut sector’s yield due 

to its impact in fruit formation and nut development.

Davao Oriental is located in the Southeast of Mindanao 

with Mati City as its capital. It is bounded by Compostela 

Valley in the West, Agusan del Sur and Surigao del Sur 

in the North, Philippine Sea in the East and Davao gulf 

in the South. The province has a land area of 5,679.64 

square kilometers and is a first-class province divided into 

2 districts with 1 component city and 10 municipalities. It 

also belongs to the 3rd class cluster in the RRP of most 

vulnerable provinces in the Philippines

Its population as determined by the 2020 PSA Census is 

576,343. It represents 10.99% of the total population of the 

Davao Region with a population growth rate of 0.65%.

Figure 46. CLIRAM of the observed and projected seasonal change in mean temperature (in degree 
Celsius) in the mid-21st century (RCP 8.5), Davao Oriental province

Davao Oriental
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The most likely change in rainfall projects an increase of 

11.9mm during March-April-May and 2.5mm during the 

December-January-February months. Under the wettest 

possible future, projected rainfall could increase by as 

much as 49.8mm during March-April-May and 154mm 

during the December-January-February months. Under the 

driest possible future, projected rainfall could decrease by 

as much -61mm during March-April-May and -145.9mm 

during the months of December-January-February. On top 

of impacts to the agriculture sector, it can also affect the 

water supply for human settlement use.

Figure 47. CLIRAM of the observed and projected seasonal change in total rainfall (in mm) in the mid-
21st century (RCP 8.5), Davao Oriental province

Figure 48. Share of CCA and CCM Investments by NCCAP Sub-Priorities (in PhP ‘000), 
2016-2020, Davao Oriental
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The total climate investments of the Province of Davao 

Oriental for the five-year programming period were PhP 

20 Billion (Figure 48). For CC adaptation, the province 

concentrated on Sustainable Energy (PhP 1.3 Billion), 

Human Security (PhP 761 Million), and Water Sufficiency 

(PhP 541 Million). On the other hand, CC mitigation 

investments were leaned towards Ecological and 

Environmental Stability (PhP 495 Million).

Typologies used to tag PPAs under Sustainable Energy 

were A634-04 (Upgrade existing roads, ports and aviation 

infrastructure to climate resilient design standards) (PhP 1 

Billion), A634-03 (Construct new roads, ports, airports and 

aviation infrastructure to climate resilient design standards) 

(PhP 122 Million), A611-04 (Mandatory implementation 

of AO110 and AO126 directing the institutionalization 

of Government Energy Management Program) (PhP 

21 Million); for Human Security, A411-04 (Develop and 

implement monitoring health infrastructure damage and 

rehabilitation plan) (PhP 6 Million), A414-02 (Upgrade health 

systems to respond to changes in environment health 

risks from CC and CV (eg.malaria) (PhP 3 Million), A414-06 

(Development of social protection strategies to respond to 

CC and CV) (PhP 67 Million); and Water Sufficiency, A224-

01 (Incorporate CC and CV design standards for flood 

control and drainage systems) (PhP 240 Million), A224-

02 (Improve resilience of infrastructure (bridges, water 

supply, community infrastructure, water storage, coastal 

defense, etc) to account for CC and CV related to extreme 

weather and CV that could increase flood risks) (PhP 178 

Million).  On the other hand, CC mitigation investments 

were characterized by typologies from Environmental and 

Ecological Stability M314-05 (Oplan Sagip Kalikasan/

Urban greening program) (PhP 217 Million) and M314-

01 (Re-forestation and afforestation that increases 

vegetative cover or sequesters carbon) (PhP 154 Million); 

on Sustainable Energy, M611-03 (Develop/implement 

ordinances and policies to improve energy efficiency – in 

buildings, agriculture, industry and city/municipal services 

(e.g. public building maintenance program to improve 

energy efficiency; use of more energy efficient street 

lighting such as LED))(PhP 23 Million), and Climate-Smart 

Industries and Services M511-02 (PhP 160 Million).

The Province of Davao Oriental’s climate investments 

made up 37% of their total investments (Figure 49). Climate 

investments were mostly directed to CC adaptation which 

was 31% of their total investments.

Figure 49. Cumulative share of CCA and CCM vs. Non-CC (in PhP ‘000), 
2016-2020, Davao Oriental
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Surigao del Sur is located in the CARAGA Region of the 

Northeast Mindanao with Tandag City as its capital. It 

is bordered by Surigao del Norte and Lanuza Bay in the 

North, Philippine Sea and Lianga Bay in the East, Davao 

Oriental in the South and Agusan del Sur in the West. The 

province has a land area of 4,932.70 square kilometers 

and is a first-class province divided into 2 districts with 2 

component cities and 17 municipalities. It also belongs 

to the 1st class cluster in the RRP of most vulnerable 

provinces in the Philippines.

Its population as determined by the 2020 PSA Census is 

642,255. It represents 22.90% of the total population of the 

Caraga Region with a 1.72% population growth rate.

Figure 50. CLIRAM of the observed and projected seasonal change in mean temperature (in degree 
Celsius) in the mid-21st century (RCP 8.5), Surigao del Sur province

The most likely temperature increase could be as much 

as 1.7°C during June-July-August and 1.5°C during 

the December-January-February months. Temperature 

increase under the hottest possible future could be as 

much as 2.2°C during June-July-August and 2°C during 

the December-January-December months. The potential 

impact of the increase in temperature during June-July-

August could reduce yields in the agri-fisheries.

Surigao del Sur
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Figure 51. CLIRAM of the observed and projected seasonal change in total rainfall (in mm) in the mid-
21st century (RCP 8.5), Surigao del Sur province

Figure 52. Share of CCA and CCM Investments by NCCAP Sub-Priorities (in PhP ‘000), 
2016-2020, Surigao del Sur

The most likely change in rainfall projects an increase 

of 13.5mm during March-April-May and 66.2mm during 

the December-January-February months. The wettest 

possible future rainfall projection is an increase of 73.2mm 

during March-April-May and 382.9mm during December-

January-February. Under the driest possible future, 

projected rainfall change is -88.6mm during March-

April-May and -220.8mm during the December-January-

February months. Aside from impacts from the agriculture 

sector, CC adaptation must also address extreme rainfall 

conditions that may impact coastal areas.
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The total climate investments of the Province of Surigao 

del Sur for the five-year programming period were PhP 

1.3 Billion (Figure 52). Their CC adaptation investments 

were focused on Sustainable Energy (PhP 498 Million), 

Water Sufficiency (PhP 219 Million), and Human Security 

(PhP 124 Million). For CC mitigation investments, the top 

priorities were Ecological and Environmental Stability (PhP 

84 Million), Sustainable Energy (PhP 45 Million), and Food 

Security (PhP 3 Million).

CC adaptation PPAs for Sustainable Energy used the 

typologies A634-06 (Enhance road maintenance to 

respond to CC and CV; A634-04 (Upgrade existing roads, 

ports and aviation infrastructure to climate resilient design 

standards) (PhP 362 Million); for Water Sufficiency, A224-

02 (Improve resilience of infrastructure (bridges, water 

supply, community infrastructure, water storage, coastal 

defense. etc) to account for cc and climate variability 

related extreme weather and climate variability that could 

increase flood risks in infrastructure) (PhP 119 Million); 

and Human Security A424-12 (Climate proofing/retrofitting 

or relocating of government infrastructures (schools, 

government hospitals, health centers, rural health units, 

teen centers) from climate hazards) (PhP 41 Million).

Corresponding typologies for tagged CC mitigation 

PPAs from Ecological and Environmental Stability were, 

M324-04 (Establish and implement ecological solid 

waste management (ESWM) program in accordance with 

RA9003) (PhP 31 Million); and Sustainable Energy M634-

01 (Urban traffic management (e.g. improve traffic flow) 

to reduce GHG emissions per unit transported) (PhP 41 

Million).

The Province of Surigao del Sur’s climate investments 

made up 27% of their total investments (Figure 53). Climate 

investments were mostly directed to CC adaptation which 

was 25% of their total investments.

Figure 53. Cumulative share of CCA and CCM vs. Non-CC (in PhP ‘000), 
2016-2020, Surigao del Sur
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Way Forward

The Philippines’ progress along the country’s 

roadmap to resilience from climate change and 

disasters has a long way to go. This comes 

on top of existing socio-economic and environmental 

challenges that crumple the fabric of our communities 

and ecosystems’ adaptive capacity and vulnerability. The 

country’s vulnerability to climate change necessitates 

sustained action through policy and governance, 

institutional reforms, research and development, 

knowledge and capacity building, planning and 

programming, and implementation and monitoring and 

evaluation. Central to these efforts is finance. While local 

governments have demonstrated their will, desire, and 

commitment to address the impacts of climate change 

through prioritizing and funding for climate action, more 

finance is demanded. This demand gleans from action 

areas that lack attention and sectors that are most 

vulnerable to temperature increase and rainfall pattern 

change. In addition, this demand addresses local 

governments who lack the capacity to design and program 

for climate and disaster action, especially those who are 

institutionally challenged and those who are most exposed 

to hazards and disasters. 

The Local Climate Change Investment Brief provides 

evidence of the country’s effort to address climate change 

using domestic finance. It provides information for forward-

planning and policy discussions (both at the congressional 

and local level). This also solidifies the Philippines’ claim 

on accelerated access to means of implementation 

enabled by the United Nations global convention on 

climate change. Together, it is hoped that information 

from this document will be used for efforts to increase the 

local governments’ financing capacity to address climate 

change and disaster risk reduction.
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Annex
Annex 1. Climate Investments by Province (in PhP ‘000), 2016-2020

Province LGU CCA 2016 CCM 2019 CCA 2017 CCM 2017 CCA 2018 CCM 2018 CCA 2019 CCM 2019 CCA 2020 CCM 2020
Agusan del Sur Esperanza  ₱216,998.05  ₱12,332.50  ₱239,470.51  ₱15,200.00  ₱194,525.59  ₱9,465.00  ₱216,998.05  ₱12,332.50  ₱216,998.05  ₱12,332.50 

Loreto  ₱17,492.24  ₱283.50  ₱18,443.43  ₱337.00  ₱16,541.05  ₱230.00  ₱17,492.24  ₱283.50  ₱17,492.24  ₱283.50 

Rosario  ₱34,443.96  ₱8,125.05  ₱34,443.96  ₱8,125.05  ₱34,443.96  ₱8,125.05  ₱17,938.26  ₱11,390.54  ₱50,949.65  ₱4,859.56 

Aklan Balete  ₱26,299.14  ₱50.00  ₱22,011.23  ₱725.00  ₱22,011.23  ₱725.00  ₱17,723.33  ₱1,400.00  ₱22,011.23  ₱725.00 

Banga  ₱370.00  ₱125.00  ₱570.00  ₱1,130.00  ₱48,855.00  ₱240.00  ₱1,057,100.00  ₱265.00  ₱1,053,325.00  ₱350.00 

Kalibo (Capital)  ₱879,798.62  ₱231,243.00  ₱1,076,412.44  ₱155,299.79  ₱1,845,760.71  ₱105,949.88  ₱503,678.00  ₱128,706.50  ₱1,076,412.44  ₱155,299.79 

Malay  ₱221,701.50  ₱100,396.89  ₱214,653.00  ₱99,031.28  ₱221,701.50  ₱100,396.89  ₱228,750.00  ₱101,762.50  ₱221,701.50  ₱100,396.89 

Numancia  ₱ 93,802.62  ₱647.95  ₱23,936.14  ₱745.00  ₱15,137.00  ₱398.85  ₱242,334.73  ₱800.00  ₱93,802.62  ₱647.95 

Albay Albay  ₱ 27,618,642.20  ₱12,560.00  ₱3,360,906.00  ₱12,486.00  ₱2,443,055.80  ₱8,486.00  ₱ 11,140,868.00  ₱11,177.33  ₱11,140,868.00  ₱11,177.33 

Jovellar  ₱29,047.36  ₱1,850.00  ₱31,200.00  ₱2,000.00  ₱26,894.73  ₱1,700.00  ₱29,047.36  -    ₱29,047.36  ₱1,850.00 

Antique Belison  ₱49,785.00  ₱5,500.00  ₱49,975.00  ₱1,340.00  ₱148,092.35  ₱3,346.67  ₱344,517.06  ₱3,200.00  ₱148,092.35  ₱3,346.67 

Bugasong  ₱1,934,267.68  ₱42,543.08 -    -    ₱1,754,039.78  ₱32,103.36  ₱2,744,007.43  ₱49,212.00  ₱583,844.24  ₱4,555.00 

Culasi  ₱127,183.40  ₱160.00  ₱80,012.71  ₱5,546.30  ₱162,344.74  ₱3,917.18  ₱279,838.12  ₱6,045.25  ₱162,344.74  ₱3,917.18 

Libertad  ₱611,709.10  ₱2,234.63  ₱7,903.73  ₱4,280.00  ₱4,100.00  ₱400.00  ₱1,823,123.58  ₱2,023.88  ₱611,709.10  ₱2,234.63 

San Remigio  ₱250.00  ₱2,280.00  ₱500.00  ₱500.00  ₱536.80  ₱620.00  ₱2,340.00  ₱14,910.00  ₱906.70  ₱4,577.50 

Sebaste  ₱574,870.60  ₱4,670.00  ₱703,233.30  ₱6,600.00  ₱703,233.30  ₱6,600.00  ₱831,596.00  ₱8,530.00  ₱703,233.30  ₱6,600.00 

Sibalom  ₱189,223.42  ₱1,421.67  ₱25,430.90  ₱2,770.00  ₱189,223.42  ₱1,421.67  ₱353,015.94  ₱73.34  ₱189,223.42  ₱1,421.67 

Tobias Fornier 
(Dao)

 ₱24,089.04  ₱2,100.00  ₱24,089.04  ₱2,100.00  ₱24,089.04  ₱2,100.00  ₱24,089.04  ₱2,100.00  ₱24,089.04  ₱2,100.00 

Aurora Baler (Capital)  ₱229,733.33  ₱224,880.47  ₱28,184.00  ₱18,920.00  ₱229,733.33  ₱224,880.47  ₱60,616.28  ₱46,876.60  ₱600,399.70  ₱608,844.80 

Dinalungan  ₱119,914.44  ₱3,760.00  ₱119,914.44  ₱3,760.00  ₱119,914.44  ₱ 3,760.00  ₱52,785.00  ₱3,670.00  ₱187,043.88  ₱3,850.00 

Bataan Abucay  ₱1,100.00  ₱2,871.87  ₱1,025.00  ₱2,871.87  ₱1,025.00  ₱2,871.87  ₱950.00  ₱2,871.87  ₱1,025.00  ₱2,871.87 

Orani  ₱238,850.00  ₱163,500.00  ₱238,850.00  ₱163,500.00  ₱60,000.00  ₱155,000.00  ₱417,700.00  ₱172,000.00  ₱238,850.00  ₱163,500.00 

Pilar  ₱5,210.00  ₱100.00  ₱5,210.00  ₱1,077.73  ₱5,210.00  ₱1,077.73  ₱5,210.00  ₱2,055.46  ₱5,210.00  ₱1,077.73 

Samal  ₱169,175.00  ₱7,350.00  ₱210,775.00  ₱3,825.00  ₱210,775.00  ₱3,825.00  ₱252,375.00  ₱300.00  ₱210,775.00  ₱3,825.00 
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Province LGU CCA 2016 CCM 2019 CCA 2017 CCM 2017 CCA 2018 CCM 2018 CCA 2019 CCM 2019 CCA 2020 CCM 2020
Agusan del Sur Esperanza  ₱216,998.05  ₱12,332.50  ₱239,470.51  ₱15,200.00  ₱194,525.59  ₱9,465.00  ₱216,998.05  ₱12,332.50  ₱216,998.05  ₱12,332.50 

Loreto  ₱17,492.24  ₱283.50  ₱18,443.43  ₱337.00  ₱16,541.05  ₱230.00  ₱17,492.24  ₱283.50  ₱17,492.24  ₱283.50 

Rosario  ₱34,443.96  ₱8,125.05  ₱34,443.96  ₱8,125.05  ₱34,443.96  ₱8,125.05  ₱17,938.26  ₱11,390.54  ₱50,949.65  ₱4,859.56 

Aklan Balete  ₱26,299.14  ₱50.00  ₱22,011.23  ₱725.00  ₱22,011.23  ₱725.00  ₱17,723.33  ₱1,400.00  ₱22,011.23  ₱725.00 

Banga  ₱370.00  ₱125.00  ₱570.00  ₱1,130.00  ₱48,855.00  ₱240.00  ₱1,057,100.00  ₱265.00  ₱1,053,325.00  ₱350.00 

Kalibo (Capital)  ₱879,798.62  ₱231,243.00  ₱1,076,412.44  ₱155,299.79  ₱1,845,760.71  ₱105,949.88  ₱503,678.00  ₱128,706.50  ₱1,076,412.44  ₱155,299.79 

Malay  ₱221,701.50  ₱100,396.89  ₱214,653.00  ₱99,031.28  ₱221,701.50  ₱100,396.89  ₱228,750.00  ₱101,762.50  ₱221,701.50  ₱100,396.89 

Numancia  ₱ 93,802.62  ₱647.95  ₱23,936.14  ₱745.00  ₱15,137.00  ₱398.85  ₱242,334.73  ₱800.00  ₱93,802.62  ₱647.95 

Albay Albay  ₱ 27,618,642.20  ₱12,560.00  ₱3,360,906.00  ₱12,486.00  ₱2,443,055.80  ₱8,486.00  ₱ 11,140,868.00  ₱11,177.33  ₱11,140,868.00  ₱11,177.33 

Jovellar  ₱29,047.36  ₱1,850.00  ₱31,200.00  ₱2,000.00  ₱26,894.73  ₱1,700.00  ₱29,047.36  -    ₱29,047.36  ₱1,850.00 

Antique Belison  ₱49,785.00  ₱5,500.00  ₱49,975.00  ₱1,340.00  ₱148,092.35  ₱3,346.67  ₱344,517.06  ₱3,200.00  ₱148,092.35  ₱3,346.67 

Bugasong  ₱1,934,267.68  ₱42,543.08 -    -    ₱1,754,039.78  ₱32,103.36  ₱2,744,007.43  ₱49,212.00  ₱583,844.24  ₱4,555.00 

Culasi  ₱127,183.40  ₱160.00  ₱80,012.71  ₱5,546.30  ₱162,344.74  ₱3,917.18  ₱279,838.12  ₱6,045.25  ₱162,344.74  ₱3,917.18 

Libertad  ₱611,709.10  ₱2,234.63  ₱7,903.73  ₱4,280.00  ₱4,100.00  ₱400.00  ₱1,823,123.58  ₱2,023.88  ₱611,709.10  ₱2,234.63 

San Remigio  ₱250.00  ₱2,280.00  ₱500.00  ₱500.00  ₱536.80  ₱620.00  ₱2,340.00  ₱14,910.00  ₱906.70  ₱4,577.50 

Sebaste  ₱574,870.60  ₱4,670.00  ₱703,233.30  ₱6,600.00  ₱703,233.30  ₱6,600.00  ₱831,596.00  ₱8,530.00  ₱703,233.30  ₱6,600.00 

Sibalom  ₱189,223.42  ₱1,421.67  ₱25,430.90  ₱2,770.00  ₱189,223.42  ₱1,421.67  ₱353,015.94  ₱73.34  ₱189,223.42  ₱1,421.67 

Tobias Fornier 
(Dao)

 ₱24,089.04  ₱2,100.00  ₱24,089.04  ₱2,100.00  ₱24,089.04  ₱2,100.00  ₱24,089.04  ₱2,100.00  ₱24,089.04  ₱2,100.00 

Aurora Baler (Capital)  ₱229,733.33  ₱224,880.47  ₱28,184.00  ₱18,920.00  ₱229,733.33  ₱224,880.47  ₱60,616.28  ₱46,876.60  ₱600,399.70  ₱608,844.80 

Dinalungan  ₱119,914.44  ₱3,760.00  ₱119,914.44  ₱3,760.00  ₱119,914.44  ₱ 3,760.00  ₱52,785.00  ₱3,670.00  ₱187,043.88  ₱3,850.00 

Bataan Abucay  ₱1,100.00  ₱2,871.87  ₱1,025.00  ₱2,871.87  ₱1,025.00  ₱2,871.87  ₱950.00  ₱2,871.87  ₱1,025.00  ₱2,871.87 

Orani  ₱238,850.00  ₱163,500.00  ₱238,850.00  ₱163,500.00  ₱60,000.00  ₱155,000.00  ₱417,700.00  ₱172,000.00  ₱238,850.00  ₱163,500.00 

Pilar  ₱5,210.00  ₱100.00  ₱5,210.00  ₱1,077.73  ₱5,210.00  ₱1,077.73  ₱5,210.00  ₱2,055.46  ₱5,210.00  ₱1,077.73 

Samal  ₱169,175.00  ₱7,350.00  ₱210,775.00  ₱3,825.00  ₱210,775.00  ₱3,825.00  ₱252,375.00  ₱300.00  ₱210,775.00  ₱3,825.00 
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Province LGU CCA 2016 CCM 2019 CCA 2017 CCM 2017 CCA 2018 CCM 2018 CCA 2019 CCM 2019 CCA 2020 CCM 2020
Benguet Bakun  ₱388,312.47  ₱3,134.23  ₱30,155.20  ₱1,465.00  ₱1,103,839.20  ₱1,560.00  ₱30,943.00  ₱6,377.70  ₱388,312.47  ₱3,134.23 

Bohol Corella  ₱7,144.38  ₱11,936.11  ₱90,012.73  ₱11,936.11  ₱111,646.34  ₱4,565.90  ₱5,409.54  ₱2,015.10  ₱235,850.67  ₱29,227.33 

Dauis  ₱11,227.21  ₱500.00  ₱165,111.60  ₱3,537.13  ₱165,111.60  ₱3,537.13  ₱318,996.00  ₱6,574.25  ₱165,111.60  ₱3,537.13 

Loboc  ₱646,435.94  ₱11,150.27  ₱646,435.94  ₱11,150.27  ₱137,976.27  ₱9,080.00  ₱646,435.94  ₱11,150.27  ₱1,154,895.61  ₱13,220.54 
Sikatuna  ₱18,541.79  ₱2,181.50  ₱18,541.79  ₱2,181.50  ₱12,649.99  ₱2,900.00  ₱24,433.59  ₱1,463.00  ₱18,541.79  ₱2,181.50 

Tagbilaran City 
(Capital)

 ₱82,899.62  ₱313,120.00  ₱41,474.81  ₱313,120.00  ₱50.00  ₱313,120.00  ₱41,474.81  ₱313,120.00  ₱41,474.81  ₱313,120.00 

Bukidnon Bukidnon  ₱326,577.53  ₱6,862.00  ₱775,285.13  ₱73,953.00  ₱875,682.00  ₱92,526.00  ₱877,639.00  ₱85,264.00  ₱1,021,242.00  ₱111,160.00 

City of 
Malaybalay 
(Capital)

 ₱147,475.00  ₱8,221.00  ₱147,475.00  ₱13,100.00  ₱147,475.00  ₱8,221.00  ₱147,475.00  ₱3,342.00  ₱147,475.00  ₱8,221.00 

City of Valencia  ₱52,314.00  ₱3,200.00  ₱64,450.00  ₱18,150.00  ₱49,250.75  ₱13,120.79  ₱30,988.24  ₱18,012.37  ₱49,250.75  ₱13,120.79 

Impasug-Ong  ₱21,490.75  ₱10,198.53  ₱11,460.00  ₱19,382.00  ₱22,475.00  ₱3,373.00  ₱18,283.71  ₱3,076.52  ₱33,744.29  ₱14,962.60 

Manolo Fortich  ₱10,650.85  ₱7,327.00  ₱18,588.84  ₱6,500.00  ₱15,774.42  ₱7,942.33  ₱18,083.59  ₱10,000.00  ₱15,774.42  ₱7,942.33 

Talakag  ₱9,108.50  ₱887.50  ₱10,767.00  ₱975.00  ₱9,108.50  ₱887.50  ₱7,450.00  ₱800.00  ₱9,108.50  ₱887.50 

Bulacan Angat  ₱128,506.97  ₱4,980.00  ₱92,530.90  ₱3,520.00  ₱128,506.97  ₱4,980.00  ₱133,145.00  ₱4,320.00  ₱159,845.00  ₱7,100.00 

Pandi  ₱780,966.00  ₱2,820.00  ₱780,966.00  ₱2,820.00  ₱780,966.00  ₱2,820.00  ₱922,142.00  ₱4,000.00  ₱639,790.00  ₱1,640.00 

San Rafael  ₱697,710.42  ₱54,905.75  ₱343,299.10  ₱46,280.00  ₱1,177,563.76  ₱48,870.00  ₱642,858.59  ₱67,659.00  ₱627,120.24  ₱56,814.00 

Cagayan Camalaniugan  ₱146,277.39  ₱6,995,687.50  ₱146,277.39  ₱6,995,687.50  ₱146,277.39  ₱ 6,995,687.50  ₱12,734.17  ₱ 6,755,000.00  ₱279,820.62  ₱7,236,375.00 

Claveria  ₱1,749,198.33  ₱11,256.00  ₱1,749,198.33  ₱11,256.00  ₱1,163,711.00  ₱13,950.00  ₱1,694,149.00  ₱10,818.00  ₱2,389,735.00  ₱9,000.00 

Gonzaga  ₱94,404.97  ₱1,218.00  ₱155,257.55  ₱725.00  ₱55,884.35  ₱2,319.00  ₱72,073.00  ₱610.00  ₱94,404.97  ₱1,218.00 

Piat  ₱12,643.44  ₱960.65  ₱11,138.48  ₱921.29  ₱14,148.40  ₱1,000.00  ₱12,643.44  ₱960.65  ₱12,643.44  ₱960.65 

Santa Teresita  ₱10,349.76  ₱535.00  ₱1,987.74  ₱905.00  ₱18,711.78  ₱400.00  ₱10,349.76  ₱300.00  ₱10,349.76  ₱535.00 

Solana  ₱32,684.57  ₱2,670.00  ₱1,300.00  ₱2,670.00  ₱59,301.92  ₱2,670.00  ₱37,451.77  ₱2,670.00  ₱32,684.57  ₱2,670.00 

Camarines Sur Bula  ₱115,847.97  ₱1,286.00  ₱12,762.33  ₱5,987.92  ₱862,106.77  ₱27,566.74  ₱2,457,710.00  ₱75,426.30  ₱862,106.77  ₱27,566.74 

Iriga City  ₱871,845.51  ₱182,427.06  ₱454,448.26  ₱82,041.95  ₱1,276,846.53  ₱186,395.49  ₱884,241.74  ₱278,843.73  ₱871,845.51  ₱182,427.06 

Camiguin Mahinog  ₱1,162.50  ₱152.50  ₱1,162.50  ₱152.50  ₱1,162.50  ₱152.50  ₱795.00  ₱130.00  ₱1,530.00  ₱175.00 

Capiz Cuartero  ₱9,575.00  ₱500.00  ₱9,137.50  ₱1,665.00  ₱8,700.00  ₱2,830.00  ₱9,137.50  ₱1,665.00  ₱9,137.50  ₱1,665.00 

Dumarao  ₱3,955.00  ₱672.00  ₱18,082.15  ₱105.00  ₱339,031.71  ₱2,727.00  ₱200,338.00  ₱15,690.00  ₱552,935.28  ₱5,861.60 

Panitan  ₱15,930.00  ₱5,948.45  ₱362,055.20  ₱3,674.23  ₱362,055.20  ₱3,674.23  ₱708,180.39  ₱1,400.00  ₱362,055.20  ₱3,674.23 

Sigma  ₱9,755.63  ₱4,172.63  ₱10,053.83  ₱1,630.00  ₱155,645.79  ₱1,998.00  ₱15,911.64  ₱2,785.00  ₱47,841.72  ₱2,646.41 

Catanduanes Bato  ₱738,467.90  ₱18,965.00  ₱346,735.02  ₱9,381.31  ₱169,465.96  ₱8,430.00  ₱132,271.20  ₱748.94  ₱346,735.02  ₱9,381.31 

Davao del Sur Bansalan  ₱13,926.08  ₱4,000.00  ₱13,926.08  ₱4,000.00  ₱13,926.08  ₱4,000.00  ₱14,176.21  ₱5,000.00  ₱13,675.95  ₱3,000.00 
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Province LGU CCA 2016 CCM 2019 CCA 2017 CCM 2017 CCA 2018 CCM 2018 CCA 2019 CCM 2019 CCA 2020 CCM 2020
Benguet Bakun  ₱388,312.47  ₱3,134.23  ₱30,155.20  ₱1,465.00  ₱1,103,839.20  ₱1,560.00  ₱30,943.00  ₱6,377.70  ₱388,312.47  ₱3,134.23 

Bohol Corella  ₱7,144.38  ₱11,936.11  ₱90,012.73  ₱11,936.11  ₱111,646.34  ₱4,565.90  ₱5,409.54  ₱2,015.10  ₱235,850.67  ₱29,227.33 

Dauis  ₱11,227.21  ₱500.00  ₱165,111.60  ₱3,537.13  ₱165,111.60  ₱3,537.13  ₱318,996.00  ₱6,574.25  ₱165,111.60  ₱3,537.13 

Loboc  ₱646,435.94  ₱11,150.27  ₱646,435.94  ₱11,150.27  ₱137,976.27  ₱9,080.00  ₱646,435.94  ₱11,150.27  ₱1,154,895.61  ₱13,220.54 
Sikatuna  ₱18,541.79  ₱2,181.50  ₱18,541.79  ₱2,181.50  ₱12,649.99  ₱2,900.00  ₱24,433.59  ₱1,463.00  ₱18,541.79  ₱2,181.50 

Tagbilaran City 
(Capital)

 ₱82,899.62  ₱313,120.00  ₱41,474.81  ₱313,120.00  ₱50.00  ₱313,120.00  ₱41,474.81  ₱313,120.00  ₱41,474.81  ₱313,120.00 

Bukidnon Bukidnon  ₱326,577.53  ₱6,862.00  ₱775,285.13  ₱73,953.00  ₱875,682.00  ₱92,526.00  ₱877,639.00  ₱85,264.00  ₱1,021,242.00  ₱111,160.00 

City of 
Malaybalay 
(Capital)

 ₱147,475.00  ₱8,221.00  ₱147,475.00  ₱13,100.00  ₱147,475.00  ₱8,221.00  ₱147,475.00  ₱3,342.00  ₱147,475.00  ₱8,221.00 

City of Valencia  ₱52,314.00  ₱3,200.00  ₱64,450.00  ₱18,150.00  ₱49,250.75  ₱13,120.79  ₱30,988.24  ₱18,012.37  ₱49,250.75  ₱13,120.79 

Impasug-Ong  ₱21,490.75  ₱10,198.53  ₱11,460.00  ₱19,382.00  ₱22,475.00  ₱3,373.00  ₱18,283.71  ₱3,076.52  ₱33,744.29  ₱14,962.60 

Manolo Fortich  ₱10,650.85  ₱7,327.00  ₱18,588.84  ₱6,500.00  ₱15,774.42  ₱7,942.33  ₱18,083.59  ₱10,000.00  ₱15,774.42  ₱7,942.33 

Talakag  ₱9,108.50  ₱887.50  ₱10,767.00  ₱975.00  ₱9,108.50  ₱887.50  ₱7,450.00  ₱800.00  ₱9,108.50  ₱887.50 

Bulacan Angat  ₱128,506.97  ₱4,980.00  ₱92,530.90  ₱3,520.00  ₱128,506.97  ₱4,980.00  ₱133,145.00  ₱4,320.00  ₱159,845.00  ₱7,100.00 

Pandi  ₱780,966.00  ₱2,820.00  ₱780,966.00  ₱2,820.00  ₱780,966.00  ₱2,820.00  ₱922,142.00  ₱4,000.00  ₱639,790.00  ₱1,640.00 

San Rafael  ₱697,710.42  ₱54,905.75  ₱343,299.10  ₱46,280.00  ₱1,177,563.76  ₱48,870.00  ₱642,858.59  ₱67,659.00  ₱627,120.24  ₱56,814.00 

Cagayan Camalaniugan  ₱146,277.39  ₱6,995,687.50  ₱146,277.39  ₱6,995,687.50  ₱146,277.39  ₱ 6,995,687.50  ₱12,734.17  ₱ 6,755,000.00  ₱279,820.62  ₱7,236,375.00 

Claveria  ₱1,749,198.33  ₱11,256.00  ₱1,749,198.33  ₱11,256.00  ₱1,163,711.00  ₱13,950.00  ₱1,694,149.00  ₱10,818.00  ₱2,389,735.00  ₱9,000.00 

Gonzaga  ₱94,404.97  ₱1,218.00  ₱155,257.55  ₱725.00  ₱55,884.35  ₱2,319.00  ₱72,073.00  ₱610.00  ₱94,404.97  ₱1,218.00 

Piat  ₱12,643.44  ₱960.65  ₱11,138.48  ₱921.29  ₱14,148.40  ₱1,000.00  ₱12,643.44  ₱960.65  ₱12,643.44  ₱960.65 

Santa Teresita  ₱10,349.76  ₱535.00  ₱1,987.74  ₱905.00  ₱18,711.78  ₱400.00  ₱10,349.76  ₱300.00  ₱10,349.76  ₱535.00 

Solana  ₱32,684.57  ₱2,670.00  ₱1,300.00  ₱2,670.00  ₱59,301.92  ₱2,670.00  ₱37,451.77  ₱2,670.00  ₱32,684.57  ₱2,670.00 

Camarines Sur Bula  ₱115,847.97  ₱1,286.00  ₱12,762.33  ₱5,987.92  ₱862,106.77  ₱27,566.74  ₱2,457,710.00  ₱75,426.30  ₱862,106.77  ₱27,566.74 

Iriga City  ₱871,845.51  ₱182,427.06  ₱454,448.26  ₱82,041.95  ₱1,276,846.53  ₱186,395.49  ₱884,241.74  ₱278,843.73  ₱871,845.51  ₱182,427.06 

Camiguin Mahinog  ₱1,162.50  ₱152.50  ₱1,162.50  ₱152.50  ₱1,162.50  ₱152.50  ₱795.00  ₱130.00  ₱1,530.00  ₱175.00 

Capiz Cuartero  ₱9,575.00  ₱500.00  ₱9,137.50  ₱1,665.00  ₱8,700.00  ₱2,830.00  ₱9,137.50  ₱1,665.00  ₱9,137.50  ₱1,665.00 

Dumarao  ₱3,955.00  ₱672.00  ₱18,082.15  ₱105.00  ₱339,031.71  ₱2,727.00  ₱200,338.00  ₱15,690.00  ₱552,935.28  ₱5,861.60 

Panitan  ₱15,930.00  ₱5,948.45  ₱362,055.20  ₱3,674.23  ₱362,055.20  ₱3,674.23  ₱708,180.39  ₱1,400.00  ₱362,055.20  ₱3,674.23 

Sigma  ₱9,755.63  ₱4,172.63  ₱10,053.83  ₱1,630.00  ₱155,645.79  ₱1,998.00  ₱15,911.64  ₱2,785.00  ₱47,841.72  ₱2,646.41 

Catanduanes Bato  ₱738,467.90  ₱18,965.00  ₱346,735.02  ₱9,381.31  ₱169,465.96  ₱8,430.00  ₱132,271.20  ₱748.94  ₱346,735.02  ₱9,381.31 

Davao del Sur Bansalan  ₱13,926.08  ₱4,000.00  ₱13,926.08  ₱4,000.00  ₱13,926.08  ₱4,000.00  ₱14,176.21  ₱5,000.00  ₱13,675.95  ₱3,000.00 
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Province LGU CCA 2016 CCM 2019 CCA 2017 CCM 2017 CCA 2018 CCM 2018 CCA 2019 CCM 2019 CCA 2020 CCM 2020
Davao Oriental Cateel  ₱5,329.75  ₱270.00  ₱4,855.00  ₱270.00  ₱5,092.37  ₱270.00  ₱5,092.37  ₱270.00  ₱]5,092.37  ₱270.00 

City of Mati 
(Capital)

 ₱657,618.09  ₱24,173.26  ₱640,160.60  ₱150,942.01  ₱1,180,900.16  ₱398,860.05  ₱81,963.55  ₱29,792.73  ₱640,160.60  ₱150,942.01 

Davao Oriental  ₱256,277.04  ₱11,300.00  ₱287,021.52  ₱39,050.00  ₱287,021.52  ₱39,050.00  ₱317,766.00  ₱66,800.00  ₱287,021.52  ₱39,050.00 

Governor 
Generoso

 ₱333.33  ₱2,902.91  ₱333.33  ₱2,902.91  ₱300.00  ₱264.16  ₱300.00  ₱6,440.76  ₱400.00  ₱2,003.80 

Lupon  ₱15,889.71  ₱2,500.00  ₱10,831.44  ₱13,700.00  ₱136,236.41  ₱6,288.33  ₱381,988.09  ₱2,665.00  ₱136,236.41  ₱6,288.33 

Dinagat Islands Dinagat  ₱3,913.66  ₱1,592.52  ₱13,190.02  ₱1,146.26  ₱13,190.02  ₱1,146.26  ₱13,190.02  ₱1,146.26  ₱22,466.38  ₱700.00 

Guimaras Jordan (Capital)  ₱14,745.00  ₱10,120.53  ₱7,665.10  ₱5,582.76  ₱585.20  ₱1,045.00  ₱7,665.10  ₱5,582.76  ₱7,665.10  ₱5,582.76 

Ilocos Norte Burgos  ₱442,924.43  ₱8,200.00  ₱40,328.86  ₱3,800.00  ₱442,924.43  ₱8,200.00  ₱845,520.00  ₱12,600.00  ₱442,924.43  ₱8,200.00 

Ilocos Sur Sigay  ₱240,908.99  ₱7,030.00  ₱79,002.98  ₱8,340.00  ₱98,133.00  ₱5,840.00  ₱545,591.00  ₱6,910.00  ₱240,908.99  ₱7,030.00 

Iloilo Anilao  ₱224,382.00  ₱9,886.67  ₱224,382.00  ₱9,886.67  ₱218,296.00  ₱1,850.00  ₱193,050.00  ₱13,150.00  ₱261,800.00  ₱14,660.00 

Calinog  ₱3,050.00  ₱5,600.00  ₱6,617,900.97  ₱8,112.50  ₱6,617,900.97  ₱8,112.50  ₱13,232,751.94  ₱10,625.00  ₱6,617,900.97  ₱8,112.50 

City of Passi  ₱138,016.60  ₱9,520.00  ₱1,477,127.40  ₱30,920.00  ₱805,454.78  ₱24,758.75  ₱1,564,635.10  ₱25,595.00  ₱42,040.00  ₱33,000.00 

Guimbal  ₱3,129.97  -    ₱3,129.97  -    ₱2,686.90  -    ₱3,573.04  -    ₱3,129.97  -   

Leganes  ₱21,218.94  ₱1,170.00  ₱6,330.50  ₱22,996.50  ₱226,467.99  ₱21,088.83  ₱651,854.54  ₱39,100.00  ₱226,467.99  ₱21,088.83 

Mina  ₱134,670.00  ₱37,690.00  ₱462,827.83  ₱35,656.67  ₱129,173.50  ₱37,140.00  ₱462,827.83  ₱35,656.67  ₱1,124,640.00  ₱32,140.00 

New Lucena  ₱90,851.00  ₱6,292.50  ₱90,851.00  ₱6,292.50  ₱92,820.00  ₱5,555.00  ₱88,882.00  ₱7,030.00  ₱90,851.00  ₱6,292.50 

Pototan  ₱500.00  ₱1,300.00  ₱6,571.67  ₱4,249.17  ₱8,730.38  ₱8,222.50  ₱10,484.64  ₱3,225.00  ₱6,571.67  ₱4,249.17 

San Joaquin  ₱115,322.73  ₱9,404.06  ₱115,322.73  ₱9,404.06  ₱115,322.73  ₱9,404.06  ₱110,420.70  ₱8,073.12  ₱120,224.75  ₱10,735.00 

San Rafael ₱ 165.00  ₱880.00  ₱165.00  ₱880.00  ₱130.00  ₱760.00 ₱ 200.00  ₱1,000.00 ₱ 165.00  ₱880.00 

Tubungan  ₱16,048.09  ₱1,635.00  ₱47,246.03  ₱2,368.33  ₱61,885.00  ₱3,995.00  ₱63,805.00  ₱1,475.00  ₱47,246.03  ₱2,368.33 

Isabela Cabatuan  ₱2,360.00  ₱300.00  ₱2,465.83  ₱675.00  ₱2,037.50  ₱1,050.00  ₱3,000.00  ₱675.00  ₱2,465.83  ₱675.00 

City of Santiago  ₱362,608.52  ₱67,019.90  ₱3,581,606.28  ₱284,391.91  ₱1,892,481.88  ₱123,801.06  ₱2,455,101.46  ₱111,613.60  ₱9,616,233.27  ₱835,133.08 

Delfin Albano 
(Magsaysay)

 ₱282,046.75  ₱7,007.00  ₱28,200.00  ₱1,900.60  ₱184,624.92  ₱9,002.29  ₱243,628.00  ₱18,099.25  ₱184,624.92  ₱9,002.29 

Jones  ₱20,442.00  ₱1,200.00  ₱14,822.00  ₱4,610.00  ₱17,632.00  ₱2,905.00  ₱17,632.00  ₱2,905.00  ₱17,632.00  ₱2,905.00 

Luna  ₱207,635.03  ₱23,390.00  ₱118,665.82  ₱23,365.00  ₱29,696.60  ₱23,340.00  ₱118,665.82  ₱23,365.00  ₱118,665.82  ₱23,365.00 

Naguilian  ₱51,845.00  ₱1,735.00  ₱173,229.80  ₱3,020.00  ₱173,229.80  ₱3,020.00  ₱294,614.60  ₱4,305.00  ₱173,229.80  ₱3,020.00 

San Agustin  ₱92,032.06  ₱1,464.50  ₱36,269.06  ₱1,925.43  ₱850,972.39  ₱3,042.43  ₱2,424,616.05  ₱5,737.38  ₱850,972.39  ₱3,042.43 

San Isidro  ₱258.99  ₱222.00  -    ₱500.99  ₱258.99  ₱361.49  ₱258.99  ₱361.49  ₱258.99  ₱361.49 

Laguna Majayjay  ₱878,362.01  ₱2,200.00  ₱878,362.01  ₱2,200.00  ₱878,362.01  ₱2,200.00  ₱878,362.01  ₱2,200.00  ₱878,362.01  ₱2,200.00 

Leyte Ormoc City  ₱352,332.33  ₱44,279.08  ₱2,877,536.20  ₱2,285.06  ₱1,614,934.27  ₱23,282.07  ₱1,614,934.27  ₱23,282.07  ₱1,614,934.27  ₱23,282.07 
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Province LGU CCA 2016 CCM 2019 CCA 2017 CCM 2017 CCA 2018 CCM 2018 CCA 2019 CCM 2019 CCA 2020 CCM 2020
Davao Oriental Cateel  ₱5,329.75  ₱270.00  ₱4,855.00  ₱270.00  ₱5,092.37  ₱270.00  ₱5,092.37  ₱270.00  ₱]5,092.37  ₱270.00 

City of Mati 
(Capital)

 ₱657,618.09  ₱24,173.26  ₱640,160.60  ₱150,942.01  ₱1,180,900.16  ₱398,860.05  ₱81,963.55  ₱29,792.73  ₱640,160.60  ₱150,942.01 

Davao Oriental  ₱256,277.04  ₱11,300.00  ₱287,021.52  ₱39,050.00  ₱287,021.52  ₱39,050.00  ₱317,766.00  ₱66,800.00  ₱287,021.52  ₱39,050.00 

Governor 
Generoso

 ₱333.33  ₱2,902.91  ₱333.33  ₱2,902.91  ₱300.00  ₱264.16  ₱300.00  ₱6,440.76  ₱400.00  ₱2,003.80 

Lupon  ₱15,889.71  ₱2,500.00  ₱10,831.44  ₱13,700.00  ₱136,236.41  ₱6,288.33  ₱381,988.09  ₱2,665.00  ₱136,236.41  ₱6,288.33 

Dinagat Islands Dinagat  ₱3,913.66  ₱1,592.52  ₱13,190.02  ₱1,146.26  ₱13,190.02  ₱1,146.26  ₱13,190.02  ₱1,146.26  ₱22,466.38  ₱700.00 

Guimaras Jordan (Capital)  ₱14,745.00  ₱10,120.53  ₱7,665.10  ₱5,582.76  ₱585.20  ₱1,045.00  ₱7,665.10  ₱5,582.76  ₱7,665.10  ₱5,582.76 

Ilocos Norte Burgos  ₱442,924.43  ₱8,200.00  ₱40,328.86  ₱3,800.00  ₱442,924.43  ₱8,200.00  ₱845,520.00  ₱12,600.00  ₱442,924.43  ₱8,200.00 

Ilocos Sur Sigay  ₱240,908.99  ₱7,030.00  ₱79,002.98  ₱8,340.00  ₱98,133.00  ₱5,840.00  ₱545,591.00  ₱6,910.00  ₱240,908.99  ₱7,030.00 

Iloilo Anilao  ₱224,382.00  ₱9,886.67  ₱224,382.00  ₱9,886.67  ₱218,296.00  ₱1,850.00  ₱193,050.00  ₱13,150.00  ₱261,800.00  ₱14,660.00 

Calinog  ₱3,050.00  ₱5,600.00  ₱6,617,900.97  ₱8,112.50  ₱6,617,900.97  ₱8,112.50  ₱13,232,751.94  ₱10,625.00  ₱6,617,900.97  ₱8,112.50 

City of Passi  ₱138,016.60  ₱9,520.00  ₱1,477,127.40  ₱30,920.00  ₱805,454.78  ₱24,758.75  ₱1,564,635.10  ₱25,595.00  ₱42,040.00  ₱33,000.00 

Guimbal  ₱3,129.97  -    ₱3,129.97  -    ₱2,686.90  -    ₱3,573.04  -    ₱3,129.97  -   

Leganes  ₱21,218.94  ₱1,170.00  ₱6,330.50  ₱22,996.50  ₱226,467.99  ₱21,088.83  ₱651,854.54  ₱39,100.00  ₱226,467.99  ₱21,088.83 

Mina  ₱134,670.00  ₱37,690.00  ₱462,827.83  ₱35,656.67  ₱129,173.50  ₱37,140.00  ₱462,827.83  ₱35,656.67  ₱1,124,640.00  ₱32,140.00 

New Lucena  ₱90,851.00  ₱6,292.50  ₱90,851.00  ₱6,292.50  ₱92,820.00  ₱5,555.00  ₱88,882.00  ₱7,030.00  ₱90,851.00  ₱6,292.50 

Pototan  ₱500.00  ₱1,300.00  ₱6,571.67  ₱4,249.17  ₱8,730.38  ₱8,222.50  ₱10,484.64  ₱3,225.00  ₱6,571.67  ₱4,249.17 

San Joaquin  ₱115,322.73  ₱9,404.06  ₱115,322.73  ₱9,404.06  ₱115,322.73  ₱9,404.06  ₱110,420.70  ₱8,073.12  ₱120,224.75  ₱10,735.00 

San Rafael ₱ 165.00  ₱880.00  ₱165.00  ₱880.00  ₱130.00  ₱760.00 ₱ 200.00  ₱1,000.00 ₱ 165.00  ₱880.00 

Tubungan  ₱16,048.09  ₱1,635.00  ₱47,246.03  ₱2,368.33  ₱61,885.00  ₱3,995.00  ₱63,805.00  ₱1,475.00  ₱47,246.03  ₱2,368.33 

Isabela Cabatuan  ₱2,360.00  ₱300.00  ₱2,465.83  ₱675.00  ₱2,037.50  ₱1,050.00  ₱3,000.00  ₱675.00  ₱2,465.83  ₱675.00 

City of Santiago  ₱362,608.52  ₱67,019.90  ₱3,581,606.28  ₱284,391.91  ₱1,892,481.88  ₱123,801.06  ₱2,455,101.46  ₱111,613.60  ₱9,616,233.27  ₱835,133.08 

Delfin Albano 
(Magsaysay)

 ₱282,046.75  ₱7,007.00  ₱28,200.00  ₱1,900.60  ₱184,624.92  ₱9,002.29  ₱243,628.00  ₱18,099.25  ₱184,624.92  ₱9,002.29 

Jones  ₱20,442.00  ₱1,200.00  ₱14,822.00  ₱4,610.00  ₱17,632.00  ₱2,905.00  ₱17,632.00  ₱2,905.00  ₱17,632.00  ₱2,905.00 

Luna  ₱207,635.03  ₱23,390.00  ₱118,665.82  ₱23,365.00  ₱29,696.60  ₱23,340.00  ₱118,665.82  ₱23,365.00  ₱118,665.82  ₱23,365.00 

Naguilian  ₱51,845.00  ₱1,735.00  ₱173,229.80  ₱3,020.00  ₱173,229.80  ₱3,020.00  ₱294,614.60  ₱4,305.00  ₱173,229.80  ₱3,020.00 

San Agustin  ₱92,032.06  ₱1,464.50  ₱36,269.06  ₱1,925.43  ₱850,972.39  ₱3,042.43  ₱2,424,616.05  ₱5,737.38  ₱850,972.39  ₱3,042.43 

San Isidro  ₱258.99  ₱222.00  -    ₱500.99  ₱258.99  ₱361.49  ₱258.99  ₱361.49  ₱258.99  ₱361.49 

Laguna Majayjay  ₱878,362.01  ₱2,200.00  ₱878,362.01  ₱2,200.00  ₱878,362.01  ₱2,200.00  ₱878,362.01  ₱2,200.00  ₱878,362.01  ₱2,200.00 

Leyte Ormoc City  ₱352,332.33  ₱44,279.08  ₱2,877,536.20  ₱2,285.06  ₱1,614,934.27  ₱23,282.07  ₱1,614,934.27  ₱23,282.07  ₱1,614,934.27  ₱23,282.07 
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Province LGU CCA 2016 CCM 2019 CCA 2017 CCM 2017 CCA 2018 CCM 2018 CCA 2019 CCM 2019 CCA 2020 CCM 2020
Masbate Pio V.  Corpuz 

(Limbuhan)
 ₱12,279.39  ₱4,780.00  ₱194,626.48  ₱3,540.00  ₱376,973.57  ₱2,300.00  ₱194,626.48  ₱3,540.00  ₱194,626.48  ₱3,540.00 

MetroManila 
NoProvince

City of Makati  ₱6,023,648.73  ₱1,690,026.33  ₱6,023,648.73  ₱1,690,026.33  ₱4,619,617.03  ₱1,509,444.00  ₱7,204,727.16  ₱2,009,490.00  ₱6,246,602.00  ₱1,551,145.00 

City of Malabon  ₱1,409,144.00  ₱66,082.00  ₱5,724,669.00  ₱71,094.00  ₱3,566,906.50  ₱68,588.00  ₱3,566,906.50  ₱68,588.00  ₱3,566,906.50  ₱68,588.00 

Misami 
Occidental

Jimenez  -    ₱1,797.50  -    ₱1,797.50  -    ₱1,751.00  ₱-    ₱1,844.00  ₱-    ₱1,797.50 

Negro Occidental Bago City  ₱14,270.00  ₱7,440.00  ₱12,450.00  ₱7,440.00  ₱11,192.50  ₱7,440.00  ₱10,350.00  ₱7,440.00  ₱7,700.00  ₱7,440.00 

Cauayan  ₱34,788.00  ₱458.00  ₱49,808.33  ₱3,760.00  ₱41,023.00  ₱9,522.00  ₱73,614.00  ₱1,300.00  ₱49,808.33  ₱3,760.00 

City of 
Kabankalan

 ₱106,092.48  ₱10,705.51  ₱153,212.56  ₱11,445.00  ₱106,092.48  ₱10,705.51  ₱44,042.67  ₱1,772.52  ₱121,022.20  ₱18,899.00 

La Carlota City  ₱23,536.87  ₱6,100.00  ₱1,553.03  ₱5,600.00  ₱603.25  ₱5,600.00  ₱61,597.17  ₱5,100.00  ₱21,822.58  ₱5,600.00 

Silay City  ₱1,137,800.00  ₱110,900.00  ₱1,137,800.00  ₱110,900.00  ₱1,137,800.00  ₱110,900.00  ₱1,137,800.00  ₱110,900.00  ₱1,137,800.00  ₱110,900.00 

Toboso  ₱86,329.51  ₱800.00  ₱86,329.51  ₱800.00  ₱141,485.00  ₱850.00  ₱31,174.02  ₱750.00  ₱86,329.51  ₱800.00 

Negros Oriental Canlaon City  ₱48,022.00  ₱3,935.00  ₱73,705.67  ₱4,120.00  ₱19,853.42  ₱3,750.00  ₱47,193.70  ₱3,935.00  ₱47,193.70  ₱3,935.00 

City of Bayawan 
(Tulong)

 ₱188,734.46  ₱20,678.42  ₱188,734.46  ₱20,678.42  ₱185,362.66  ₱15,131.83  ₱192,106.25  ₱26,225.00  ₱188,734.46  ₱20,678.42 

North Cotabato Magpet  ₱2,849,421.58  ₱653,002.87  ₱26,570.00  ₱480.00  ₱2,849,421.58  ₱653,002.87  ₱5,672,273.15  ₱1,305,525.74  ₱2,849,421.58  ₱653,002.87 

Midsayap  ₱588,532.79  ₱22,687.30  ₱588,532.79  ₱22,687.30  ₱717,741.32  ₱22,687.30  ₱459,324.27  ₱-    ₱588,532.79  ₱22,687.30 

Tulunan  ₱1,306,433.70  ₱9,734.33  ₱1,306,433.70  ₱9,734.33  ₱889,772.35  ₱16,960.00  ₱1,533,468.05  ₱11,983.00  ₱1,496,060.71  ₱260.00 

Nueva Vizcaya Bagabag  ₱28,702.75  ₱4,631.75  ₱28,702.75  ₱4,631.75  ₱26,856.11  ₱5,818.29  ₱30,549.39  ₱3,445.21  ₱28,702.75  ₱4,631.75 

Kayapa  ₱193,845.10  ₱1,507.38  ₱193,845.10  ₱1,507.38  ₱203,142.62  ₱680.27  ₱184,547.57  ₱2,334.49  ₱193,845.10  ₱1,507.38 

Occidenta 
Mindoro

Lubang  ₱2,716,042.57  ₱171,500.00  ₱2,724,710.42  ₱171,850.00  ₱2,720,376.50  ₱171,675.00  ₱2,720,376.50  ₱171,675.00  ₱2,720,376.50  ₱171,675.00 

Occidental_
Mindoro

 ₱1,082,179.79  ₱7,129.20  ₱1,082,179.79  ₱7,129.20  ₱1,082,179.79  ₱7,129.20  ₱1,082,179.79  ₱7,129.20  ₱1,082,179.79  ₱7,129.20 

Pampanga Mabalacat City  ₱30,577.88  ₱1,500.00  ₱21,955.75  ₱1,500.00  ₱39,200.00  ₱1,500.00  ₱30,577.88  ₱1,500.00  ₱30,577.88  ₱1,500.00 

Minalin  ₱12,182.32  ₱7,060.42  ₱10,249.92  ₱5,298.51  ₱12,182.32  ₱7,060.42  ₱14,114.71  ₱8,822.34  ₱12,182.32  ₱7,060.42 

Santa Rita  ₱705,855.00  ₱3,650.00  ₱86,554.00  ₱6,865.00  ₱705,855.00  ₱3,650.00  ₱1,325,156.00  ₱435.00  ₱705,855.00  ₱3,650.00 

Pangasinan Bautista  ₱10,850.00  ₱102.86  ₱49,274.75  ₱290.27  ₱87,699.50  ₱477.68  ₱49,274.75  ₱290.27  ₱49,274.75  ₱290.27 

Burgos  ₱23,605.61  ₱36.91  ₱9,706.82  ₱30.68  ₱3,831.61  ₱49.94  ₱14,656.17  ₱166.36  ₱13,975.32  ₱173.61 

Calasiao  ₱15,280.40  ₱5,000.00  ₱17,950.00  ₱4,500.00  ₱12,610.79  ₱5,500.00  ₱15,280.40  ₱5,000.00  ₱15,280.40  ₱5,000.00 

City of Urdaneta  ₱37,504.93  ₱3,550.00  ₱31,449.36  ₱9,100.00  ₱23,000.00  ₱7,400.00  ₱30,651.43  ₱6,683.33  ₱30,651.43  ₱6,683.33 

Laoac  ₱23,185.69  ₱10,183.76  ₱8,620.58  ₱10,183.76  ₱15,903.13  ₱10,183.76  ₱15,903.13  ₱10,183.76  ₱15,903.13  ₱10,183.76 

Pangasinan  ₱408,448.68  ₱24,518.08  ₱549,125.24  ₱37,081.74  ₱545,974.66  ₱203,394.20  ₱399,074.00  ₱16,202.00  ₱827,250.72  ₱735,775.00 

Pozorrubio  ₱68,361.77  ₱1,105.00  ₱66,867.90  ₱7,029.50  ₱71,481.67  ₱11,486.06  ₱72,332.00  ₱15,917.70  ₱78,365.00  ₱21,892.04 
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Province LGU CCA 2016 CCM 2019 CCA 2017 CCM 2017 CCA 2018 CCM 2018 CCA 2019 CCM 2019 CCA 2020 CCM 2020
Masbate Pio V.  Corpuz 

(Limbuhan)
 ₱12,279.39  ₱4,780.00  ₱194,626.48  ₱3,540.00  ₱376,973.57  ₱2,300.00  ₱194,626.48  ₱3,540.00  ₱194,626.48  ₱3,540.00 

MetroManila 
NoProvince

City of Makati  ₱6,023,648.73  ₱1,690,026.33  ₱6,023,648.73  ₱1,690,026.33  ₱4,619,617.03  ₱1,509,444.00  ₱7,204,727.16  ₱2,009,490.00  ₱6,246,602.00  ₱1,551,145.00 

City of Malabon  ₱1,409,144.00  ₱66,082.00  ₱5,724,669.00  ₱71,094.00  ₱3,566,906.50  ₱68,588.00  ₱3,566,906.50  ₱68,588.00  ₱3,566,906.50  ₱68,588.00 

Misami 
Occidental

Jimenez  -    ₱1,797.50  -    ₱1,797.50  -    ₱1,751.00  ₱-    ₱1,844.00  ₱-    ₱1,797.50 

Negro Occidental Bago City  ₱14,270.00  ₱7,440.00  ₱12,450.00  ₱7,440.00  ₱11,192.50  ₱7,440.00  ₱10,350.00  ₱7,440.00  ₱7,700.00  ₱7,440.00 

Cauayan  ₱34,788.00  ₱458.00  ₱49,808.33  ₱3,760.00  ₱41,023.00  ₱9,522.00  ₱73,614.00  ₱1,300.00  ₱49,808.33  ₱3,760.00 

City of 
Kabankalan

 ₱106,092.48  ₱10,705.51  ₱153,212.56  ₱11,445.00  ₱106,092.48  ₱10,705.51  ₱44,042.67  ₱1,772.52  ₱121,022.20  ₱18,899.00 

La Carlota City  ₱23,536.87  ₱6,100.00  ₱1,553.03  ₱5,600.00  ₱603.25  ₱5,600.00  ₱61,597.17  ₱5,100.00  ₱21,822.58  ₱5,600.00 

Silay City  ₱1,137,800.00  ₱110,900.00  ₱1,137,800.00  ₱110,900.00  ₱1,137,800.00  ₱110,900.00  ₱1,137,800.00  ₱110,900.00  ₱1,137,800.00  ₱110,900.00 

Toboso  ₱86,329.51  ₱800.00  ₱86,329.51  ₱800.00  ₱141,485.00  ₱850.00  ₱31,174.02  ₱750.00  ₱86,329.51  ₱800.00 

Negros Oriental Canlaon City  ₱48,022.00  ₱3,935.00  ₱73,705.67  ₱4,120.00  ₱19,853.42  ₱3,750.00  ₱47,193.70  ₱3,935.00  ₱47,193.70  ₱3,935.00 

City of Bayawan 
(Tulong)

 ₱188,734.46  ₱20,678.42  ₱188,734.46  ₱20,678.42  ₱185,362.66  ₱15,131.83  ₱192,106.25  ₱26,225.00  ₱188,734.46  ₱20,678.42 

North Cotabato Magpet  ₱2,849,421.58  ₱653,002.87  ₱26,570.00  ₱480.00  ₱2,849,421.58  ₱653,002.87  ₱5,672,273.15  ₱1,305,525.74  ₱2,849,421.58  ₱653,002.87 

Midsayap  ₱588,532.79  ₱22,687.30  ₱588,532.79  ₱22,687.30  ₱717,741.32  ₱22,687.30  ₱459,324.27  ₱-    ₱588,532.79  ₱22,687.30 

Tulunan  ₱1,306,433.70  ₱9,734.33  ₱1,306,433.70  ₱9,734.33  ₱889,772.35  ₱16,960.00  ₱1,533,468.05  ₱11,983.00  ₱1,496,060.71  ₱260.00 

Nueva Vizcaya Bagabag  ₱28,702.75  ₱4,631.75  ₱28,702.75  ₱4,631.75  ₱26,856.11  ₱5,818.29  ₱30,549.39  ₱3,445.21  ₱28,702.75  ₱4,631.75 

Kayapa  ₱193,845.10  ₱1,507.38  ₱193,845.10  ₱1,507.38  ₱203,142.62  ₱680.27  ₱184,547.57  ₱2,334.49  ₱193,845.10  ₱1,507.38 

Occidenta 
Mindoro

Lubang  ₱2,716,042.57  ₱171,500.00  ₱2,724,710.42  ₱171,850.00  ₱2,720,376.50  ₱171,675.00  ₱2,720,376.50  ₱171,675.00  ₱2,720,376.50  ₱171,675.00 

Occidental_
Mindoro

 ₱1,082,179.79  ₱7,129.20  ₱1,082,179.79  ₱7,129.20  ₱1,082,179.79  ₱7,129.20  ₱1,082,179.79  ₱7,129.20  ₱1,082,179.79  ₱7,129.20 

Pampanga Mabalacat City  ₱30,577.88  ₱1,500.00  ₱21,955.75  ₱1,500.00  ₱39,200.00  ₱1,500.00  ₱30,577.88  ₱1,500.00  ₱30,577.88  ₱1,500.00 

Minalin  ₱12,182.32  ₱7,060.42  ₱10,249.92  ₱5,298.51  ₱12,182.32  ₱7,060.42  ₱14,114.71  ₱8,822.34  ₱12,182.32  ₱7,060.42 

Santa Rita  ₱705,855.00  ₱3,650.00  ₱86,554.00  ₱6,865.00  ₱705,855.00  ₱3,650.00  ₱1,325,156.00  ₱435.00  ₱705,855.00  ₱3,650.00 

Pangasinan Bautista  ₱10,850.00  ₱102.86  ₱49,274.75  ₱290.27  ₱87,699.50  ₱477.68  ₱49,274.75  ₱290.27  ₱49,274.75  ₱290.27 

Burgos  ₱23,605.61  ₱36.91  ₱9,706.82  ₱30.68  ₱3,831.61  ₱49.94  ₱14,656.17  ₱166.36  ₱13,975.32  ₱173.61 

Calasiao  ₱15,280.40  ₱5,000.00  ₱17,950.00  ₱4,500.00  ₱12,610.79  ₱5,500.00  ₱15,280.40  ₱5,000.00  ₱15,280.40  ₱5,000.00 

City of Urdaneta  ₱37,504.93  ₱3,550.00  ₱31,449.36  ₱9,100.00  ₱23,000.00  ₱7,400.00  ₱30,651.43  ₱6,683.33  ₱30,651.43  ₱6,683.33 

Laoac  ₱23,185.69  ₱10,183.76  ₱8,620.58  ₱10,183.76  ₱15,903.13  ₱10,183.76  ₱15,903.13  ₱10,183.76  ₱15,903.13  ₱10,183.76 

Pangasinan  ₱408,448.68  ₱24,518.08  ₱549,125.24  ₱37,081.74  ₱545,974.66  ₱203,394.20  ₱399,074.00  ₱16,202.00  ₱827,250.72  ₱735,775.00 

Pozorrubio  ₱68,361.77  ₱1,105.00  ₱66,867.90  ₱7,029.50  ₱71,481.67  ₱11,486.06  ₱72,332.00  ₱15,917.70  ₱78,365.00  ₱21,892.04 
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Province LGU CCA 2016 CCM 2019 CCA 2017 CCM 2017 CCA 2018 CCM 2018 CCA 2019 CCM 2019 CCA 2020 CCM 2020
San Quintin  ₱5,550.00  ₱1,715.00  ₱22,708.00  ₱2,260.00  ₱5,900.00  ₱3,390.00  ₱16,113.00  ₱4,940.00  ₱12,567.75  ₱3,076.25 

Quezon Candelaria  ₱10,000.00  ₱4,025.00  ₱-    ₱3,050.00  ₱10,000.00  ₱4,025.00  ₱10,000.00  ₱4,025.00  ₱10,000.00  ₱5,000.00 

Dolores  ₱5,015.56  ₱725.00  ₱5,015.56  ₱725.00  ₱5,750.00  ₱550.00  ₱5,015.56  ₱725.00  ₱4,281.13  ₱900.00 

Guinayangan  ₱10,520.32  ₱5,915.00  ₱15,033.00  ₱9,500.00  ₱10,520.32  ₱5,915.00  ₱6,007.65  ₱2,330.00  ₱10,520.32  ₱5,915.00 

Gumaca  ₱20,414.00  ₱17,343.00  ₱11,920.00  ₱21,666.00  ₱20,414.00  ₱17,343.00  ₱28,908.00  ₱13,020.00  ₱20,414.00  ₱17,343.00 

Polillo  ₱1,112,758.68  ₱9,846.75  ₱10,326.70  ₱1,732.00  ₱11,991.00  ₱2,250.00  ₱1,105,450.00  ₱7,315.00  ₱3,323,267.00  ₱28,090.00 

Rizal Baras  ₱639,970.00  -    ₱639,970.00  -    ₱497,060.00  -    ₱497,060.00  -    ₱925,790.00  -   

Tanay  ₱146,745.00  ₱10,635.00  ₱146,745.00  ₱10,635.00  ₱127,180.00  ₱12,310.00  ₱151,155.00  ₱5,550.00  ₱161,900.00  ₱14,045.00 

Sarangani Malungon  ₱86,700.00  ₱3,898.74  ₱1,500.00  ₱1,296.23  ₱104,450.00  ₱5,000.00  ₱154,150.00  ₱5,400.00  ₱86,700.00  ₱3,898.74 

Sorsogon Sorsogon  ₱2,911,661.64  ₱32,750.00  ₱4,590,750.79  ₱44,400.00  ₱14,923,114.97  ₱18,200.00  ₱7,475,175.80  ₱31,783.33  ₱7,475,175.80  ₱31,783.33 

South Cotabato South Cotabato  ₱1,202,364.06  ₱16,995.42  ₱1,202,364.06  ₱16,995.42  ₱1,202,364.06  ₱16,995.42  ₱762,038.56  ₱10,873.78  ₱1,642,689.56  ₱23,117.06 

Sultan Kudarat Esperanza  ₱1,048,100.00  ₱36,325.00  ₱1,048,100.00  ₱36,325.00  ₱434,800.00  ₱650.00  ₱1,661,400.00  ₱72,000.00  ₱1,048,100.00  ₱36,325.00 

Lebak  ₱5,400.97  ₱2,600.00  ₱5,400.97  ₱2,600.00  ₱7,300.00  ₱2,600.00  ₱3,501.93  -    ₱5,400.97  ₱2,600.00 

Lutayan  ₱28,053.61  ₱24,475.50  ₱28,053.61  ₱24,475.50  ₱28,053.61  ₱45,919.33  ₱28,053.61  ₱3,031.67  ₱28,053.61  ₱24,475.50 

Sultan Kudarat  ₱135,955.00  ₱650.00  ₱135,955.00  ₱650.00  ₱118,200.00  ₱500.00  ₱153,710.00  ₱800.00  ₱135,955.00  ₱650.00 

Surigao del Norte Malimono  ₱9,367.48  ₱750.00  ₱11,762.59  ₱1,037.59  ₱20,281.83  ₱500.00  ₱13,803.97  ₱762.53  ₱13,803.97  ₱762.53 

Surigao del Sur Barobo  ₱22,083.96  ₱4,010.00  ₱23,053.13  ₱1,971.87  ₱113,872.38  ₱4,282.00  ₱53,003.15  ₱3,421.29  ₱53,003.15  ₱3,421.29 

Cagwait  ₱86,994.79  ₱3,191.83  ₱485,059.14  ₱57,072.00  ₱286,026.97  ₱30,131.92  ₱286,026.97  ₱30,131.92  ₱286,026.97  ₱30,131.92 

City of Bislig  ₱15,250.00  ₱7,050.00  ₱41,100.85  ₱14,150.00  ₱58,536.24  ₱10,250.00  ₱80,900.00  ₱15,024.00  ₱115,382.61  ₱17,050.00 

San Miguel  ₱23,238.55  ₱600.00  ₱27,837.93  ₱200.00  ₱23,846.37  ₱300.00  ₱30,859.84  ₱350.00  ₱26,445.67  ₱362.50 

Tarlac San Clemente  ₱4,176.94  ₱4,575.00  ₱2,596.16  ₱7,350.00  ₱4,176.94  ₱4,575.00  ₱5,757.71  ₱1,800.00  ₱4,176.94  ₱4,575.00 

Zambales Botolan  ₱614,561.07  ₱84,069.91  ₱320,929.07  ₱44,350.91  ₱614,561.07  ₱84,069.91  ₱614,561.07  ₱84,069.91  ₱908,193.06  ₱123,788.90 

Zamboanga del 
Norte

Manukan  ₱3,865,176.87  ₱232,902.50  ₱3,865,176.87  ₱232,902.50  ₱2,302,992.02  ₱206,605.00  ₱3,865,176.87  ₱232,902.50  ₱5,427,361.72  ₱259,200.00 

Sibutad  ₱13,636.93  ₱742.60  ₱19,117.86  ₱335.20  ₱8,156.00  ₱1,150.00  ₱13,636.93  ₱742.60  ₱13,636.93  ₱742.60 

Zamboanga del 
Sur

Labangan  ₱412,380.06  ₱16,846.99  ₱3,540.32  ₱543.99  ₱412,380.06  ₱16,846.99  ₱821,219.80  ₱33,150.00  ₱412,380.06  ₱16,846.99 

Tukuran  ₱1,376,104.78  ₱11,267.50  ₱1,029,173.50  ₱3,050.00  ₱1,723,036.06  ₱19,485.00  ₱1,376,104.78  ₱11,267.50  ₱1,376,104.78  ₱11,267.50 

Zamboanga del 
Sur

 ₱2,080,912.34  ₱30,560.71  ₱8,117,630.24  ₱30,560.71  ₱21,893,459.19  ₱30,560.71  ₱8,117,630.24  ₱30,560.71  ₱378,519.18  ₱30,560.71 

Zamboang 
Sibugay

Diplahan  ₱193,420.00  ₱2,290.00  ₱430,711.39  ₱2,978.33  ₱668,002.78  ₱3,666.65  ₱430,711.39  ₱2,978.33  ₱430,711.39  ₱2,978.33 
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Province LGU CCA 2016 CCM 2019 CCA 2017 CCM 2017 CCA 2018 CCM 2018 CCA 2019 CCM 2019 CCA 2020 CCM 2020
San Quintin  ₱5,550.00  ₱1,715.00  ₱22,708.00  ₱2,260.00  ₱5,900.00  ₱3,390.00  ₱16,113.00  ₱4,940.00  ₱12,567.75  ₱3,076.25 

Quezon Candelaria  ₱10,000.00  ₱4,025.00  ₱-    ₱3,050.00  ₱10,000.00  ₱4,025.00  ₱10,000.00  ₱4,025.00  ₱10,000.00  ₱5,000.00 

Dolores  ₱5,015.56  ₱725.00  ₱5,015.56  ₱725.00  ₱5,750.00  ₱550.00  ₱5,015.56  ₱725.00  ₱4,281.13  ₱900.00 

Guinayangan  ₱10,520.32  ₱5,915.00  ₱15,033.00  ₱9,500.00  ₱10,520.32  ₱5,915.00  ₱6,007.65  ₱2,330.00  ₱10,520.32  ₱5,915.00 

Gumaca  ₱20,414.00  ₱17,343.00  ₱11,920.00  ₱21,666.00  ₱20,414.00  ₱17,343.00  ₱28,908.00  ₱13,020.00  ₱20,414.00  ₱17,343.00 

Polillo  ₱1,112,758.68  ₱9,846.75  ₱10,326.70  ₱1,732.00  ₱11,991.00  ₱2,250.00  ₱1,105,450.00  ₱7,315.00  ₱3,323,267.00  ₱28,090.00 

Rizal Baras  ₱639,970.00  -    ₱639,970.00  -    ₱497,060.00  -    ₱497,060.00  -    ₱925,790.00  -   

Tanay  ₱146,745.00  ₱10,635.00  ₱146,745.00  ₱10,635.00  ₱127,180.00  ₱12,310.00  ₱151,155.00  ₱5,550.00  ₱161,900.00  ₱14,045.00 

Sarangani Malungon  ₱86,700.00  ₱3,898.74  ₱1,500.00  ₱1,296.23  ₱104,450.00  ₱5,000.00  ₱154,150.00  ₱5,400.00  ₱86,700.00  ₱3,898.74 

Sorsogon Sorsogon  ₱2,911,661.64  ₱32,750.00  ₱4,590,750.79  ₱44,400.00  ₱14,923,114.97  ₱18,200.00  ₱7,475,175.80  ₱31,783.33  ₱7,475,175.80  ₱31,783.33 

South Cotabato South Cotabato  ₱1,202,364.06  ₱16,995.42  ₱1,202,364.06  ₱16,995.42  ₱1,202,364.06  ₱16,995.42  ₱762,038.56  ₱10,873.78  ₱1,642,689.56  ₱23,117.06 

Sultan Kudarat Esperanza  ₱1,048,100.00  ₱36,325.00  ₱1,048,100.00  ₱36,325.00  ₱434,800.00  ₱650.00  ₱1,661,400.00  ₱72,000.00  ₱1,048,100.00  ₱36,325.00 

Lebak  ₱5,400.97  ₱2,600.00  ₱5,400.97  ₱2,600.00  ₱7,300.00  ₱2,600.00  ₱3,501.93  -    ₱5,400.97  ₱2,600.00 

Lutayan  ₱28,053.61  ₱24,475.50  ₱28,053.61  ₱24,475.50  ₱28,053.61  ₱45,919.33  ₱28,053.61  ₱3,031.67  ₱28,053.61  ₱24,475.50 

Sultan Kudarat  ₱135,955.00  ₱650.00  ₱135,955.00  ₱650.00  ₱118,200.00  ₱500.00  ₱153,710.00  ₱800.00  ₱135,955.00  ₱650.00 

Surigao del Norte Malimono  ₱9,367.48  ₱750.00  ₱11,762.59  ₱1,037.59  ₱20,281.83  ₱500.00  ₱13,803.97  ₱762.53  ₱13,803.97  ₱762.53 

Surigao del Sur Barobo  ₱22,083.96  ₱4,010.00  ₱23,053.13  ₱1,971.87  ₱113,872.38  ₱4,282.00  ₱53,003.15  ₱3,421.29  ₱53,003.15  ₱3,421.29 

Cagwait  ₱86,994.79  ₱3,191.83  ₱485,059.14  ₱57,072.00  ₱286,026.97  ₱30,131.92  ₱286,026.97  ₱30,131.92  ₱286,026.97  ₱30,131.92 

City of Bislig  ₱15,250.00  ₱7,050.00  ₱41,100.85  ₱14,150.00  ₱58,536.24  ₱10,250.00  ₱80,900.00  ₱15,024.00  ₱115,382.61  ₱17,050.00 

San Miguel  ₱23,238.55  ₱600.00  ₱27,837.93  ₱200.00  ₱23,846.37  ₱300.00  ₱30,859.84  ₱350.00  ₱26,445.67  ₱362.50 

Tarlac San Clemente  ₱4,176.94  ₱4,575.00  ₱2,596.16  ₱7,350.00  ₱4,176.94  ₱4,575.00  ₱5,757.71  ₱1,800.00  ₱4,176.94  ₱4,575.00 

Zambales Botolan  ₱614,561.07  ₱84,069.91  ₱320,929.07  ₱44,350.91  ₱614,561.07  ₱84,069.91  ₱614,561.07  ₱84,069.91  ₱908,193.06  ₱123,788.90 

Zamboanga del 
Norte

Manukan  ₱3,865,176.87  ₱232,902.50  ₱3,865,176.87  ₱232,902.50  ₱2,302,992.02  ₱206,605.00  ₱3,865,176.87  ₱232,902.50  ₱5,427,361.72  ₱259,200.00 

Sibutad  ₱13,636.93  ₱742.60  ₱19,117.86  ₱335.20  ₱8,156.00  ₱1,150.00  ₱13,636.93  ₱742.60  ₱13,636.93  ₱742.60 

Zamboanga del 
Sur

Labangan  ₱412,380.06  ₱16,846.99  ₱3,540.32  ₱543.99  ₱412,380.06  ₱16,846.99  ₱821,219.80  ₱33,150.00  ₱412,380.06  ₱16,846.99 

Tukuran  ₱1,376,104.78  ₱11,267.50  ₱1,029,173.50  ₱3,050.00  ₱1,723,036.06  ₱19,485.00  ₱1,376,104.78  ₱11,267.50  ₱1,376,104.78  ₱11,267.50 

Zamboanga del 
Sur

 ₱2,080,912.34  ₱30,560.71  ₱8,117,630.24  ₱30,560.71  ₱21,893,459.19  ₱30,560.71  ₱8,117,630.24  ₱30,560.71  ₱378,519.18  ₱30,560.71 

Zamboang 
Sibugay

Diplahan  ₱193,420.00  ₱2,290.00  ₱430,711.39  ₱2,978.33  ₱668,002.78  ₱3,666.65  ₱430,711.39  ₱2,978.33  ₱430,711.39  ₱2,978.33 
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Annex 2. Climate Investments in Food Security (in PhP ‘000), 2016-2020

Province LGU CCA 2016 CCM 2019 CCA 2017 CCM 2017 CCA 2018 CCM 2018 CCA 2019 CCM 2019 CCA 2020 CCM 2020

Agusan del Sur Esperanza ₱5,000.00  ₱2,168.86 

Loreto ₱2,077.78  ₱164.00  ₱230.00 

Rosario  ₱245.00 ₱900.00 

Aklan Balete ₱95.00 

Banga  ₱370.00  ₱50.00 ₱370.00  ₱50.00  ₱2,555.00  ₱100.00 ₱7,500.00  ₱125.00 ₱7,825.00  ₱200.00 

Kalibo (Capital)  ₱4,006.15  ₱500.00  ₱24,009.45 ₱1,150.00 

Malay ₱1,150.00 ₱550.00 

Numancia ₱300.00  ₱120.00  ₱1,735.00 ₱835.00 

Albay Albay  ₱267,855.00 ₱235,050.00  ₱3,000.00  ₱26,005.00 

Jovellar ₱850.00  ₱750.00 

Antique Belison  ₱200.00 ₱400.00  ₱900.00  ₱100.00 

Bugasong ₱1,160.00  ₱326.04 ₱67,509.43  ₱1,050.00 ₱67,509.43  ₱1,050.00 

Culasi ₱2,052.00  ₱150.00 ₱925.00 ₱1,637.80 

Libertad  ₱600.00 ₱950.00  ₱1,523.88 

San Remigio ₱1,840.00 

Sebaste ₱5,705.60 ₱19,070.00 

Sibalom ₱650.00  ₱200.00 ₱1,013.41 

Tobias Fornier 
(Dao)

₱120.00 ₱120.00 

Aurora Baler (Capital)  ₱50.00 ₱261.81  ₱300.00 ₱17,107.50 

Dinalungan ₱1,500.00 ₱2,250.00 

Bataan Abucay ₱300.00 ₱450.00 

Orani  ₱15,000.00  ₱70,000.00 ₱40,500.00  ₱20,000.00 

Samal ₱4,700.00  ₱50.00 ₱1,100.00  ₱100.00 

Benguet Bakun ₱340.00 ₱397.50  ₱637.50 

Bohol Corella  ₱456.34  ₱265.90 ₱579.54  ₱1,070.10 ₱480.00  ₱8,180.01 

Dauis ₱109.00 ₱70.00 

Loboc  ₱7,290.00 ₱203,040.00 

Sikatuna  ₱1,430.00 ₱1,736.15  ₱5.00 
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Province LGU CCA 2016 CCM 2019 CCA 2017 CCM 2017 CCA 2018 CCM 2018 CCA 2019 CCM 2019 CCA 2020 CCM 2020

Agusan del Sur Esperanza ₱5,000.00  ₱2,168.86 

Loreto ₱2,077.78  ₱164.00  ₱230.00 

Rosario  ₱245.00 ₱900.00 

Aklan Balete ₱95.00 

Banga  ₱370.00  ₱50.00 ₱370.00  ₱50.00  ₱2,555.00  ₱100.00 ₱7,500.00  ₱125.00 ₱7,825.00  ₱200.00 

Kalibo (Capital)  ₱4,006.15  ₱500.00  ₱24,009.45 ₱1,150.00 

Malay ₱1,150.00 ₱550.00 

Numancia ₱300.00  ₱120.00  ₱1,735.00 ₱835.00 

Albay Albay  ₱267,855.00 ₱235,050.00  ₱3,000.00  ₱26,005.00 

Jovellar ₱850.00  ₱750.00 

Antique Belison  ₱200.00 ₱400.00  ₱900.00  ₱100.00 

Bugasong ₱1,160.00  ₱326.04 ₱67,509.43  ₱1,050.00 ₱67,509.43  ₱1,050.00 

Culasi ₱2,052.00  ₱150.00 ₱925.00 ₱1,637.80 

Libertad  ₱600.00 ₱950.00  ₱1,523.88 

San Remigio ₱1,840.00 

Sebaste ₱5,705.60 ₱19,070.00 

Sibalom ₱650.00  ₱200.00 ₱1,013.41 

Tobias Fornier 
(Dao)

₱120.00 ₱120.00 

Aurora Baler (Capital)  ₱50.00 ₱261.81  ₱300.00 ₱17,107.50 

Dinalungan ₱1,500.00 ₱2,250.00 

Bataan Abucay ₱300.00 ₱450.00 

Orani  ₱15,000.00  ₱70,000.00 ₱40,500.00  ₱20,000.00 

Samal ₱4,700.00  ₱50.00 ₱1,100.00  ₱100.00 

Benguet Bakun ₱340.00 ₱397.50  ₱637.50 

Bohol Corella  ₱456.34  ₱265.90 ₱579.54  ₱1,070.10 ₱480.00  ₱8,180.01 

Dauis ₱109.00 ₱70.00 

Loboc  ₱7,290.00 ₱203,040.00 

Sikatuna  ₱1,430.00 ₱1,736.15  ₱5.00 
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Province LGU CCA 2016 CCM 2019 CCA 2017 CCM 2017 CCA 2018 CCM 2018 CCA 2019 CCM 2019 CCA 2020 CCM 2020

Tagbilaran City 
(Capital)

 ₱50.00 

Bukidnon Bukidnon ₱900.00  ₱1,000.00  ₱37,062.00  ₱10,000.00 ₱44,643.00 ₱49,593.00 

City of 
Malaybalay 
(Capital)

₱900.00 

City of Valencia ₱5,000.00 ₱100.00  ₱1,495.00 

Impasug-Ong  ₱1,437.00 ₱8,170.21 ₱12,066.14 

Manolo Fortich ₱200.00 

Bulacan Angat ₱2,750.00 ₱11,290.00 ₱9,790.00 

Pandi ₱20,590.00 ₱2,340.00 

San Rafael ₱7,850.00  ₱4,680.00  ₱8,160.00  ₱4,661.00 ₱875.00  ₱5,320.00 ₱675.00  ₱5,105.00 

Cagayan Camalaniugan  ₱49,200.00 

Claveria  ₱42,400.00  ₱13,800.00 ₱53,289.00  ₱9,718.00 ₱54,170.00  ₱8,000.00 

Gonzaga ₱1,310.00  ₱300.00  ₱905.00  ₱350.00 ₱1,410.00  ₱320.00 

Piat ₱1,097.30  ₱1,205.00 

Solana  ₱1,301.00 ₱1,400.00 

Camarines Sur Bula  ₱14,960.00  ₱50.00 ₱4,133.33 ₱22,955.50  ₱100.00 

Iriga City ₱35,632.59  ₱23,700.50  ₱50,120.00  ₱61,217.49 ₱205,081.39  ₱30,358.08 

Camiguin Mahinog ₱10.00  ₱25.00 ₱10.00  ₱25.00 

Capiz Dumarao ₱90.00 ₱25.00 ₱410.00  ₱20.00 ₱1,980.00 

Panitan ₱500.00 ₱7,030.00 

Sigma ₱3,670.63  ₱1,305.63 ₱4,119.00  ₱12,710.64  ₱120.00 ₱4,168.96  ₱120.00 

Catanduanes Bato ₱60,642.50  ₱100.00  ₱4,030.00  ₱100.00 ₱970.00  ₱100.00 

Davao del Sur Bansalan ₱1,365.45 ₱522.95  ₱100.00 

Davao Oriental Cateel ₱50.00 ₱30.00 

City of Mati 
(Capital)

₱12,423.67  ₱4,964.00  ₱3,320.00  ₱1,486.66 ₱2,373.00  ₱1,790.00 

Davao Oriental ₱39,500.00 ₱29,250.00 

Governor 
Generoso

 ₱50.00 ₱50.00 ₱150.00 

Lupon ₱1,300.00 ₱ 600.00 ₱1,500.00  ₱865.00 

Dinagat Islands Dinagat ₱50.00 

Guimaras Jordan (Capital) ₱4,035.00  ₱1,050.00  ₱85.10  ₱625.00 

Ilocos Norte Burgos ₱ 200.00 ₱202,000.00 ₱3,600.00 
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Province LGU CCA 2016 CCM 2019 CCA 2017 CCM 2017 CCA 2018 CCM 2018 CCA 2019 CCM 2019 CCA 2020 CCM 2020

Tagbilaran City 
(Capital)

 ₱50.00 

Bukidnon Bukidnon ₱900.00  ₱1,000.00  ₱37,062.00  ₱10,000.00 ₱44,643.00 ₱49,593.00 

City of 
Malaybalay 
(Capital)

₱900.00 

City of Valencia ₱5,000.00 ₱100.00  ₱1,495.00 

Impasug-Ong  ₱1,437.00 ₱8,170.21 ₱12,066.14 

Manolo Fortich ₱200.00 

Bulacan Angat ₱2,750.00 ₱11,290.00 ₱9,790.00 

Pandi ₱20,590.00 ₱2,340.00 

San Rafael ₱7,850.00  ₱4,680.00  ₱8,160.00  ₱4,661.00 ₱875.00  ₱5,320.00 ₱675.00  ₱5,105.00 

Cagayan Camalaniugan  ₱49,200.00 

Claveria  ₱42,400.00  ₱13,800.00 ₱53,289.00  ₱9,718.00 ₱54,170.00  ₱8,000.00 

Gonzaga ₱1,310.00  ₱300.00  ₱905.00  ₱350.00 ₱1,410.00  ₱320.00 

Piat ₱1,097.30  ₱1,205.00 

Solana  ₱1,301.00 ₱1,400.00 

Camarines Sur Bula  ₱14,960.00  ₱50.00 ₱4,133.33 ₱22,955.50  ₱100.00 

Iriga City ₱35,632.59  ₱23,700.50  ₱50,120.00  ₱61,217.49 ₱205,081.39  ₱30,358.08 

Camiguin Mahinog ₱10.00  ₱25.00 ₱10.00  ₱25.00 

Capiz Dumarao ₱90.00 ₱25.00 ₱410.00  ₱20.00 ₱1,980.00 

Panitan ₱500.00 ₱7,030.00 

Sigma ₱3,670.63  ₱1,305.63 ₱4,119.00  ₱12,710.64  ₱120.00 ₱4,168.96  ₱120.00 

Catanduanes Bato ₱60,642.50  ₱100.00  ₱4,030.00  ₱100.00 ₱970.00  ₱100.00 

Davao del Sur Bansalan ₱1,365.45 ₱522.95  ₱100.00 

Davao Oriental Cateel ₱50.00 ₱30.00 

City of Mati 
(Capital)

₱12,423.67  ₱4,964.00  ₱3,320.00  ₱1,486.66 ₱2,373.00  ₱1,790.00 

Davao Oriental ₱39,500.00 ₱29,250.00 

Governor 
Generoso

 ₱50.00 ₱50.00 ₱150.00 

Lupon ₱1,300.00 ₱ 600.00 ₱1,500.00  ₱865.00 

Dinagat Islands Dinagat ₱50.00 

Guimaras Jordan (Capital) ₱4,035.00  ₱1,050.00  ₱85.10  ₱625.00 

Ilocos Norte Burgos ₱ 200.00 ₱202,000.00 ₱3,600.00 
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Province LGU CCA 2016 CCM 2019 CCA 2017 CCM 2017 CCA 2018 CCM 2018 CCA 2019 CCM 2019 CCA 2020 CCM 2020
Ilocos Sur Sigay ₱6,280.00  ₱4,000.00  ₱6,290.00  ₱1,500.00 ₱2,670.00  ₱1,540.00 

Iloilo Anilao  ₱490.00  ₱100.00 ₱330.00 ₱5,900.00  ₱210.00 

Calinog ₱11,503,868.00 

City of Passi  ₱500.00  ₱300.00 ₱1,700.00  ₱400.00 ₱7,950.00  ₱250.00 

Guimbal  ₱936.90 ₱1,973.04 

Leganes ₱1,628.20 ₱542.50 

Mina ₱14,220.00  ₱32,640.00  ₱13,720.00  ₱32,140.00 ₱13,720.00  ₱32,140.00 

New Lucena  ₱850.00  ₱2,210.00 ₱1,200.00  ₱2,560.00 

Pototan  ₱100.00 ₱125.00 

San Joaquin ₱12,130.91  ₱5,390.00 ₱6,000.00  ₱85.00 

San Rafael  ₱700.00  ₱900.00 

Tubungan ₱700.00  ₱70.00  ₱80.00 

Isabela City of Santiago ₱28,491.65  ₱2,195.71  ₱27,897.92 ₱25,418.54 ₱35,205.58 

Delfin Albano 
(Magsaysay)

₱64,715.05 ₱1,100.00 ₱1,100.00 

Jones ₱1,477.00 ₱1,531.00 

Luna ₱6,088.80  ₱2,440.00  ₱135.00  ₱2,440.00 
Naguilian ₱24,525.00  ₱1,735.00 ₱28,176.00  ₱3,305.00 

San Agustin ₱197.00  ₱84.50 ₱160.00 ₱4,050.00 

Laguna Majayjay ₱31,500.00 ₱31,500.00 

Leyte Ormoc City ₱14,400.00  ₱5,000.00 ₱1,700.00 

Masbate Pio V.  Corpuz 
(Limbuhan)

 ₱670.00 

Metro Manila No 
Province

City of Makati  ₱720.00 

City of Malabon ₱500.00  ₱100.00 ₱500.00  ₱185.00 

Negros
Occidental

Bago City ₱400.00 ₱300.00 ₱800.00 ₱800.00 

Cauayan  ₱400.00 ₱1,400.00 

City of Kabanka-
lan

₱9,189.38  ₱2,250.00 ₱4,108.17 ₱6,580.00 

La Carlota City ₱70.48 ₱77.52  ₱85.28 ₱93.80 

Toboso  ₱100.00 ₱100.00 

Negros Oriental Canlaon City ₱9,502.00 ₱4,485.00  ₱5,184.00 

City of Bayawan 
(Tulong)

 ₱57,833.77 ₱73,717.13 
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Province LGU CCA 2016 CCM 2019 CCA 2017 CCM 2017 CCA 2018 CCM 2018 CCA 2019 CCM 2019 CCA 2020 CCM 2020
Ilocos Sur Sigay ₱6,280.00  ₱4,000.00  ₱6,290.00  ₱1,500.00 ₱2,670.00  ₱1,540.00 

Iloilo Anilao  ₱490.00  ₱100.00 ₱330.00 ₱5,900.00  ₱210.00 

Calinog ₱11,503,868.00 

City of Passi  ₱500.00  ₱300.00 ₱1,700.00  ₱400.00 ₱7,950.00  ₱250.00 

Guimbal  ₱936.90 ₱1,973.04 

Leganes ₱1,628.20 ₱542.50 

Mina ₱14,220.00  ₱32,640.00  ₱13,720.00  ₱32,140.00 ₱13,720.00  ₱32,140.00 

New Lucena  ₱850.00  ₱2,210.00 ₱1,200.00  ₱2,560.00 

Pototan  ₱100.00 ₱125.00 

San Joaquin ₱12,130.91  ₱5,390.00 ₱6,000.00  ₱85.00 

San Rafael  ₱700.00  ₱900.00 

Tubungan ₱700.00  ₱70.00  ₱80.00 

Isabela City of Santiago ₱28,491.65  ₱2,195.71  ₱27,897.92 ₱25,418.54 ₱35,205.58 

Delfin Albano 
(Magsaysay)

₱64,715.05 ₱1,100.00 ₱1,100.00 

Jones ₱1,477.00 ₱1,531.00 

Luna ₱6,088.80  ₱2,440.00  ₱135.00  ₱2,440.00 
Naguilian ₱24,525.00  ₱1,735.00 ₱28,176.00  ₱3,305.00 

San Agustin ₱197.00  ₱84.50 ₱160.00 ₱4,050.00 

Laguna Majayjay ₱31,500.00 ₱31,500.00 

Leyte Ormoc City ₱14,400.00  ₱5,000.00 ₱1,700.00 

Masbate Pio V.  Corpuz 
(Limbuhan)

 ₱670.00 

Metro Manila No 
Province

City of Makati  ₱720.00 

City of Malabon ₱500.00  ₱100.00 ₱500.00  ₱185.00 

Negros
Occidental

Bago City ₱400.00 ₱300.00 ₱800.00 ₱800.00 

Cauayan  ₱400.00 ₱1,400.00 

City of Kabanka-
lan

₱9,189.38  ₱2,250.00 ₱4,108.17 ₱6,580.00 

La Carlota City ₱70.48 ₱77.52  ₱85.28 ₱93.80 

Toboso  ₱100.00 ₱100.00 

Negros Oriental Canlaon City ₱9,502.00 ₱4,485.00  ₱5,184.00 

City of Bayawan 
(Tulong)

 ₱57,833.77 ₱73,717.13 
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Province LGU CCA 2016 CCM 2019 CCA 2017 CCM 2017 CCA 2018 CCM 2018 CCA 2019 CCM 2019 CCA 2020 CCM 2020

North Cotabato Magpet ₱70.00  ₱130.00 ₱5,632.00  ₱500.00 

Midsayap  ₱15,325.00 ₱500.00 

Tulunan  ₱98,866.00  ₱1,280.00 ₱71,112.50  ₱1,710.00 

Nueva Vizcaya Kayapa  ₱18,867.57  ₱203.00 ₱13,071.30 

Occidental 
Mindoro

Lubang ₱250,721.21 ₱245,350.00 

Occidenta 
Mindoro

 ₱23,765.00  ₱5,810.00 ₱23,765.00  ₱5,810.00 

Pampanga Santa Rita ₱1,399.00  ₱45.00 ₱1,210.00  ₱15.00 

Pangasinan Burgos ₱108.61  ₱36.91 ₱419.32  ₱30.68  ₱400.06  ₱49.94 ₱333.65  ₱66.36 ₱286.39  ₱73.61 

City of Urdaneta ₱200.00 ₱100.00  ₱4,800.00 

Laoac ₱525.00 ₱400.00 

Pangasinan ₱26,281.00  ₱170.00 ₱30,597.00  ₱12,700.00 ₱30,310.00  ₱13,000.00 ₱94,204.00  ₱12,350.00 

Pozorrubio ₱1,800.00 ₱2,050.00  ₱350.00 ₱2,540.00  ₱350.00 ₱3,020.00  ₱350.00 

San Quintin ₱300.00  ₱365.00 ₱775.00 

Quezon Dolores ₱100.00  ₱100.00 

Gumaca

Polillo ₱875.90  ₱881.00 ₱1,090.00 ₱3,200.00 

Rizal Baras ₱8,000.00 

Tanay  ₱30.00 ₱19,000.00 ₱60,000.00 

Sarangani Malungon ₱300.00 

Sorsogon Sorsogon ₱36,665.00 ₱24,148.60  ₱563,148.60 

South Cotabato South Cotabato ₱44,586.08  ₱1,091.57 ₱40,327.50  ₱5,000.00 

Sultan Kudarat Esperanza  ₱34,420.00 ₱84,000.00  ₱2,000.00 

Lebak  ₱600.00 

Lutayan ₱200.00 

Sultan Kudarat  ₱37,900.00 ₱51,600.00  ₱300.00 

Surigao del Norte Malimono  ₱600.00 ₱900.00  ₱1,001.41 

Surigao del Sur Barobo ₱200.00 ₱300.00  ₱1,534.00 

Cagwait ₱4,445.00 ₱52,744.00  ₱30.00 

City of Bislig ₱5,250.00 ₱100.00  ₱3,100.00 

San Miguel ₱500.00 ₱3,248.35 
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Province LGU CCA 2016 CCM 2019 CCA 2017 CCM 2017 CCA 2018 CCM 2018 CCA 2019 CCM 2019 CCA 2020 CCM 2020

North Cotabato Magpet ₱70.00  ₱130.00 ₱5,632.00  ₱500.00 

Midsayap  ₱15,325.00 ₱500.00 

Tulunan  ₱98,866.00  ₱1,280.00 ₱71,112.50  ₱1,710.00 

Nueva Vizcaya Kayapa  ₱18,867.57  ₱203.00 ₱13,071.30 

Occidental 
Mindoro

Lubang ₱250,721.21 ₱245,350.00 

Occidenta 
Mindoro

 ₱23,765.00  ₱5,810.00 ₱23,765.00  ₱5,810.00 

Pampanga Santa Rita ₱1,399.00  ₱45.00 ₱1,210.00  ₱15.00 

Pangasinan Burgos ₱108.61  ₱36.91 ₱419.32  ₱30.68  ₱400.06  ₱49.94 ₱333.65  ₱66.36 ₱286.39  ₱73.61 

City of Urdaneta ₱200.00 ₱100.00  ₱4,800.00 

Laoac ₱525.00 ₱400.00 

Pangasinan ₱26,281.00  ₱170.00 ₱30,597.00  ₱12,700.00 ₱30,310.00  ₱13,000.00 ₱94,204.00  ₱12,350.00 

Pozorrubio ₱1,800.00 ₱2,050.00  ₱350.00 ₱2,540.00  ₱350.00 ₱3,020.00  ₱350.00 

San Quintin ₱300.00  ₱365.00 ₱775.00 

Quezon Dolores ₱100.00  ₱100.00 

Gumaca

Polillo ₱875.90  ₱881.00 ₱1,090.00 ₱3,200.00 

Rizal Baras ₱8,000.00 

Tanay  ₱30.00 ₱19,000.00 ₱60,000.00 

Sarangani Malungon ₱300.00 

Sorsogon Sorsogon ₱36,665.00 ₱24,148.60  ₱563,148.60 

South Cotabato South Cotabato ₱44,586.08  ₱1,091.57 ₱40,327.50  ₱5,000.00 

Sultan Kudarat Esperanza  ₱34,420.00 ₱84,000.00  ₱2,000.00 

Lebak  ₱600.00 

Lutayan ₱200.00 

Sultan Kudarat  ₱37,900.00 ₱51,600.00  ₱300.00 

Surigao del Norte Malimono  ₱600.00 ₱900.00  ₱1,001.41 

Surigao del Sur Barobo ₱200.00 ₱300.00  ₱1,534.00 

Cagwait ₱4,445.00 ₱52,744.00  ₱30.00 

City of Bislig ₱5,250.00 ₱100.00  ₱3,100.00 

San Miguel ₱500.00 ₱3,248.35 
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Province LGU CCA 2016 CCM 2019 CCA 2017 CCM 2017 CCA 2018 CCM 2018 CCA 2019 CCM 2019 CCA 2020 CCM 2020
Tarlac San Clemente ₱2,120.00 

Zambales Botolan  ₱5,709.00  ₱4,125.00 ₱72,558.18  ₱23,438.90 

Zamboanga del 
Norte

Manukan  ₱24,627.00  ₱48,701.00 ₱25,577.00  ₱71,701.00 

Sibutad ₱550.00  ₱100.00  ₱300.00 

Zamboanga del 
Sur

Labangan ₱15.00 ₱10,950.00  ₱12,000.00 

Tukuran ₱75,340.00  ₱1,000.00  ₱80,590.00  ₱9,290.00 

Zamboanga del 
Sur

₱305,000.00  ₱20,000.00 

Zamboanga 
Sibugay

Diplahan ₱2,520.00  ₱71,135.78  ₱422.00 
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Province LGU CCA 2016 CCM 2019 CCA 2017 CCM 2017 CCA 2018 CCM 2018 CCA 2019 CCM 2019 CCA 2020 CCM 2020
Tarlac San Clemente ₱2,120.00 

Zambales Botolan  ₱5,709.00  ₱4,125.00 ₱72,558.18  ₱23,438.90 

Zamboanga del 
Norte

Manukan  ₱24,627.00  ₱48,701.00 ₱25,577.00  ₱71,701.00 

Sibutad ₱550.00  ₱100.00  ₱300.00 

Zamboanga del 
Sur

Labangan ₱15.00 ₱10,950.00  ₱12,000.00 

Tukuran ₱75,340.00  ₱1,000.00  ₱80,590.00  ₱9,290.00 

Zamboanga del 
Sur

₱305,000.00  ₱20,000.00 

Zamboanga 
Sibugay

Diplahan ₱2,520.00  ₱71,135.78  ₱422.00 
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Annex 3. Climate Investments in Water Sufficiency (in PhP ‘000), 2016-2020

Province LGU CCA 2016 CCM 2019 CCA 2017 CCM 2017 CCA 2018 CCM 2018 CCA 2019 CCM 2019 CCA 2020 CCM 2020

Agusan del Sur Esperanza ₱10,000.00  ₱15,100.00 

Loreto ₱170.00 

Rosario ₱8,050.00  ₱150.00 ₱3,200.00 

Aklan Balete ₱50.00 

Banga ₱200.00 ₱46,200.00 ₱1,049,600.00 ₱1,045,500.00 

Kalibo (Capital) ₱15,650.00 ₱357,500.00 ₱492,388.00 

Malay ₱56,500.00 ₱41,000.00 

Numancia ₱1,470.00 ₱2,200.00 

Albay Albay ₱13,657,394.00 ₱1,727,310.70 ₱1,069,177.20 

Jovellar ₱350.00 

Antique Belison ₱7,000.00 ₱270,000.00 

Bugasong ₱1,147,000.00 ₱301,600.00 

Culasi ₱20.00 ₱12,893.88  ₱1,000.00 ₱63,170.00  ₱971.52 

Libertad ₱2,650.00 ₱1,516.82 

Sebaste ₱786,300.00 

Sibalom ₱7,060.00 ₱218,000.00 

Tobias Fornier 
(Dao)

₱1,800.00 ₱1,800.00 

Aurora Baler (Capital) ₱17,264.00 ₱25,500.00 ₱389,800.00 

Dinalungan ₱5,800.00 ₱45,000.00 

Bataan Orani ₱20,000.00 ₱62,500.00 

Samal ₱161,900.00 ₱500.00 

Benguet Bakun ₱8,020.00 ₱24,985.00 ₱11,840.00 

Bohol Corella ₱4,851.00 ₱11,800.00 ₱2,000.00 ₱11,668.76  ₱2,213.59 

Dauis ₱760.00 ₱58,100.00 

Loboc ₱29,091.21 ₱228,905.00 

Sikatuna ₱1,200.00 ₱3,600.00 

Tagbilaran City 
(Capital)

₱1,540.22  ₱90,000.00 

Bukidnon Bukidnon ₱2,819.00  ₱95.00 ₱4,773.00 ₱5,209.00 ₱5,100.00 
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Province LGU CCA 2016 CCM 2019 CCA 2017 CCM 2017 CCA 2018 CCM 2018 CCA 2019 CCM 2019 CCA 2020 CCM 2020

Agusan del Sur Esperanza ₱10,000.00  ₱15,100.00 

Loreto ₱170.00 

Rosario ₱8,050.00  ₱150.00 ₱3,200.00 

Aklan Balete ₱50.00 

Banga ₱200.00 ₱46,200.00 ₱1,049,600.00 ₱1,045,500.00 

Kalibo (Capital) ₱15,650.00 ₱357,500.00 ₱492,388.00 

Malay ₱56,500.00 ₱41,000.00 

Numancia ₱1,470.00 ₱2,200.00 

Albay Albay ₱13,657,394.00 ₱1,727,310.70 ₱1,069,177.20 

Jovellar ₱350.00 

Antique Belison ₱7,000.00 ₱270,000.00 

Bugasong ₱1,147,000.00 ₱301,600.00 

Culasi ₱20.00 ₱12,893.88  ₱1,000.00 ₱63,170.00  ₱971.52 

Libertad ₱2,650.00 ₱1,516.82 

Sebaste ₱786,300.00 

Sibalom ₱7,060.00 ₱218,000.00 

Tobias Fornier 
(Dao)

₱1,800.00 ₱1,800.00 

Aurora Baler (Capital) ₱17,264.00 ₱25,500.00 ₱389,800.00 

Dinalungan ₱5,800.00 ₱45,000.00 

Bataan Orani ₱20,000.00 ₱62,500.00 

Samal ₱161,900.00 ₱500.00 

Benguet Bakun ₱8,020.00 ₱24,985.00 ₱11,840.00 

Bohol Corella ₱4,851.00 ₱11,800.00 ₱2,000.00 ₱11,668.76  ₱2,213.59 

Dauis ₱760.00 ₱58,100.00 

Loboc ₱29,091.21 ₱228,905.00 

Sikatuna ₱1,200.00 ₱3,600.00 

Tagbilaran City 
(Capital)

₱1,540.22  ₱90,000.00 

Bukidnon Bukidnon ₱2,819.00  ₱95.00 ₱4,773.00 ₱5,209.00 ₱5,100.00 
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Province LGU CCA 2016 CCM 2019 CCA 2017 CCM 2017 CCA 2018 CCM 2018 CCA 2019 CCM 2019 CCA 2020 CCM 2020

City of 
Malaybalay 
(Capital)

₱12,470.00 

City of Valencia ₱15,000.00 ₱7,700.00 ₱4,700.00 

Impasug-Ong ₱5,855.00 ₱4,000.00  ₱373.00 

Manolo Fortich ₱2,523.52 ₱600.00 

Talakag ₱1,824.00 ₱3,550.00 

Bulacan Angat ₱5,180.00 ₱24,050.00 ₱32,540.00 

Pandi ₱890,850.00 ₱621,100.00 

San Rafael ₱187,144.00 ₱605,287.00 ₱57,799.00 ₱9,199.00 

Cagayan Camalaniugan ₱40,000.00 

Claveria ₱661,500.00 ₱672,200.00 ₱569,500.00 

Gonzaga ₱10,300.00 ₱12,050.00 

Piat ₱600.00 ₱800.00 

Santa Teresita ₱100.00 ₱1,000.00 

Solana ₱1,300.00 ₱900.00 

Camarines Sur Bula ₱19,706.94 ₱5,000.00 ₱1,275,181.50  ₱              100.00 

Iriga City ₱164,500.00 ₱18,500.25 ₱364,851.50 

Camiguin Mahinog ₱550.00 ₱1,200.00 

Capiz Cuartero ₱4,500.00 ₱4,000.00 

Dumarao ₱20.00 ₱900.00 ₱66,036.14 ₱2,765.00 ₱3,697.46 

Panitan ₱5,060.00 ₱100,000.00 

Sigma ₱5,250.00 ₱5,050.00 ₱1,850.00 ₱10,100.00 

Catanduanes Bato ₱579,883.38 ₱100,100.00 ₱100,100.00 

Davao del Sur Bansalan ₱3,142.76 ₱2,700.00 

Davao Oriental Cateel ₱3,350.00 ₱2,300.00 

City of Mati 
(Capital)

₱212,293.28 ₱111,470.00 ₱23,785.75 

Davao Oriental ₱12,000.00 ₱10,000.00 

Lupon ₱3,027.00 ₱932.00 ₱162,340.24 

Dinagat Islands Dinagat ₱15.00 ₱2,205.00 

Guimaras Jordan (Capital) ₱7,300.00 

Ilocos Norte Burgos ₱4,280.00 ₱322,150.00 
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Province LGU CCA 2016 CCM 2019 CCA 2017 CCM 2017 CCA 2018 CCM 2018 CCA 2019 CCM 2019 CCA 2020 CCM 2020

City of 
Malaybalay 
(Capital)

₱12,470.00 

City of Valencia ₱15,000.00 ₱7,700.00 ₱4,700.00 

Impasug-Ong ₱5,855.00 ₱4,000.00  ₱373.00 

Manolo Fortich ₱2,523.52 ₱600.00 

Talakag ₱1,824.00 ₱3,550.00 

Bulacan Angat ₱5,180.00 ₱24,050.00 ₱32,540.00 

Pandi ₱890,850.00 ₱621,100.00 

San Rafael ₱187,144.00 ₱605,287.00 ₱57,799.00 ₱9,199.00 

Cagayan Camalaniugan ₱40,000.00 

Claveria ₱661,500.00 ₱672,200.00 ₱569,500.00 

Gonzaga ₱10,300.00 ₱12,050.00 

Piat ₱600.00 ₱800.00 

Santa Teresita ₱100.00 ₱1,000.00 

Solana ₱1,300.00 ₱900.00 

Camarines Sur Bula ₱19,706.94 ₱5,000.00 ₱1,275,181.50  ₱              100.00 

Iriga City ₱164,500.00 ₱18,500.25 ₱364,851.50 

Camiguin Mahinog ₱550.00 ₱1,200.00 

Capiz Cuartero ₱4,500.00 ₱4,000.00 

Dumarao ₱20.00 ₱900.00 ₱66,036.14 ₱2,765.00 ₱3,697.46 

Panitan ₱5,060.00 ₱100,000.00 

Sigma ₱5,250.00 ₱5,050.00 ₱1,850.00 ₱10,100.00 

Catanduanes Bato ₱579,883.38 ₱100,100.00 ₱100,100.00 

Davao del Sur Bansalan ₱3,142.76 ₱2,700.00 

Davao Oriental Cateel ₱3,350.00 ₱2,300.00 

City of Mati 
(Capital)

₱212,293.28 ₱111,470.00 ₱23,785.75 

Davao Oriental ₱12,000.00 ₱10,000.00 

Lupon ₱3,027.00 ₱932.00 ₱162,340.24 

Dinagat Islands Dinagat ₱15.00 ₱2,205.00 

Guimaras Jordan (Capital) ₱7,300.00 

Ilocos Norte Burgos ₱4,280.00 ₱322,150.00 
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Province LGU CCA 2016 CCM 2019 CCA 2017 CCM 2017 CCA 2018 CCM 2018 CCA 2019 CCM 2019 CCA 2020 CCM 2020
Ilocos Sur Sigay ₱18,500.00 ₱13,000.00 ₱8,500.00 

Iloilo Anilao ₱24,800.00 ₱28,300.00 ₱43,000.00 

Calinog ₱971,845.00 

City of Passi ₱400.00 

Leganes ₱5,655.81 ₱3,550.00 ₱393,475.00 

Mina ₱16,450.00  ₱5,000.00 ₱10,453.50  ₱5,000.00 ₱1,000,420.00 

Pototan ₱450.00 ₱2,200.00 ₱5,175.00 

San Joaquin ₱5,870.00 ₱6,152.00 

Tubungan ₱260.00 ₱90.00 ₱90.00 

Isabela Cabatuan ₱2,020.00 ₱2,037.50 ₱3,000.00 

City of Santiago ₱46,626.19  ₱13.50 ₱184,000.00 ₱22,000.00 ₱720,000.00 

Delfin Albano 
(Magsaysay)

₱160,996.70 ₱15,700.00 ₱226,000.00 

Jones ₱3,110.00 ₱4,300.00 

Luna ₱300.00 ₱20,000.00 

Naguilian ₱20,000.00 ₱151,382.94 

San Agustin ₱80,200.00 ₱1,047.00 ₱1,565,925.34 

Laguna Majayjay ₱126,508.00 ₱126,508.00 

Leyte Ormoc City ₱14,000.00 ₱158,965.00 

Masbate Pio V.  Corpuz 
(Limbuhan)

₱10,107.34 ₱374,699.16 

MetroManila 
NoProvince

City of Makati ₱233,353.10  ₱9,037.00 ₱93,326.22  ₱4,814.00 ₱53,453.00  ₱9,768.00 

City of Malabon ₱4,051,628.50 

Negros 
Occidental

Bago City ₱6,400.00 ₱6,100.00 ₱6,250.00 ₱3,300.00 

Cauayan ₱17,753.00 ₱23,400.00 ₱25,897.00 

City of 
Kabankalan

₱17,871.53 

La Carlota City ₱6,094.60 ₱1,304.06 ₱334.47 ₱25,045.92 

Silay City ₱1,071,000.00 ₱1,071,000.00 

Toboso ₱25,695.00 

Negros Oriental Canlaon City  ₱24,750.00  ₱15,734.41 ₱753.00 

City of Bayawan 
(Tulong)

 ₱12,380.39 ₱37,750.00 

North Cotabato Magpet ₱1,343,400.00 
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Province LGU CCA 2016 CCM 2019 CCA 2017 CCM 2017 CCA 2018 CCM 2018 CCA 2019 CCM 2019 CCA 2020 CCM 2020
Ilocos Sur Sigay ₱18,500.00 ₱13,000.00 ₱8,500.00 

Iloilo Anilao ₱24,800.00 ₱28,300.00 ₱43,000.00 

Calinog ₱971,845.00 

City of Passi ₱400.00 

Leganes ₱5,655.81 ₱3,550.00 ₱393,475.00 

Mina ₱16,450.00  ₱5,000.00 ₱10,453.50  ₱5,000.00 ₱1,000,420.00 

Pototan ₱450.00 ₱2,200.00 ₱5,175.00 

San Joaquin ₱5,870.00 ₱6,152.00 

Tubungan ₱260.00 ₱90.00 ₱90.00 

Isabela Cabatuan ₱2,020.00 ₱2,037.50 ₱3,000.00 

City of Santiago ₱46,626.19  ₱13.50 ₱184,000.00 ₱22,000.00 ₱720,000.00 

Delfin Albano 
(Magsaysay)

₱160,996.70 ₱15,700.00 ₱226,000.00 

Jones ₱3,110.00 ₱4,300.00 

Luna ₱300.00 ₱20,000.00 

Naguilian ₱20,000.00 ₱151,382.94 

San Agustin ₱80,200.00 ₱1,047.00 ₱1,565,925.34 

Laguna Majayjay ₱126,508.00 ₱126,508.00 

Leyte Ormoc City ₱14,000.00 ₱158,965.00 

Masbate Pio V.  Corpuz 
(Limbuhan)

₱10,107.34 ₱374,699.16 

MetroManila 
NoProvince

City of Makati ₱233,353.10  ₱9,037.00 ₱93,326.22  ₱4,814.00 ₱53,453.00  ₱9,768.00 

City of Malabon ₱4,051,628.50 

Negros 
Occidental

Bago City ₱6,400.00 ₱6,100.00 ₱6,250.00 ₱3,300.00 

Cauayan ₱17,753.00 ₱23,400.00 ₱25,897.00 

City of 
Kabankalan

₱17,871.53 

La Carlota City ₱6,094.60 ₱1,304.06 ₱334.47 ₱25,045.92 

Silay City ₱1,071,000.00 ₱1,071,000.00 

Toboso ₱25,695.00 

Negros Oriental Canlaon City  ₱24,750.00  ₱15,734.41 ₱753.00 

City of Bayawan 
(Tulong)

 ₱12,380.39 ₱37,750.00 

North Cotabato Magpet ₱1,343,400.00 
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Province LGU CCA 2016 CCM 2019 CCA 2017 CCM 2017 CCA 2018 CCM 2018 CCA 2019 CCM 2019 CCA 2020 CCM 2020

Midsayap ₱157,199.97 ₱130,299.51 

Tulunan ₱4,500.00 ₱75,000.00 

Nueva Vizcaya Kayapa  ₱34,261.85 ₱26,260.24 

Occidental 
Mindoro

Lubang ₱527,000.00 ₱527,200.00 

Occidental 
Mindoro

₱168,693.50 ₱168,693.50 

Pampanga Mabalacat City ₱21,955.75 ₱10,000.00 

Minalin ₱10,249.92 ₱14,114.71 

Santa Rita ₱57,020.00 ₱632,450.00 

Pangasinan Bautista ₱6,490.00 ₱100.00 

Burgos ₱18,500.00 ₱3,300.00 ₱538.00 ₱540.00 

Calasiao ₱2,100.00 ₱2,724.95 

City of Urdaneta ₱14,100.00 ₱12,700.00 ₱14,450.00 

Laoac ₱5,427.50 ₱4,271.29  ₱1,983.76 

Pangasinan ₱7,200.00 ₱9,455.40 ₱8,000.00 ₱11,993.00 

Pozorrubio ₱9,225.00 ₱6,150.00 ₱24,900.00 ₱12,100.00 

San Quintin ₱1,450.00 ₱5,780.00 ₱1,500.00 ₱12,638.00 

Quezon Candelaria ₱8,500.00 

Dolores ₱1,200.00 ₱2,000.00 

Guinayangan ₱2,817.00  ₱800.00 

Gumaca ₱16,990.00 

Polillo ₱1,300.00 ₱1,076,050.00  ₱1,500.00 ₱177,647.00  ₱5,000.00 

Rizal Baras ₱247,000.00 ₱247,000.00 ₱530,567.00 

Tanay ₱104,000.00 ₱30,000.00 

Sarangani Malungon ₱650.00 

Sorsogon Sorsogon ₱186,400.00 ₱397,550.00  ₱1,500.00 ₱397,250.00  ₱2,000.00 

South Cotabato South Cotabato ₱134,254.70 ₱102,545.00  ₱2,000.00 

Sultan Kudarat Esperanza ₱137,000.00 

Lebak

Lutayan ₱19,950.00 

Sultan Kudarat ₱9,200.00 
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Province LGU CCA 2016 CCM 2019 CCA 2017 CCM 2017 CCA 2018 CCM 2018 CCA 2019 CCM 2019 CCA 2020 CCM 2020

Midsayap ₱157,199.97 ₱130,299.51 

Tulunan ₱4,500.00 ₱75,000.00 

Nueva Vizcaya Kayapa  ₱34,261.85 ₱26,260.24 

Occidental 
Mindoro

Lubang ₱527,000.00 ₱527,200.00 

Occidental 
Mindoro

₱168,693.50 ₱168,693.50 

Pampanga Mabalacat City ₱21,955.75 ₱10,000.00 

Minalin ₱10,249.92 ₱14,114.71 

Santa Rita ₱57,020.00 ₱632,450.00 

Pangasinan Bautista ₱6,490.00 ₱100.00 

Burgos ₱18,500.00 ₱3,300.00 ₱538.00 ₱540.00 

Calasiao ₱2,100.00 ₱2,724.95 

City of Urdaneta ₱14,100.00 ₱12,700.00 ₱14,450.00 

Laoac ₱5,427.50 ₱4,271.29  ₱1,983.76 

Pangasinan ₱7,200.00 ₱9,455.40 ₱8,000.00 ₱11,993.00 

Pozorrubio ₱9,225.00 ₱6,150.00 ₱24,900.00 ₱12,100.00 

San Quintin ₱1,450.00 ₱5,780.00 ₱1,500.00 ₱12,638.00 

Quezon Candelaria ₱8,500.00 

Dolores ₱1,200.00 ₱2,000.00 

Guinayangan ₱2,817.00  ₱800.00 

Gumaca ₱16,990.00 

Polillo ₱1,300.00 ₱1,076,050.00  ₱1,500.00 ₱177,647.00  ₱5,000.00 

Rizal Baras ₱247,000.00 ₱247,000.00 ₱530,567.00 

Tanay ₱104,000.00 ₱30,000.00 

Sarangani Malungon ₱650.00 

Sorsogon Sorsogon ₱186,400.00 ₱397,550.00  ₱1,500.00 ₱397,250.00  ₱2,000.00 

South Cotabato South Cotabato ₱134,254.70 ₱102,545.00  ₱2,000.00 

Sultan Kudarat Esperanza ₱137,000.00 

Lebak

Lutayan ₱19,950.00 

Sultan Kudarat ₱9,200.00 
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Province LGU CCA 2016 CCM 2019 CCA 2017 CCM 2017 CCA 2018 CCM 2018 CCA 2019 CCM 2019 CCA 2020 CCM 2020

Surigao del Norte Malimono ₱5,767.08 ₱2,300.00 ₱820.78 

Surigao del Sur Barobo ₱5,500.00  ₱521.87 ₱50.00 

Cagwait ₱33,719.00 ₱48,690.00  ₱340.00 

City of Bislig ₱7,500.00 ₱4,143.43 ₱26,400.00 ₱31,600.00 ₱40,650.00 

San Miguel ₱10,710.00 ₱2,780.00 ₱1,200.00 ₱6,200.00 

Tarlac San Clemente ₱1,154.06 

Zambales Botolan ₱108,602.35 ₱190,000.00 

Zamboanga del 
Norte

Manukan ₱430,756.47  ₱700.00 ₱1,370,132.19  ₱10.00 

Sibutad ₱5,375.00 ₱6,016.00 

Zamboanga del 
Sur

Labangan ₱500.00 ₱20,100.00 

Tukuran ₱372,260.00 ₱491,567.00 

Zamboanga del 
Sur

₱36,147.37 ₱3,684,000.00 ₱30,000.00 

Zamboanga 
Sibugay

Diplahan ₱1,400.00 
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Province LGU CCA 2016 CCM 2019 CCA 2017 CCM 2017 CCA 2018 CCM 2018 CCA 2019 CCM 2019 CCA 2020 CCM 2020

Surigao del Norte Malimono ₱5,767.08 ₱2,300.00 ₱820.78 

Surigao del Sur Barobo ₱5,500.00  ₱521.87 ₱50.00 

Cagwait ₱33,719.00 ₱48,690.00  ₱340.00 

City of Bislig ₱7,500.00 ₱4,143.43 ₱26,400.00 ₱31,600.00 ₱40,650.00 

San Miguel ₱10,710.00 ₱2,780.00 ₱1,200.00 ₱6,200.00 

Tarlac San Clemente ₱1,154.06 

Zambales Botolan ₱108,602.35 ₱190,000.00 

Zamboanga del 
Norte

Manukan ₱430,756.47  ₱700.00 ₱1,370,132.19  ₱10.00 

Sibutad ₱5,375.00 ₱6,016.00 

Zamboanga del 
Sur

Labangan ₱500.00 ₱20,100.00 

Tukuran ₱372,260.00 ₱491,567.00 

Zamboanga del 
Sur

₱36,147.37 ₱3,684,000.00 ₱30,000.00 

Zamboanga 
Sibugay

Diplahan ₱1,400.00 
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Annex 4. Climate Investments in Ecological and Environmental Stability (in PhP ‘000), 2016-2020

Province LGU CCA 2016 CCM 2019 CCA 2017 CCM 2017 CCA 2018 CCM 2018 CCA 2019 CCM 2019 CCA 2020 CCM 2020

Agusan del Sur Esperanza  ₱100.00 ₱9,465.00 

Loreto  ₱1,988.00  ₱173.00  ₱461.05 

Rosario  ₱1,584.69 ₱10,946.23  ₱481.30 ₱970.65 

Aklan Balete  ₱50.00  ₱1,500.00 ₱1,400.00 

Banga  ₱75.00  ₱1,080.00  ₱100.00 ₱140.00 ₱140.00 ₱150.00 

Kalibo (Capital) ₱8,666.47  ₱225,615.00  ₱5,100.00 ₱94,026.00  ₱6,750.00 ₱128,706.50 

Malay  ₱6,100.00  ₱18,631.28  ₱900.00 ₱101,562.50 

Numancia  ₱575.00 ₱398.85 ₱ 800.00 

Albay Albay ₱5,125.00  ₱10,060.00  ₱4,685.00  ₱7,766.00  ₱2,985.00 ₱7,766.00 

Jovellar  ₱2,000.00 ₱1,700.00 

Antique Belison ₱50.00  ₱180.00  ₱440.00  ₱550.00 ₱2,600.00 

Bugasong ₱500.00  ₱5,088.00 ₱16,332.00  ₱200.00 ₱3,505.00 

Culasi ₱50.00  ₱10.00  ₱70.00  ₱746.30 ₱3,123.73 

Libertad  ₱150.00 ₱400.00  ₱300.00 ₱500.00 

San Remigio ₱660.00 

Sebaste  ₱362.00 ₱7,500.00 

Sibalom  ₱2,470.00 ₱73.34 

Tobias Fornier 
(Dao)

 ₱2,100.00  ₱2,100.00 

Aurora Baler (Capital)  ₱70.00  ₱18,790.00  ₱472.40 ₱5,187.40  ₱1,242.20 ₱602,844.80 

Dinalungan  ₱400.00 ₱2,070.00 ₱1,250.00 

Bataan Abucay ₱2,871.87 

Orani  ₱5,000.00 ₱50,000.00  ₱11,000.00 ₱137,000.00 

Pilar  ₱100.00 

Samal ₱100.00  ₱7,300.00  ₱100.00 

Benguet Bakun  ₱375.20  ₱1,415.00  ₱79.20 ₱370.00  ₱254.20 ₱5,491.00 

Bohol Corella ₱2,300.00 ₱945.00  ₱20.00 ₱2,373.16 

Dauis ₱90.00  ₱500.00 ₱5,074.25 

Loboc  ₱590.00 ₱1,480.00  ₱8,550.00 ₱1,680.00 
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Province LGU CCA 2016 CCM 2019 CCA 2017 CCM 2017 CCA 2018 CCM 2018 CCA 2019 CCM 2019 CCA 2020 CCM 2020

Agusan del Sur Esperanza  ₱100.00 ₱9,465.00 

Loreto  ₱1,988.00  ₱173.00  ₱461.05 

Rosario  ₱1,584.69 ₱10,946.23  ₱481.30 ₱970.65 

Aklan Balete  ₱50.00  ₱1,500.00 ₱1,400.00 

Banga  ₱75.00  ₱1,080.00  ₱100.00 ₱140.00 ₱140.00 ₱150.00 

Kalibo (Capital) ₱8,666.47  ₱225,615.00  ₱5,100.00 ₱94,026.00  ₱6,750.00 ₱128,706.50 

Malay  ₱6,100.00  ₱18,631.28  ₱900.00 ₱101,562.50 

Numancia  ₱575.00 ₱398.85 ₱ 800.00 

Albay Albay ₱5,125.00  ₱10,060.00  ₱4,685.00  ₱7,766.00  ₱2,985.00 ₱7,766.00 

Jovellar  ₱2,000.00 ₱1,700.00 

Antique Belison ₱50.00  ₱180.00  ₱440.00  ₱550.00 ₱2,600.00 

Bugasong ₱500.00  ₱5,088.00 ₱16,332.00  ₱200.00 ₱3,505.00 

Culasi ₱50.00  ₱10.00  ₱70.00  ₱746.30 ₱3,123.73 

Libertad  ₱150.00 ₱400.00  ₱300.00 ₱500.00 

San Remigio ₱660.00 

Sebaste  ₱362.00 ₱7,500.00 

Sibalom  ₱2,470.00 ₱73.34 

Tobias Fornier 
(Dao)

 ₱2,100.00  ₱2,100.00 

Aurora Baler (Capital)  ₱70.00  ₱18,790.00  ₱472.40 ₱5,187.40  ₱1,242.20 ₱602,844.80 

Dinalungan  ₱400.00 ₱2,070.00 ₱1,250.00 

Bataan Abucay ₱2,871.87 

Orani  ₱5,000.00 ₱50,000.00  ₱11,000.00 ₱137,000.00 

Pilar  ₱100.00 

Samal ₱100.00  ₱7,300.00  ₱100.00 

Benguet Bakun  ₱375.20  ₱1,415.00  ₱79.20 ₱370.00  ₱254.20 ₱5,491.00 

Bohol Corella ₱2,300.00 ₱945.00  ₱20.00 ₱2,373.16 

Dauis ₱90.00  ₱500.00 ₱5,074.25 

Loboc  ₱590.00 ₱1,480.00  ₱8,550.00 ₱1,680.00 
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Province LGU CCA 2016 CCM 2019 CCA 2017 CCM 2017 CCA 2018 CCM 2018 CCA 2019 CCM 2019 CCA 2020 CCM 2020

Sikatuna ₱600.00 ₱408.00 

Tagbilaran City 
(Capital)

₱91,000.00 

Bukidnon Bukidnon  ₱5,767.00  ₱21,011.00 ₱60,003.00  ₱11,000.00 ₱78,764.00  ₱13,000.00 ₱104,520.00 

City of 
Malaybalay 
(Capital)

 ₱13,100.00  ₱2,000.00 ₱3,342.00 

City of Valencia ₱1,014.00  ₱3,200.00  ₱18,150.00  ₱1,233.00 ₱16,517.37 

Impasug-Ong  ₱6,880.00  ₱19,082.00  ₱6,165.00 ₱3,073.00  ₱2,100.00 ₱2,576.52  ₱12,163.00 ₱11,089.60 

Manolo Fortich ₱245.88  ₱7,327.00  ₱6,500.00  ₱150.00 ₱5,000.00 

Talakag  ₱175.00  ₱700.00 ₱800.00 

Bulacan Angat  ₱3,390.00  ₱3,520.00  ₱1,305.00 ₱4,320.00  ₱3,305.00 ₱7,100.00 

Pandi ₱4,000.00  ₱50.00 ₱1,640.00 

San Rafael  ₱1,208.00  ₱33,575.00  ₱155.00 ₱35,809.00  ₱150.00 ₱36,189.00  ₱150.00 ₱20,459.00 

Cagayan Camalaniugan ₱14,000.00 ₱23,500.00 

Claveria  ₱1,100.00 ₱150.00  ₱11,255.00 ₱1,100.00  ₱11,250.00 ₱1,000.00 

Gonzaga  ₱758.00  ₱425.00  ₱588.00 ₱1,969.00  ₱610.00 ₱290.00 

Piat  ₱921.29 ₱1,000.00 

Santa Teresita  ₱1,000.00  ₱500.00  ₱2,000.00 ₱400.00 ₱300.00 

Solana ₱2,670.00 

Camarines Sur Bula ₱383.33  ₱1,236.00  ₱1,259.00  ₱666.00  ₱1,402.00 ₱6,250.30 

Iriga City  ₱360.95  ₱8,341.45  ₱11,480.00 ₱24,834.00  ₱21,910.58 ₱46,941.65 

Camiguin Mahinog  ₱185.00 ₱80.00  ₱270.00 ₱125.00 

Capiz Cuartero  ₱200.00 

Dumarao ₱30.00  ₱672.00  ₱160.00  ₱105.00  ₱30.00 ₱2,727.00  ₱130.00 ₱6,495.00  ₱660.00 ₱1,471.60 

Panitan  ₱2,948.45 ₱1,400.00 

Sigma ₱200.00  ₱2,867.00  ₱200.00  ₱1,630.00  ₱14,280.00 ₱1,878.00  ₱180.00 ₱2,665.00 

Catanduanes Bato ₱395.00  ₱3,215.00  ₱150.00 ₱8,030.00  ₱150.00 ₱348.94 

Davao del Sur Bansalan  ₱200.00 ₱5,000.00 ₱2,900.00 

Davao Oriental Cateel  ₱270.00 

City of Mati 
(Capital)

₱3,320.00  ₱5,582.50  ₱13,825.00 ₱384,173.39  ₱8,355.29 ₱28,002.73 

Davao Oriental ₱7,984.00  ₱11,300.00 ₱56,800.00 

Governor 
Generoso

₱264.16 ₱440.76 ₱1,303.80 
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Province LGU CCA 2016 CCM 2019 CCA 2017 CCM 2017 CCA 2018 CCM 2018 CCA 2019 CCM 2019 CCA 2020 CCM 2020

Sikatuna ₱600.00 ₱408.00 

Tagbilaran City 
(Capital)

₱91,000.00 

Bukidnon Bukidnon  ₱5,767.00  ₱21,011.00 ₱60,003.00  ₱11,000.00 ₱78,764.00  ₱13,000.00 ₱104,520.00 

City of 
Malaybalay 
(Capital)

 ₱13,100.00  ₱2,000.00 ₱3,342.00 

City of Valencia ₱1,014.00  ₱3,200.00  ₱18,150.00  ₱1,233.00 ₱16,517.37 

Impasug-Ong  ₱6,880.00  ₱19,082.00  ₱6,165.00 ₱3,073.00  ₱2,100.00 ₱2,576.52  ₱12,163.00 ₱11,089.60 

Manolo Fortich ₱245.88  ₱7,327.00  ₱6,500.00  ₱150.00 ₱5,000.00 

Talakag  ₱175.00  ₱700.00 ₱800.00 

Bulacan Angat  ₱3,390.00  ₱3,520.00  ₱1,305.00 ₱4,320.00  ₱3,305.00 ₱7,100.00 

Pandi ₱4,000.00  ₱50.00 ₱1,640.00 

San Rafael  ₱1,208.00  ₱33,575.00  ₱155.00 ₱35,809.00  ₱150.00 ₱36,189.00  ₱150.00 ₱20,459.00 

Cagayan Camalaniugan ₱14,000.00 ₱23,500.00 

Claveria  ₱1,100.00 ₱150.00  ₱11,255.00 ₱1,100.00  ₱11,250.00 ₱1,000.00 

Gonzaga  ₱758.00  ₱425.00  ₱588.00 ₱1,969.00  ₱610.00 ₱290.00 

Piat  ₱921.29 ₱1,000.00 

Santa Teresita  ₱1,000.00  ₱500.00  ₱2,000.00 ₱400.00 ₱300.00 

Solana ₱2,670.00 

Camarines Sur Bula ₱383.33  ₱1,236.00  ₱1,259.00  ₱666.00  ₱1,402.00 ₱6,250.30 

Iriga City  ₱360.95  ₱8,341.45  ₱11,480.00 ₱24,834.00  ₱21,910.58 ₱46,941.65 

Camiguin Mahinog  ₱185.00 ₱80.00  ₱270.00 ₱125.00 

Capiz Cuartero  ₱200.00 

Dumarao ₱30.00  ₱672.00  ₱160.00  ₱105.00  ₱30.00 ₱2,727.00  ₱130.00 ₱6,495.00  ₱660.00 ₱1,471.60 

Panitan  ₱2,948.45 ₱1,400.00 

Sigma ₱200.00  ₱2,867.00  ₱200.00  ₱1,630.00  ₱14,280.00 ₱1,878.00  ₱180.00 ₱2,665.00 

Catanduanes Bato ₱395.00  ₱3,215.00  ₱150.00 ₱8,030.00  ₱150.00 ₱348.94 

Davao del Sur Bansalan  ₱200.00 ₱5,000.00 ₱2,900.00 

Davao Oriental Cateel  ₱270.00 

City of Mati 
(Capital)

₱3,320.00  ₱5,582.50  ₱13,825.00 ₱384,173.39  ₱8,355.29 ₱28,002.73 

Davao Oriental ₱7,984.00  ₱11,300.00 ₱56,800.00 

Governor 
Generoso

₱264.16 ₱440.76 ₱1,303.80 
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Province LGU CCA 2016 CCM 2019 CCA 2017 CCM 2017 CCA 2018 CCM 2018 CCA 2019 CCM 2019 CCA 2020 CCM 2020

Lupon ₱127.71  ₱2,300.00  ₱3,000.00  ₱400.00 ₱1,650.00 

Dinagat Islands Dinagat ₱51.26  ₱1,592.52  ₱150.50 ₱600.00 

Guimaras Jordan (Capital)  ₱8,770.53 ₱320.00 

Ilocos_Norte Burgos  ₱1,100.00  ₱2,300.00  ₱1,000.00 ₱4,500.00 

Ilocos_Sur Sigay  ₱200.00  ₱3,340.00  ₱200.00 ₱3,340.00 ₱3,370.00 

Iloilo Anilao  ₱800.00 ₱1,750.00  ₱800.00 ₱13,150.00  ₱300.00 ₱14,450.00 

Calinog  ₱100.00  ₱5,550.00 

City of Passi ₱263.54  ₱213.54  ₱100.00  ₱11,825.00 ₱30,000.00 

Guimbal  ₱1,500.00  ₱1,500.00 

Leganes ₱154.80  ₱1,170.00  ₱370.00  ₱22,996.50  ₱19,000.00 

Mina  ₱50.00 

Pototan  ₱1,300.00 ₱7,075.00 ₱3,225.00 

San Joaquin  ₱500.00 ₱595.00 ₱8,620.00 

San Rafael ₱60.00 ₱100.00 

Tubungan ₱620.00  ₱670.00  ₱1,520.00 ₱1,525.00  ₱20.00 ₱725.00 

Isabela Cabatuan ₱340.00  ₱300.00 ₱1,050.00 

City of Santiago ₱9,619.46  ₱34,785.60  ₱3,000.00 ₱21,801.06  ₱3,000.00 ₱40,613.60  ₱120,000.00 ₱643,133.08 

Delfin Albano 
(Magsaysay)

₱3,425.00  ₱6,570.00  ₱150.00  ₱1,800.60  ₱228.00 ₱17,999.25 

Jones ₱2,850.00  ₱1,200.00  ₱200.00  ₱4,610.00 

Luna ₱200,000.00  ₱20,550.00  ₱50.00 ₱20,700.00 

Naguilian  ₱200.00 ₱1,000.00 

San Agustin  ₱430.00  ₱225.43 ₱3,417.38 

San Isidro ₱258.99  ₱222.00  ₱500.99 

Laguna Majayjay ₱2,000.00 ₱2,000.00 

Leyte Ormoc City  ₱2,100.00  ₱39,279.08 

Masbate Pio V.  Corpuz 
(Limbuhan)

 ₱500.00  ₱2,150.00 ₱2,300.00 

Metro Manila No 
Province

City of Makati ₱874,843.00 ₱586,473.00  ₱1,785.00 ₱686,517.00 

City of Malabon  ₱100.00 

Misamis 
Occidental

Jimenez  ₱1,751.00  ₱1,844.00 

Negros 
Occidental

Bago City  ₱2,450.00  ₱7,440.00  ₱5,700.00  ₱1,000.00  ₱1,200.00 
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Province LGU CCA 2016 CCM 2019 CCA 2017 CCM 2017 CCA 2018 CCM 2018 CCA 2019 CCM 2019 CCA 2020 CCM 2020

Lupon ₱127.71  ₱2,300.00  ₱3,000.00  ₱400.00 ₱1,650.00 

Dinagat Islands Dinagat ₱51.26  ₱1,592.52  ₱150.50 ₱600.00 

Guimaras Jordan (Capital)  ₱8,770.53 ₱320.00 

Ilocos_Norte Burgos  ₱1,100.00  ₱2,300.00  ₱1,000.00 ₱4,500.00 

Ilocos_Sur Sigay  ₱200.00  ₱3,340.00  ₱200.00 ₱3,340.00 ₱3,370.00 

Iloilo Anilao  ₱800.00 ₱1,750.00  ₱800.00 ₱13,150.00  ₱300.00 ₱14,450.00 

Calinog  ₱100.00  ₱5,550.00 

City of Passi ₱263.54  ₱213.54  ₱100.00  ₱11,825.00 ₱30,000.00 

Guimbal  ₱1,500.00  ₱1,500.00 

Leganes ₱154.80  ₱1,170.00  ₱370.00  ₱22,996.50  ₱19,000.00 

Mina  ₱50.00 

Pototan  ₱1,300.00 ₱7,075.00 ₱3,225.00 

San Joaquin  ₱500.00 ₱595.00 ₱8,620.00 

San Rafael ₱60.00 ₱100.00 

Tubungan ₱620.00  ₱670.00  ₱1,520.00 ₱1,525.00  ₱20.00 ₱725.00 

Isabela Cabatuan ₱340.00  ₱300.00 ₱1,050.00 

City of Santiago ₱9,619.46  ₱34,785.60  ₱3,000.00 ₱21,801.06  ₱3,000.00 ₱40,613.60  ₱120,000.00 ₱643,133.08 

Delfin Albano 
(Magsaysay)

₱3,425.00  ₱6,570.00  ₱150.00  ₱1,800.60  ₱228.00 ₱17,999.25 

Jones ₱2,850.00  ₱1,200.00  ₱200.00  ₱4,610.00 

Luna ₱200,000.00  ₱20,550.00  ₱50.00 ₱20,700.00 

Naguilian  ₱200.00 ₱1,000.00 

San Agustin  ₱430.00  ₱225.43 ₱3,417.38 

San Isidro ₱258.99  ₱222.00  ₱500.99 

Laguna Majayjay ₱2,000.00 ₱2,000.00 

Leyte Ormoc City  ₱2,100.00  ₱39,279.08 

Masbate Pio V.  Corpuz 
(Limbuhan)

 ₱500.00  ₱2,150.00 ₱2,300.00 

Metro Manila No 
Province

City of Makati ₱874,843.00 ₱586,473.00  ₱1,785.00 ₱686,517.00 

City of Malabon  ₱100.00 

Misamis 
Occidental

Jimenez  ₱1,751.00  ₱1,844.00 

Negros 
Occidental

Bago City  ₱2,450.00  ₱7,440.00  ₱5,700.00  ₱1,000.00  ₱1,200.00 
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Province LGU CCA 2016 CCM 2019 CCA 2017 CCM 2017 CCA 2018 CCM 2018 CCA 2019 CCM 2019 CCA 2020 CCM 2020

Cauayan ₱690.00  ₱50.00  ₱1,170.00 ₱50.00  ₱2,777.00 

City of 
Kabankalan

 ₱2,965.00  ₱9,150.00  ₱2,675.00 ₱1,772.52  ₱675.00 ₱18,899.00 

La Carlota City ₱109.66  ₱5,100.00  ₱120.62  ₱132.69  ₱145.96 ₱4,100.00 

Silay City  ₱1,500.00  ₱110,100.00  ₱1,500.00 ₱110,100.00 

Toboso ₱850.00 ₱750.00 

Negros Oriental Canlaon City  ₱1,425.00  ₱3,120.00  ₱3,875.00 ₱2,920.00 

City of Bayawan 
(Tulong)

₱14,831.83 ₱25,975.00 

North Cotabato Magpet  ₱350.00  ₱3,490.00 ₱5,930.00 

Midsayap  ₱5,033.96 ₱22,687.30 

Tulunan ₱1,810.00  ₱15,720.00 ₱7,063.00  ₱3,350.00 ₱250.00 

Nueva Vizcaya Bagabag  ₱710.00  ₱750.00 

Kayapa  ₱757.37 ₱477.27  ₱1,003.67 ₱310.64 

Occidental 
Mindoro

Lubang ₱300.00  ₱36,500.00  ₱36,850.00 

Occidental 
Mindoro

 ₱60,293.36 ₱1,019.20  ₱60,293.36 ₱1,019.20 

Pampanga Mabalacat City  ₱500.00 

Minalin  ₱5,298.51 ₱8,822.34 

Santa Rita  ₱2,675.00  ₱6,720.00  ₱100.00 ₱320.00 

Pangasinan Bautista  ₱102.86 ₱477.68 

Burgos ₱100.00 ₱100.00 

Calasiao  ₱500.00  ₱30.00 

City of Urdaneta ₱700.00  ₱300.00 

Pangasinan ₱30,620.00  ₱19,248.08  ₱2,117.00  ₱627.00  ₱474.00 ₱552.00  ₱14,700.00 ₱550.00 

Pozorrubio  ₱355.00  ₱3,979.50  ₱14,967.70 ₱20,842.04 

San Quintin  ₱1,350.00  ₱1,260.00 ₱3,190.00 ₱2,640.00 

Quezon Candelaria  ₱3,050.00 ₱5,000.00 

Dolores  ₱50.00 ₱550.00  ₱90.00 

Guinayangan  ₱200.00  ₱2,900.00 ₱1,430.00 

Gumaca  ₱610.00  ₱1,700.00 ₱12,220.00 

Polillo  ₱2,237.10  ₱1,732.00  ₱2,800.00 ₱2,250.00  ₱1,110.00 ₱5,815.00  ₱2,890.00 ₱22,990.00 

Rizal Baras  ₱600.00  ₱600.00  ₱600.00 
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Province LGU CCA 2016 CCM 2019 CCA 2017 CCM 2017 CCA 2018 CCM 2018 CCA 2019 CCM 2019 CCA 2020 CCM 2020

Cauayan ₱690.00  ₱50.00  ₱1,170.00 ₱50.00  ₱2,777.00 

City of 
Kabankalan

 ₱2,965.00  ₱9,150.00  ₱2,675.00 ₱1,772.52  ₱675.00 ₱18,899.00 

La Carlota City ₱109.66  ₱5,100.00  ₱120.62  ₱132.69  ₱145.96 ₱4,100.00 

Silay City  ₱1,500.00  ₱110,100.00  ₱1,500.00 ₱110,100.00 

Toboso ₱850.00 ₱750.00 

Negros Oriental Canlaon City  ₱1,425.00  ₱3,120.00  ₱3,875.00 ₱2,920.00 

City of Bayawan 
(Tulong)

₱14,831.83 ₱25,975.00 

North Cotabato Magpet  ₱350.00  ₱3,490.00 ₱5,930.00 

Midsayap  ₱5,033.96 ₱22,687.30 

Tulunan ₱1,810.00  ₱15,720.00 ₱7,063.00  ₱3,350.00 ₱250.00 

Nueva Vizcaya Bagabag  ₱710.00  ₱750.00 

Kayapa  ₱757.37 ₱477.27  ₱1,003.67 ₱310.64 

Occidental 
Mindoro

Lubang ₱300.00  ₱36,500.00  ₱36,850.00 

Occidental 
Mindoro

 ₱60,293.36 ₱1,019.20  ₱60,293.36 ₱1,019.20 

Pampanga Mabalacat City  ₱500.00 

Minalin  ₱5,298.51 ₱8,822.34 

Santa Rita  ₱2,675.00  ₱6,720.00  ₱100.00 ₱320.00 

Pangasinan Bautista  ₱102.86 ₱477.68 

Burgos ₱100.00 ₱100.00 

Calasiao  ₱500.00  ₱30.00 

City of Urdaneta ₱700.00  ₱300.00 

Pangasinan ₱30,620.00  ₱19,248.08  ₱2,117.00  ₱627.00  ₱474.00 ₱552.00  ₱14,700.00 ₱550.00 

Pozorrubio  ₱355.00  ₱3,979.50  ₱14,967.70 ₱20,842.04 

San Quintin  ₱1,350.00  ₱1,260.00 ₱3,190.00 ₱2,640.00 

Quezon Candelaria  ₱3,050.00 ₱5,000.00 

Dolores  ₱50.00 ₱550.00  ₱90.00 

Guinayangan  ₱200.00  ₱2,900.00 ₱1,430.00 

Gumaca  ₱610.00  ₱1,700.00 ₱12,220.00 

Polillo  ₱2,237.10  ₱1,732.00  ₱2,800.00 ₱2,250.00  ₱1,110.00 ₱5,815.00  ₱2,890.00 ₱22,990.00 

Rizal Baras  ₱600.00  ₱600.00  ₱600.00 
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Province LGU CCA 2016 CCM 2019 CCA 2017 CCM 2017 CCA 2018 CCM 2018 CCA 2019 CCM 2019 CCA 2020 CCM 2020

Tanay  ₱155.00 ₱5,550.00 ₱6,995.00 

Sarangani Malungon  ₱1,296.23  ₱2,850.00 ₱5,000.00  ₱2,400.00 ₱5,400.00 

Sorsogon Sorsogon ₱3,500.00  ₱21,750.00  ₱2,000.00  ₱32,400.00  ₱2,250.00 ₱16,200.00 

South Cotabato South Cotabato  ₱5,274.82 ₱9,546.32  ₱32,917.06 ₱11,417.06 

Sultan Kudarat Esperanza  ₱6,600.00 ₱350.00  ₱19,700.00 ₱46,000.00 

Lebak ₱1,000.00 

Lutayan  ₱2,752.46 ₱3,031.67 

Sultan Kudarat  ₱500.00 ₱500.00  ₱18,960.00 ₱500.00 

Surigao del Norte Malimono ₱300.00  ₱500.00  ₱120.00  ₱1,037.59  ₱350.00 ₱200.00 

Surigao del Sur Barobo ₱100.00  ₱1,360.00  ₱100.00  ₱1,150.00  ₱1,133.44 ₱3,000.00 

Cagwait ₱26,330.00  ₱3,191.83  ₱7,585.00  ₱14,322.00 

City of Bislig ₱1,000.00  ₱7,050.00  ₱1,350.00  ₱11,050.00  ₱1,100.00 ₱10,250.00  ₱600.00 ₱14,750.00  ₱500.00 ₱17,050.00 

San Miguel ₱501.78  ₱600.00  ₱200.00 ₱300.00  ₱150.00 ₱350.00 

Tarlac San Clemente ₱1,800.00 

Zambales Botolan  ₱2,700.00  ₱40,225.91  ₱1,700.00 ₱78,700.00 

Zamboanga del 
Norte

Manukan  ₱9,080.00 ₱78,065.00  ₱13,668.86 ₱94,265.00 

Sibutad  ₱700.00  ₱235.20  ₱750.00 ₱1,150.00 

Zamboanga del 
Sur

Labangan  ₱543.99  ₱8,300.00 ₱21,150.00 

Tukuran  ₱100.00  ₱1,900.00  ₱52,975.00 ₱6,190.00 

Zamboanga del 
Sur

₱3,400.00  ₱787.59 ₱560.71 

Zamboanga 
Sibugay

Diplahan  ₱500.00  ₱100.00 ₱3,244.65 
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Province LGU CCA 2016 CCM 2019 CCA 2017 CCM 2017 CCA 2018 CCM 2018 CCA 2019 CCM 2019 CCA 2020 CCM 2020

Tanay  ₱155.00 ₱5,550.00 ₱6,995.00 

Sarangani Malungon  ₱1,296.23  ₱2,850.00 ₱5,000.00  ₱2,400.00 ₱5,400.00 

Sorsogon Sorsogon ₱3,500.00  ₱21,750.00  ₱2,000.00  ₱32,400.00  ₱2,250.00 ₱16,200.00 

South Cotabato South Cotabato  ₱5,274.82 ₱9,546.32  ₱32,917.06 ₱11,417.06 

Sultan Kudarat Esperanza  ₱6,600.00 ₱350.00  ₱19,700.00 ₱46,000.00 

Lebak ₱1,000.00 

Lutayan  ₱2,752.46 ₱3,031.67 

Sultan Kudarat  ₱500.00 ₱500.00  ₱18,960.00 ₱500.00 

Surigao del Norte Malimono ₱300.00  ₱500.00  ₱120.00  ₱1,037.59  ₱350.00 ₱200.00 

Surigao del Sur Barobo ₱100.00  ₱1,360.00  ₱100.00  ₱1,150.00  ₱1,133.44 ₱3,000.00 

Cagwait ₱26,330.00  ₱3,191.83  ₱7,585.00  ₱14,322.00 

City of Bislig ₱1,000.00  ₱7,050.00  ₱1,350.00  ₱11,050.00  ₱1,100.00 ₱10,250.00  ₱600.00 ₱14,750.00  ₱500.00 ₱17,050.00 

San Miguel ₱501.78  ₱600.00  ₱200.00 ₱300.00  ₱150.00 ₱350.00 

Tarlac San Clemente ₱1,800.00 

Zambales Botolan  ₱2,700.00  ₱40,225.91  ₱1,700.00 ₱78,700.00 

Zamboanga del 
Norte

Manukan  ₱9,080.00 ₱78,065.00  ₱13,668.86 ₱94,265.00 

Sibutad  ₱700.00  ₱235.20  ₱750.00 ₱1,150.00 

Zamboanga del 
Sur

Labangan  ₱543.99  ₱8,300.00 ₱21,150.00 

Tukuran  ₱100.00  ₱1,900.00  ₱52,975.00 ₱6,190.00 

Zamboanga del 
Sur

₱3,400.00  ₱787.59 ₱560.71 

Zamboanga 
Sibugay

Diplahan  ₱500.00  ₱100.00 ₱3,244.65 
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Annex 5. Climate Investments in Human Security (in PhP ‘000), 2016-2020

Province LGU CCA 2016 CCM 2019 CCA 2017 CCM 2017 CCA 2018 CCM 2018 CCA 2019 CCM 2019 CCA 2020 CCM 2020

Agusan del Sur Esperanza ₱368.00 

Loreto ₱10,276.30 ₱6,947.98 

Rosario ₱2,111.00 ₱21,514.36 

Aklan Balete ₱13,569.14 ₱15,955.00 

Kalibo (Capital) ₱5,575.00 ₱257,011.95 ₱2,550.00 

Malay ₱17,650.00 ₱30,800.00 

Numancia ₱1,340.14 ₱5,771.50 ₱11,781.94 

Albay Albay ₱1,005,182.20 ₱1,004,119.30 ₱963,147.60 

Jovellar ₱21,000.00 ₱21,144.73 

Antique Belison ₱185.00 ₱425.00 ₱6,056.87 

Bugasong ₱3,100.00 ₱354,200.00 ₱45,724.82 

Culasi ₱38,470.00 ₱1,673.82 ₱46,020.32 

Libertad ₱250.00 ₱3,558.00 

San Remigio ₱500.00 

Sebaste ₱25,766.00 

Sibalom ₱8,530.00 ₱8,453.64 

Tobias Fornier 
(Dao)

₱8,659.04 ₱8,659.04 

Aurora Baler (Capital) ₱2,750.00 ₱11,382.07 ₱126,080.00 

Dinalungan ₱8,785.00 ₱59,291.00 

Bataan Abucay ₱800.00 ₱500.00 

Orani ₱20,000.00 ₱100,200.00 

Samal ₱975.00 ₱175.00 

Benguet Bakun ₱3,025.00 ₱11,405.00 ₱1,250.00 

Bohol Corella ₱835.00 ₱5,070.00 ₱1,020.00 ₱9,061.60 

Dauis ₱6,828.21 ₱3,286.00 

Loboc ₱31,945.59 ₱22,298.10 

Sikatuna ₱1,100.00 ₱6,271.15 
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Province LGU CCA 2016 CCM 2019 CCA 2017 CCM 2017 CCA 2018 CCM 2018 CCA 2019 CCM 2019 CCA 2020 CCM 2020

Agusan del Sur Esperanza ₱368.00 

Loreto ₱10,276.30 ₱6,947.98 

Rosario ₱2,111.00 ₱21,514.36 

Aklan Balete ₱13,569.14 ₱15,955.00 

Kalibo (Capital) ₱5,575.00 ₱257,011.95 ₱2,550.00 

Malay ₱17,650.00 ₱30,800.00 

Numancia ₱1,340.14 ₱5,771.50 ₱11,781.94 

Albay Albay ₱1,005,182.20 ₱1,004,119.30 ₱963,147.60 

Jovellar ₱21,000.00 ₱21,144.73 

Antique Belison ₱185.00 ₱425.00 ₱6,056.87 

Bugasong ₱3,100.00 ₱354,200.00 ₱45,724.82 

Culasi ₱38,470.00 ₱1,673.82 ₱46,020.32 

Libertad ₱250.00 ₱3,558.00 

San Remigio ₱500.00 

Sebaste ₱25,766.00 

Sibalom ₱8,530.00 ₱8,453.64 

Tobias Fornier 
(Dao)

₱8,659.04 ₱8,659.04 

Aurora Baler (Capital) ₱2,750.00 ₱11,382.07 ₱126,080.00 

Dinalungan ₱8,785.00 ₱59,291.00 

Bataan Abucay ₱800.00 ₱500.00 

Orani ₱20,000.00 ₱100,200.00 

Samal ₱975.00 ₱175.00 

Benguet Bakun ₱3,025.00 ₱11,405.00 ₱1,250.00 

Bohol Corella ₱835.00 ₱5,070.00 ₱1,020.00 ₱9,061.60 

Dauis ₱6,828.21 ₱3,286.00 

Loboc ₱31,945.59 ₱22,298.10 

Sikatuna ₱1,100.00 ₱6,271.15 
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Province LGU CCA 2016 CCM 2019 CCA 2017 CCM 2017 CCA 2018 CCM 2018 CCA 2019 CCM 2019 CCA 2020 CCM 2020

Bukidnon Bukidnon ₱27,130.00 ₱9,344.00 ₱65,279.00 ₱28,205.00 

City of 
Malaybalay 
(Capital)

₱10,725.00 

City of Valencia ₱6,300.00 ₱6,500.00 ₱24,955.24 

Impasug-Ong ₱680.00 ₱1,718.00 ₱1,273.50 ₱3,857.65 

Manolo Fortich ₱3,147.00 ₱11,091.70 ₱6,033.91 

Talakag ₱7,056.00 ₱3,200.00 

Bulacan Angat ₱50.00 ₱18,250.00 ₱31,960.00 

Pandi ₱202.00 ₱1,050.00 

San Rafael ₱57,757.10 ₱72,331.60 ₱55,295.40  ₱17,700.00 ₱36,932.20 ₱10,000.00 

Cagayan Camalaniugan ₱12,734.17 ₱239,820.62 ₱620,000.00 

Claveria ₱19,550.00 ₱18,715.00 ₱18,555.00 

Gonzaga ₱17,603.00 ₱41,731.35 ₱57,503.00 

Piat ₱5,841.18 ₱6,993.40 

Santa Teresita  ₱150.00 ₱500.00 

Solana ₱1,000.00 ₱1,000.00 

Camarines Sur Bula ₱7,102.40 ₱27,197.00  ₱14,025.00 

Iriga City ₱139,807.04 ₱51,721.26 ₱68,023.71 

Camiguin Mahinog ₱50.00 ₱50.00 

Capiz Dumarao ₱3,745.00 ₱2,336.00 ₱2,420.00 ₱21,190.00 ₱13,957.82 

Panitan ₱9,370.00 ₱1,027.39 

Sigma ₱485.00 ₱454.00 ₱1,357.15 ₱1,462.68 

Catanduanes Bato ₱28,569.80 ₱38,358.74 ₱29,341.20 

Davao del Sur Bansalan ₱2,350.00 ₱2,270.00 

Davao Oriental Cateel ₱1,929.75 ₱2,025.00 

City of Mati 
(Capital)

₱113,872.56 ₱261,800.76 ₱11,654.51 

Davao Oriental ₱87,360.00 ₱266,516.00 

Governor 
Generoso

₱250.00 ₱250.00 

Lupon ₱5,200.00 ₱4,590.00 ₱5,747.85 

Dinagat Islands Dinagat ₱1,677.40 ₱485.00 
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Province LGU CCA 2016 CCM 2019 CCA 2017 CCM 2017 CCA 2018 CCM 2018 CCA 2019 CCM 2019 CCA 2020 CCM 2020

Bukidnon Bukidnon ₱27,130.00 ₱9,344.00 ₱65,279.00 ₱28,205.00 

City of 
Malaybalay 
(Capital)

₱10,725.00 

City of Valencia ₱6,300.00 ₱6,500.00 ₱24,955.24 

Impasug-Ong ₱680.00 ₱1,718.00 ₱1,273.50 ₱3,857.65 

Manolo Fortich ₱3,147.00 ₱11,091.70 ₱6,033.91 

Talakag ₱7,056.00 ₱3,200.00 

Bulacan Angat ₱50.00 ₱18,250.00 ₱31,960.00 

Pandi ₱202.00 ₱1,050.00 

San Rafael ₱57,757.10 ₱72,331.60 ₱55,295.40  ₱17,700.00 ₱36,932.20 ₱10,000.00 

Cagayan Camalaniugan ₱12,734.17 ₱239,820.62 ₱620,000.00 

Claveria ₱19,550.00 ₱18,715.00 ₱18,555.00 

Gonzaga ₱17,603.00 ₱41,731.35 ₱57,503.00 

Piat ₱5,841.18 ₱6,993.40 

Santa Teresita  ₱150.00 ₱500.00 

Solana ₱1,000.00 ₱1,000.00 

Camarines Sur Bula ₱7,102.40 ₱27,197.00  ₱14,025.00 

Iriga City ₱139,807.04 ₱51,721.26 ₱68,023.71 

Camiguin Mahinog ₱50.00 ₱50.00 

Capiz Dumarao ₱3,745.00 ₱2,336.00 ₱2,420.00 ₱21,190.00 ₱13,957.82 

Panitan ₱9,370.00 ₱1,027.39 

Sigma ₱485.00 ₱454.00 ₱1,357.15 ₱1,462.68 

Catanduanes Bato ₱28,569.80 ₱38,358.74 ₱29,341.20 

Davao del Sur Bansalan ₱2,350.00 ₱2,270.00 

Davao Oriental Cateel ₱1,929.75 ₱2,025.00 

City of Mati 
(Capital)

₱113,872.56 ₱261,800.76 ₱11,654.51 

Davao Oriental ₱87,360.00 ₱266,516.00 

Governor 
Generoso

₱250.00 ₱250.00 

Lupon ₱5,200.00 ₱4,590.00 ₱5,747.85 

Dinagat Islands Dinagat ₱1,677.40 ₱485.00 
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Province LGU CCA 2016 CCM 2019 CCA 2017 CCM 2017 CCA 2018 CCM 2018 CCA 2019 CCM 2019 CCA 2020 CCM 2020

Guimaras Jordan (Capital) ₱1,410.00 ₱400.10 

Ilocos Norte Burgos ₱15,722.86 ₱38,270.00 

Ilocos Sur Sigay ₱3,905.00 ₱4,105.00 ₱25,866.00 

Iloilo Anilao  ₱17,290.00 ₱17,290.00 ₱13,650.00 

Calinog ₱604,575.94 

City of Passi ₱230.00 ₱6,090.00 ₱19,610.00 

Guimbal ₱250.00 ₱100.00 

Leganes ₱451.75 ₱1,818.00 ₱156,529.54 

Mina ₱3,000.00 ₱4,000.00 ₱9,500.00 

New Lucena ₱900.00 ₱700.00 

Pototan ₱50.00 ₱2,406.38 ₱5,184.64 

San Joaquin ₱25,299.96 ₱17,624.55 

San Rafael ₱130.00 ₱200.00 

Tubungan ₱4,177.00 ₱38,720.00 ₱34,620.00 

Isabela City of Santiago ₱132,071.23 ₱614,980.84 ₱881,961.67 ₱3,319,150.69 

Delfin Albano 
(Magsaysay)

₱10,420.00 ₱11,250.00 ₱10,000.00 

Jones ₱1,305.00 ₱791.00 

Luna ₱550.00 

Naguilian ₱7,320.00 ₱350.00 

San Agustin ₱3,445.06 ₱8,618.23 ₱5,031.72 

Laguna Majayjay ₱101,154.01 ₱101,154.01 

Leyte Ormoc City ₱308,312.33 ₱822,635.00 

Masbate Pio V.  Corpuz 
(Limbuhan)

₱274.15 ₱494.41 

Metro Manila No 
Province

City of Makati ₱1,189,185.28 ₱1,768,095.06 ₱1,891,108.00 

City of Malabon ₱2,000.00 ₱966,600.00  ₱4,200.00 

Negros 
Occidental

Bago City ₱5,020.00 ₱200.00 ₱1,700.00 ₱1,400.00 

Cauayan ₱15,745.00 ₱6,904.00 ₱6,950.00 

City of 
Kabankalan

₱28,423.65 ₱19,559.50 ₱2,870.00 

La Carlota City ₱5,162.13 ₱50.82 ₱50.82 ₱10,561.49 
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Province LGU CCA 2016 CCM 2019 CCA 2017 CCM 2017 CCA 2018 CCM 2018 CCA 2019 CCM 2019 CCA 2020 CCM 2020
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Province LGU CCA 2016 CCM 2019 CCA 2017 CCM 2017 CCA 2018 CCM 2018 CCA 2019 CCM 2019 CCA 2020 CCM 2020

Silay City ₱53,000.00 ₱53,000.00 

Toboso ₱590.00 ₱1,890.00 

Negros Oriental Canlaon City ₱4,700.00 ₱15,232.26 ₱6,253.42 

City of Bayawan 
(Tulong)

₱4,820.09 ₱22,139.12 

North Cotabato Magpet ₱1,200.00  ₱100.00 

Midsayap ₱207,100.00 ₱78,305.00 

Tulunan ₱326,670.00 ₱474,578.55 ₱214,725.59 

Nueva Vizcaya Bagabag ₱2,204.45 ₱2,715.99 

Kayapa ₱10,791.55 ₱28,258.14 

Occidental 
Mindoro

Lubang ₱838,296.87 ₱887,556.87 

Pampanga Santa Rita ₱360.00 ₱62,810.00 

Pangasinan Bautista ₱1,010.00 ₱1,100.00 

Burgos ₱197.00 ₱982.50 ₱731.55 ₱3,784.53 ₱4,048.93 

Calasiao ₱8,650.00 ₱2,750.00 

City of Urdaneta ₱14,104.93 ₱8,549.36 ₱1,200.00 

Laoac ₱12,834.71 ₱1,650.00 

Pangasinan ₱137,947.68  ₱5,000.00 ₱181,924.79  ₱5,000.00 ₱291,111.72 

Pozorrubio ₱24,941.30 ₱18,172.10 ₱9,445.00 ₱10,865.00 

San Quintin ₱1,500.00 

Quezon Candelaria ₱1,500.00 

Guinayangan ₱2,899.00 ₱2,381.29 

Gumaca ₱650.00 ₱2,000.00 

Polillo ₱2,300.00 ₱3,400.00 ₱2,300.00 ₱3,370.00 

Rizal Baras ₱35,460.00 ₱35,460.00 ₱45,000.00 

Tanay ₱50.00 

Sarangani Malungon ₱1,500.00 ₱7,350.00 ₱16,050.00 

Sorsogon Sorsogon ₱195,200.00 ₱236,971.95 ₱294,605.00 

South Cotabato South Cotabato ₱26,150.00 ₱84,200.00 

Sultan Kudarat Esperanza ₱61,200.00 
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Province LGU CCA 2016 CCM 2019 CCA 2017 CCM 2017 CCA 2018 CCM 2018 CCA 2019 CCM 2019 CCA 2020 CCM 2020
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Province LGU CCA 2016 CCM 2019 CCA 2017 CCM 2017 CCA 2018 CCM 2018 CCA 2019 CCM 2019 CCA 2020 CCM 2020

Lebak

Lutayan ₱500.00 

Sultan Kudarat ₱39,300.00 ₱17,800.00 

Surigao del Norte Malimono ₱1,850.40 ₱820.00 ₱320.00 

Surigao del Sur Barobo ₱4,200.00 ₱5,137.05 ₱12,714.60  ₱100.00 

Cagwait ₱10,635.00 ₱81,138.00 

City of Bislig ₱500.00 ₱3,860.00 ₱725.00 ₱1,700.00 

San Miguel ₱226.78 ₱376.78 ₱707.35 ₱2,607.33 

Tarlac San Clemente ₱1,773.02 

Zambales Botolan ₱109,878.55 ₱230,183.88 

Zamboanga del 
Norte

Manukan ₱520,972.88 ₱560,309.99 

Sibutad ₱421.16 ₱10.00 

Zamboanga del 
Sur

Labangan ₱1,439.00 ₱46,579.80 

Tukuran ₱36,500.00 ₱211,334.06 

Zamboanga del 
Sur

₱200,500.00 ₱611,504.87 ₱20,000.00 

Zamboanga 
Sibugay

Diplahan ₱71,397.00 
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Province LGU CCA 2016 CCM 2019 CCA 2017 CCM 2017 CCA 2018 CCM 2018 CCA 2019 CCM 2019 CCA 2020 CCM 2020
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Annex 6. Climate Investments in Climate-Smart Industries and Services (in PhP ‘000), 2016-2020

Row Labels LGU Name Sum of CCA Sum of CCM Sum of CCA Sum of CCM Sum of CCA Sum of CCM Sum of CCA Sum of CCM Sum of CCA Sum of CCM

Agusan del Sur Rosario ₱294.88  ₱49.31  ₱20.00 

Aklan Kalibo (Capital) ₱1,132,284.31 ₱700.00 

Malay ₱17,800.00  ₱100.00  ₱200.00 

Albay Albay ₱670,186.00 ₱316,686.00 ₱330,586.00 

Jovellar ₱5,000.00 ₱5,000.00 

Antique Culasi ₱4,400.00 ₱3,100.00 ₱14,000.00 

Sibalom ₱2,190.90  ₱100.00 

Aurora Baler (Capital) ₱500.00 ₱5,000.00 

Dinalungan ₱600.00 ₱1,260.00 

Bataan Samal ₱1,000.00 

Benguet Bakun ₱2,645.00 

Bohol Corella ₱20,003.00 

Loboc ₱24,393.00 ₱156,341.00 

Sikatuna ₱3,965.99 ₱4,562.02 

Tagbilaran City 
(Capital)

 ₱25,000.00 

Bukidnon Bukidnon ₱13,805.00 ₱403,814.00 ₱161,315.00 

Impasug-Ong ₱300.00 ₱300.00 ₱200.00 ₱600.00 

Manolo Fortich ₱15.00 ₱150.00 

Bulacan Angat ₱4,000.00 

Pandi ₱15,250.00 

Cagayan Claveria ₱2,000.00 ₱2,000.00 

Gonzaga ₱2,800.00 

Santa Teresita  ₱255.00 

Solana ₱3,000.00 ₱3,050.00 

Camarines Sur Bula ₱10.00 ₱100.00 

Iriga City ₱14,982.50 ₱20,000.00 ₱2,450.00 

Capiz Dumarao ₱30.00 ₱15,517.00  ₱275.00 ₱6,100.00  ₱50.00 
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Province LGU CCA 2016 CCM 2019 CCA 2017 CCM 2017 CCA 2018 CCM 2018 CCA 2019 CCM 2019 CCA 2020 CCM 2020

Catanduanes Bato ₱21,500.00 ₱1,000.00 
Davao Oriental City of Mati 

(Capital)
₱142,000.00 ₱17,600.00 

Davao Oriental ₱3,900.00  ₱10,000.00 

Lupon  ₱3,600.00 

Dinagat Islands Dinagat ₱2,400.00 

Ilocos Norte Burgos ₱3,600.00 ₱10,950.00 

Ilocos Sur Sigay ₱13,540.00 

Iloilo Anilao ₱13,300.00 ₱8,500.00 ₱500.00 

Calinog ₱96,863.00  ₱5,075.00 

City of Passi ₱15,385.00 

New Lucena ₱700.00 ₱700.00 

San Joaquin ₱2,200.00  ₱1,681.87 ₱7,660.00 

Tubungan ₱4,561.00  ₱300.00 ₱650.00  ₱1,500.00 ₱2,100.00 

Isabela City of Santiago ₱4,000.00 ₱300,000.00 ₱501,256.34 ₱501,312.00 

Leyte Ormoc City ₱584,257.57 

Masbate Pio V.  Corpuz 
(Limbuhan)

₱560.00 

Metro Manila No 
Province

City of Makati ₱1,334,070.00 ₱2,020,890.00  ₱1,296.00 ₱1,482,580.00 

City of Malabon ₱160.00  ₱675.00 ₱312,800.00 

Negros 
Occidental

La Carlota City ₱500.00 ₱1,750.00 

Silay City ₱10,000.00  ₱800.00 ₱10,000.00  ₱800.00 

Negros Oriental Canlaon City ₱350.00 ₱2,734.00 

City of Bayawan 
(Tulong)

₱26,909.29 ₱2,500.00 

North Cotabato Tulunan ₱3,000.00  ₱10.00 ₱3,000.00  ₱10.00 

Nueva Vizcaya Kayapa ₱140.64 

Occidental 
Mindoro

Lubang ₱288,170.94  ₱20,000.00 ₱250,250.00  ₱20,000.00 

Occidental 
Mindoro

₱8.00 ₱ 8.00 

Pangasinan Bautista ₱665.00 

Pangasinan ₱6,400.00  ₱100.00 ₱240.00 ₱240.00 ₱240.00 

Pozorrubio ₱100.00  ₱550.00 ₱400.00 
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Province LGU CCA 2016 CCM 2019 CCA 2017 CCM 2017 CCA 2018 CCM 2018 CCA 2019 CCM 2019 CCA 2020 CCM 2020
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Province LGU CCA 2016 CCM 2019 CCA 2017 CCM 2017 CCA 2018 CCM 2018 CCA 2019 CCM 2019 CCA 2020 CCM 2020

Quezon Polillo ₱1,000.00 
Sarangani Malungon ₱73,700.00 ₱80,500.00 

Sorsogon Sorsogon ₱12,000.00 ₱12,500.00 

Sultan Kudarat Esperanza  ₱300.00 ₱2,500.00  ₱20,000.00 

Surigao del Sur Barobo ₱1,000.00 ₱1,000.00 ₱1,142.00 

Cagwait ₱3,265.79 ₱87,200.00  ₱1,000.00 

City of Bislig ₱650.00 ₱3,000.00 

San Miguel ₱500.00 

Zambales Botolan ₱1,395.10 ₱74,790.00  ₱21,650.00 

Zamboanga del 
Norte

Manukan ₱3,020.00  ₱2,350.00 ₱3,020.00  ₱7,330.00 

Sibutad ₱422.20 

Zamboanga del 
Sur

Labangan ₱46,000.00 

Tukuran ₱31,550.00  ₱1,000.00 

Zamboanga del 
Sur

₱90,000.00  ₱10,000.00 

Zamboanga 
Sibugay

Diplahan ₱80.00 
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Province LGU CCA 2016 CCM 2019 CCA 2017 CCM 2017 CCA 2018 CCM 2018 CCA 2019 CCM 2019 CCA 2020 CCM 2020
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Annex 7. Climate Investments in Sustainable Energy (in PhP ‘000), 2016-2020

Province LGU CCA 2016 CCM 2019 CCA 2017 CCM 2017 CCA 2018 CCM 2018 CCA 2019 CCM 2019 CCA 2020 CCM 2020

Agusan del Sur Esperanza ₱196,747.51 ₱147,976.00 

Loreto ₱2,500.00 ₱2,142.13 

Rosario ₱5,700.46 ₱3,500.00 

Aklan Balete ₱12,700.00 

Kalibo (Capital) ₱845,631.00  ₱5,078.00 ₱69,200.00 ₱11,923.88 

Malay ₱94,913.00  ₱80,000.00 ₱155,500.00 

Numancia ₱19,696.00 ₱5,760.50 ₱32,382.80 

Albay Albay ₱12,006,600.00  ₱2,500.00  ₱41,100.00  ₱1,720.00 ₱1,000.00 ₱720.00 

Antique Belison ₱39,600.00  ₱41,100.00 ₱65,000.00 

Bugasong ₱1,082,850.00 ₱1,099,000.00 ₱10,000.00 ₱168,300.00 

Culasi ₱81,900.00 ₱56,150.00  ₱1,950.00 ₱152,390.00 ₱1,950.00 

Libertad ₱100,000.00 

San Remigio ₱14,250.00 

Sibalom ₱2,000.00 

Tobias Fornier 
(Dao)

₱12,960.00 ₱12,960.00 

Aurora Baler (Capital) ₱7,500.00  ₱80.00 ₱22,000.00 ₱500.00 ₱15,800.00 

Dinalungan ₱34,725.00 ₱1,600.00 ₱79,242.88 ₱2,600.00 

Bataan Orani ₱10,000.00 ₱201,000.00 ₱15,000.00 

Benguet Bakun ₱15,750.00 ₱1,066,700.00 ₱10,030.00 

Bohol Corella ₱1,258.38 ₱94,300.00 ₱2,000.00 ₱1,800.00 ₱186,120.00 ₱13,500.00 

Dauis ₱3,440.00 ₱257,000.00 ₱1,500.00 

Loboc ₱44,232.03 ₱7,600.00 ₱532,568.33 ₱11,540.54 

Sikatuna ₱400.00 ₱1,200.00 ₱4,562.00 ₱1,050.00 

Tagbilaran City 
(Capital)

₱81,359.40 ₱25,000.00 

Bukidnon Bukidnon ₱295,728.53 ₱642,519.00 ₱7,500.00 ₱164,338.00 ₱6,500.00 ₱561,128.00 ₱6,640.00 

City of Malayba-
lay (Capital)

₱121,380.00 

City of Valencia ₱25,000.00 ₱50,150.00 
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Province LGU CCA 2016 CCM 2019 CCA 2017 CCM 2017 CCA 2018 CCM 2018 CCA 2019 CCM 2019 CCA 2020 CCM 2020

Agusan del Sur Esperanza ₱196,747.51 ₱147,976.00 

Loreto ₱2,500.00 ₱2,142.13 

Rosario ₱5,700.46 ₱3,500.00 

Aklan Balete ₱12,700.00 

Kalibo (Capital) ₱845,631.00  ₱5,078.00 ₱69,200.00 ₱11,923.88 

Malay ₱94,913.00  ₱80,000.00 ₱155,500.00 

Numancia ₱19,696.00 ₱5,760.50 ₱32,382.80 

Albay Albay ₱12,006,600.00  ₱2,500.00  ₱41,100.00  ₱1,720.00 ₱1,000.00 ₱720.00 

Antique Belison ₱39,600.00  ₱41,100.00 ₱65,000.00 

Bugasong ₱1,082,850.00 ₱1,099,000.00 ₱10,000.00 ₱168,300.00 

Culasi ₱81,900.00 ₱56,150.00  ₱1,950.00 ₱152,390.00 ₱1,950.00 

Libertad ₱100,000.00 

San Remigio ₱14,250.00 

Sibalom ₱2,000.00 

Tobias Fornier 
(Dao)

₱12,960.00 ₱12,960.00 

Aurora Baler (Capital) ₱7,500.00  ₱80.00 ₱22,000.00 ₱500.00 ₱15,800.00 

Dinalungan ₱34,725.00 ₱1,600.00 ₱79,242.88 ₱2,600.00 

Bataan Orani ₱10,000.00 ₱201,000.00 ₱15,000.00 

Benguet Bakun ₱15,750.00 ₱1,066,700.00 ₱10,030.00 

Bohol Corella ₱1,258.38 ₱94,300.00 ₱2,000.00 ₱1,800.00 ₱186,120.00 ₱13,500.00 

Dauis ₱3,440.00 ₱257,000.00 ₱1,500.00 

Loboc ₱44,232.03 ₱7,600.00 ₱532,568.33 ₱11,540.54 

Sikatuna ₱400.00 ₱1,200.00 ₱4,562.00 ₱1,050.00 

Tagbilaran City 
(Capital)

₱81,359.40 ₱25,000.00 

Bukidnon Bukidnon ₱295,728.53 ₱642,519.00 ₱7,500.00 ₱164,338.00 ₱6,500.00 ₱561,128.00 ₱6,640.00 

City of Malayba-
lay (Capital)

₱121,380.00 

City of Valencia ₱25,000.00 ₱50,150.00 
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Province LGU CCA 2016 CCM 2019 CCA 2017 CCM 2017 CCA 2018 CCM 2018 CCA 2019 CCM 2019 CCA 2020 CCM 2020
Impasug-Ong ₱3,000.00  ₱300.00 ₱3,000.00 ₱300.00 ₱500.00 ₱2,000.00 
Manolo Fortich ₱2,500.00 ₱5,000.00 

Talakag  ₱800.00 

Bulacan Angat ₱1,400.00 ₱76,820.00 ₱80,870.00 

Pandi ₱10,000.00 

San Rafael ₱39,140.00  ₱8,025.00 ₱491,090.16 ₱7,900.00 ₱528,184.19 ₱7,650.00 ₱579,509.04 ₱13,750.00 

Cagayan Claveria ₱433,000.00 ₱920,500.00 ₱1,720,000.00 

Piat ₱3,600.00 ₱4,650.00 

Santa Teresita ₱287.74 

Solana ₱51,404.07 ₱31,101.77 

Camarines Sur Bula ₱73,335.00 ₱1,108,710.00 ₱54,540.00 

Iriga City ₱80,800.00  ₱50,000.00 ₱981,208.51 ₱100,294.00 ₱201,657.69 ₱200,100.00 

Camiguin Mahinog ₱25.00 ₱25.00 

Capiz Cuartero ₱5,075.00  ₱300.00 ₱4,700.00 

Dumarao ₱14,601.15 ₱270,515.58 ₱157,836.00 ₱8,900.00 ₱526,330.00 ₱4,340.00 

Panitan ₱1,000.00  ₱3,000.00 ₱600,123.00 

Sigma ₱125,448.00 

Catanduanes Bato ₱46,100.00  ₱3,000.00 ₱5,050.00 ₱1,000.00 

Davao del Sur Bansalan ₱7,118.00 ₱7,983.00 

Davao Oriental Cateel ₱500.00 

City of Mati 
(Capital)

₱300,208.58  ₱13,626.76 ₱647,394.79 ₱13,100.00 ₱17,695.00 

Davao Oriental ₱105,533.04 ₱12,000.00 

Lupon ₱6,235.00  ₱200.00  ₱100.00 ₱212,000.00 ₱150.00 

Dinagat Islands Dinagat ₱450.00 ₱10,912.00 

Guimaras Jordan (Capital) ₱500.00 ₱100.00 

Ilocos Norte Burgos ₱14,696.00  ₱1,500.00 ₱271,150.00 ₱4,500.00 

Ilocos Sur Sigay ₱49,273.00  ₱1,000.00 ₱74,073.00 ₱1,000.00 ₱494,000.00 ₱2,000.00 

Iloilo Anilao ₱159,716.00 ₱137,300.00 ₱198,450.00 

Calinog ₱50,000.00 
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Province LGU CCA 2016 CCM 2019 CCA 2017 CCM 2017 CCA 2018 CCM 2018 CCA 2019 CCM 2019 CCA 2020 CCM 2020
Impasug-Ong ₱3,000.00  ₱300.00 ₱3,000.00 ₱300.00 ₱500.00 ₱2,000.00 
Manolo Fortich ₱2,500.00 ₱5,000.00 

Talakag  ₱800.00 

Bulacan Angat ₱1,400.00 ₱76,820.00 ₱80,870.00 

Pandi ₱10,000.00 

San Rafael ₱39,140.00  ₱8,025.00 ₱491,090.16 ₱7,900.00 ₱528,184.19 ₱7,650.00 ₱579,509.04 ₱13,750.00 

Cagayan Claveria ₱433,000.00 ₱920,500.00 ₱1,720,000.00 

Piat ₱3,600.00 ₱4,650.00 

Santa Teresita ₱287.74 

Solana ₱51,404.07 ₱31,101.77 

Camarines Sur Bula ₱73,335.00 ₱1,108,710.00 ₱54,540.00 

Iriga City ₱80,800.00  ₱50,000.00 ₱981,208.51 ₱100,294.00 ₱201,657.69 ₱200,100.00 

Camiguin Mahinog ₱25.00 ₱25.00 

Capiz Cuartero ₱5,075.00  ₱300.00 ₱4,700.00 

Dumarao ₱14,601.15 ₱270,515.58 ₱157,836.00 ₱8,900.00 ₱526,330.00 ₱4,340.00 

Panitan ₱1,000.00  ₱3,000.00 ₱600,123.00 

Sigma ₱125,448.00 

Catanduanes Bato ₱46,100.00  ₱3,000.00 ₱5,050.00 ₱1,000.00 

Davao del Sur Bansalan ₱7,118.00 ₱7,983.00 

Davao Oriental Cateel ₱500.00 

City of Mati 
(Capital)

₱300,208.58  ₱13,626.76 ₱647,394.79 ₱13,100.00 ₱17,695.00 

Davao Oriental ₱105,533.04 ₱12,000.00 

Lupon ₱6,235.00  ₱200.00  ₱100.00 ₱212,000.00 ₱150.00 

Dinagat Islands Dinagat ₱450.00 ₱10,912.00 

Guimaras Jordan (Capital) ₱500.00 ₱100.00 

Ilocos Norte Burgos ₱14,696.00  ₱1,500.00 ₱271,150.00 ₱4,500.00 

Ilocos Sur Sigay ₱49,273.00  ₱1,000.00 ₱74,073.00 ₱1,000.00 ₱494,000.00 ₱2,000.00 

Iloilo Anilao ₱159,716.00 ₱137,300.00 ₱198,450.00 

Calinog ₱50,000.00 
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Province LGU CCA 2016 CCM 2019 CCA 2017 CCM 2017 CCA 2018 CCM 2018 CCA 2019 CCM 2019 CCA 2020 CCM 2020
City of Passi ₱73,550.00 ₱1,372,450.00 ₱1,359,986.25 
Leganes ₱13,328.38 ₱101,800.00 ₱20,100.00 

Mina ₱101,000.00 ₱101,000.00 ₱101,000.00 

New Lucena ₱51,000.00 ₱500.00 ₱46,010.00 ₱500.00 

Pototan ₱4,000.00 ₱1,147.50 

San Joaquin ₱1,000.00 ₱67,099.00 

Tubungan ₱4,525.09  ₱595.00 ₱19,350.00 ₱970.00 ₱15,350.00 ₱750.00 

Isabela City of Santiago ₱131,500.00  ₱30,025.09 ₱372,551.32 ₱102,000.00 ₱706,315.00 ₱71,000.00 ₱3,546,803.34 ₱192,000.00 

Delfin Albano 
(Magsaysay)

₱42,000.00  ₱437.00  ₱100.00 ₱100.00 

Jones ₱11,700.00 ₱8,000.00 

Luna ₱696.23  ₱400.00 ₱200.00 

Naguilian ₱64,505.66 

San Agustin ₱8,100.00  ₱950.00 ₱22,667.00  ₱1,700.00 ₱711,400.00 ₱2,320.00 

Laguna Majayjay ₱619,200.00 ₱200.00 ₱619,200.00 ₱200.00 

Leyte Ormoc City ₱10,020.00 ₱820,550.00 

Masbate Pio V.  Corpuz 
(Limbuhan)

₱923.90  ₱100.00 

Metro Manila No 
Province

City of Makati ₱49,201.00 ₱265,000.00 ₱51,292.00 ₱1,057,525.00 ₱44,649.00 ₱732,738.00 

City of Malabon ₱6,300.00  ₱19,900.00 ₱376,015.50  ₱64,959.00 

Negros 
Occidental

Cauayan  ₱408.00 ₱10,061.00 

City of 
Kabankalan

₱94,763.00  ₱5.00 ₱17,200.00 ₱110,897.20 

La Carlota City ₱9,600.00  ₱1,000.00 ₱22,500.00 ₱1,000.00 

Toboso ₱115,000.00 ₱28,200.00 

Negros Oriental Canlaon City ₱9,070.00 ₱33,250.00  ₱1,000.00 ₱1,054.00 ₱830.00 

City of Bayawan 
(Tulong)

₱83,219.14 ₱300.00 ₱56,000.00 ₱250.00 

North Cotabato Magpet ₱21,500.00 ₱4,311,951.15 ₱1,298,995.74 

Midsayap ₱301,269.26 ₱171,250.66 

Tulunan ₱111,900.00 ₱893,166.00 ₱1,200.00 ₱1,066,000.00 

Nueva Vizcaya Kayapa ₱137,816.07 ₱115,154.23 

Occidental 
Mindoro

Lubang ₱811,553.55  ₱115,000.00 ₱811,553.55  ₱115,000.00 
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Province LGU CCA 2016 CCM 2019 CCA 2017 CCM 2017 CCA 2018 CCM 2018 CCA 2019 CCM 2019 CCA 2020 CCM 2020
City of Passi ₱73,550.00 ₱1,372,450.00 ₱1,359,986.25 
Leganes ₱13,328.38 ₱101,800.00 ₱20,100.00 

Mina ₱101,000.00 ₱101,000.00 ₱101,000.00 

New Lucena ₱51,000.00 ₱500.00 ₱46,010.00 ₱500.00 

Pototan ₱4,000.00 ₱1,147.50 

San Joaquin ₱1,000.00 ₱67,099.00 

Tubungan ₱4,525.09  ₱595.00 ₱19,350.00 ₱970.00 ₱15,350.00 ₱750.00 

Isabela City of Santiago ₱131,500.00  ₱30,025.09 ₱372,551.32 ₱102,000.00 ₱706,315.00 ₱71,000.00 ₱3,546,803.34 ₱192,000.00 

Delfin Albano 
(Magsaysay)

₱42,000.00  ₱437.00  ₱100.00 ₱100.00 

Jones ₱11,700.00 ₱8,000.00 

Luna ₱696.23  ₱400.00 ₱200.00 

Naguilian ₱64,505.66 

San Agustin ₱8,100.00  ₱950.00 ₱22,667.00  ₱1,700.00 ₱711,400.00 ₱2,320.00 

Laguna Majayjay ₱619,200.00 ₱200.00 ₱619,200.00 ₱200.00 

Leyte Ormoc City ₱10,020.00 ₱820,550.00 

Masbate Pio V.  Corpuz 
(Limbuhan)

₱923.90  ₱100.00 

Metro Manila No 
Province

City of Makati ₱49,201.00 ₱265,000.00 ₱51,292.00 ₱1,057,525.00 ₱44,649.00 ₱732,738.00 

City of Malabon ₱6,300.00  ₱19,900.00 ₱376,015.50  ₱64,959.00 

Negros 
Occidental

Cauayan  ₱408.00 ₱10,061.00 

City of 
Kabankalan

₱94,763.00  ₱5.00 ₱17,200.00 ₱110,897.20 

La Carlota City ₱9,600.00  ₱1,000.00 ₱22,500.00 ₱1,000.00 

Toboso ₱115,000.00 ₱28,200.00 

Negros Oriental Canlaon City ₱9,070.00 ₱33,250.00  ₱1,000.00 ₱1,054.00 ₱830.00 

City of Bayawan 
(Tulong)

₱83,219.14 ₱300.00 ₱56,000.00 ₱250.00 

North Cotabato Magpet ₱21,500.00 ₱4,311,951.15 ₱1,298,995.74 

Midsayap ₱301,269.26 ₱171,250.66 

Tulunan ₱111,900.00 ₱893,166.00 ₱1,200.00 ₱1,066,000.00 

Nueva Vizcaya Kayapa ₱137,816.07 ₱115,154.23 

Occidental 
Mindoro

Lubang ₱811,553.55  ₱115,000.00 ₱811,553.55  ₱115,000.00 
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Province LGU CCA 2016 CCM 2019 CCA 2017 CCM 2017 CCA 2018 CCM 2018 CCA 2019 CCM 2019 CCA 2020 CCM 2020

Occidenta 
Mindoro

₱773,649.93 ₱300.00 ₱773,649.93 ₱300.00 

Pampanga Mabalacat City  ₱1,000.00 ₱18,900.00 

Santa Rita ₱25,000.00 ₱578,036.00 

Pangasinan Bautista ₱3,350.00 ₱85,134.50 

Burgos ₱4,800.00 ₱5,005.00 ₱2,700.00 ₱10,000.00 ₱9,100.00 

Calasiao ₱6,700.00  ₱4,500.00 ₱7,105.84 ₱5,500.00 

City of Urdaneta ₱8,400.00  ₱3,550.00 ₱8,000.00  ₱4,300.00 ₱7,350.00 ₱2,600.00 

Laoac ₱4,000.00 ₱2,299.29  ₱8,200.00 

Pangasinan ₱200,000.00 ₱18,300.00 ₱290,000.00 ₱324,700.00 

Pozorrubio ₱32,195.47  ₱200.00 ₱40,160.90  ₱2,700.00 ₱23,847.00 ₱600.00 ₱41,280.00 ₱700.00 

San Quintin ₱2,300.00 ₱450.00  ₱1,000.00 ₱4,400.00 ₱200.00 ₱3,475.00 

Quezon Dolores ₱4,500.00 ₱2,091.13 ₱800.00 

Guinayangan ₱6,867.00  ₱6,600.00 ₱3,236.35 

Gumaca ₱7,000.00 ₱6,550.00 ₱800.00 

Polillo ₱24,700.00 ₱3,124,610.00 ₱100.00 

Rizal Baras ₱159,000.00 ₱159,000.00 ₱337,623.00 

Tanay ₱51,300.00 ₱28,000.00 ₱70,900.00 

Sarangani Malungon ₱17,950.00 ₱52,500.00 

Sorsogon Sorsogon ₱2,489,796.64  ₱11,000.00 ₱3,912,100.00  ₱500.00 ₱13,640,570.00 

South Cotabato South Cotabato ₱532,587.00 ₱235.90 ₱1,377,000.00 

Sultan Kudarat Esperanza ₱387,780.00 ₱1,337,000.00 ₱4,000.00 

Lebak ₱6,700.00 ₱3,501.93 

Sultan Kudarat ₱40,000.00 ₱56,150.00 

Surigao del Norte Malimono ₱850.00  ₱250.00 ₱7,622.59 ₱15,819.64 

Surigao del Sur Barobo ₱11,083.96  ₱2,650.00 ₱13,800.00  ₱300.00 ₱92,980.34 ₱1,182.00 

Cagwait ₱8,300.00 ₱206,832.14  ₱41,380.00 

City of Bislig ₱1,000.00 ₱4,942.17 ₱2,000.00 ₱40,500.00 ₱44,800.00 

San Miguel ₱10,600.00 ₱20,647.81 ₱19,700.00 ₱21,402.51 

Zambales Botolan ₱92,313.00 ₱308,911.00 
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Province LGU CCA 2016 CCM 2019 CCA 2017 CCM 2017 CCA 2018 CCM 2018 CCA 2019 CCM 2019 CCA 2020 CCM 2020

Occidenta 
Mindoro

₱773,649.93 ₱300.00 ₱773,649.93 ₱300.00 

Pampanga Mabalacat City  ₱1,000.00 ₱18,900.00 

Santa Rita ₱25,000.00 ₱578,036.00 

Pangasinan Bautista ₱3,350.00 ₱85,134.50 

Burgos ₱4,800.00 ₱5,005.00 ₱2,700.00 ₱10,000.00 ₱9,100.00 

Calasiao ₱6,700.00  ₱4,500.00 ₱7,105.84 ₱5,500.00 

City of Urdaneta ₱8,400.00  ₱3,550.00 ₱8,000.00  ₱4,300.00 ₱7,350.00 ₱2,600.00 

Laoac ₱4,000.00 ₱2,299.29  ₱8,200.00 

Pangasinan ₱200,000.00 ₱18,300.00 ₱290,000.00 ₱324,700.00 

Pozorrubio ₱32,195.47  ₱200.00 ₱40,160.90  ₱2,700.00 ₱23,847.00 ₱600.00 ₱41,280.00 ₱700.00 

San Quintin ₱2,300.00 ₱450.00  ₱1,000.00 ₱4,400.00 ₱200.00 ₱3,475.00 

Quezon Dolores ₱4,500.00 ₱2,091.13 ₱800.00 

Guinayangan ₱6,867.00  ₱6,600.00 ₱3,236.35 

Gumaca ₱7,000.00 ₱6,550.00 ₱800.00 

Polillo ₱24,700.00 ₱3,124,610.00 ₱100.00 

Rizal Baras ₱159,000.00 ₱159,000.00 ₱337,623.00 

Tanay ₱51,300.00 ₱28,000.00 ₱70,900.00 

Sarangani Malungon ₱17,950.00 ₱52,500.00 

Sorsogon Sorsogon ₱2,489,796.64  ₱11,000.00 ₱3,912,100.00  ₱500.00 ₱13,640,570.00 

South Cotabato South Cotabato ₱532,587.00 ₱235.90 ₱1,377,000.00 

Sultan Kudarat Esperanza ₱387,780.00 ₱1,337,000.00 ₱4,000.00 

Lebak ₱6,700.00 ₱3,501.93 

Sultan Kudarat ₱40,000.00 ₱56,150.00 

Surigao del Norte Malimono ₱850.00  ₱250.00 ₱7,622.59 ₱15,819.64 

Surigao del Sur Barobo ₱11,083.96  ₱2,650.00 ₱13,800.00  ₱300.00 ₱92,980.34 ₱1,182.00 

Cagwait ₱8,300.00 ₱206,832.14  ₱41,380.00 

City of Bislig ₱1,000.00 ₱4,942.17 ₱2,000.00 ₱40,500.00 ₱44,800.00 

San Miguel ₱10,600.00 ₱20,647.81 ₱19,700.00 ₱21,402.51 

Zambales Botolan ₱92,313.00 ₱308,911.00 
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Province LGU CCA 2016 CCM 2019 CCA 2017 CCM 2017 CCA 2018 CCM 2018 CCA 2019 CCM 2019 CCA 2020 CCM 2020

Zamboanga del 
Norte

Manukan ₱1,309,215.67 ₱74,289.00 ₱3,449,453.69 ₱83,394.00 

Sibutad  ₱11,649.50 ₱330.00 

Zamboanga del 
Sur

Labangan ₱1,000.00 ₱688,550.00 

Tukuran ₱544,973.50  ₱150.00 ₱853,020.00 ₱2,980.00 

Zamboanga del 
Sur

₱1,442,664.97 ₱17,592,012.32 ₱319,915.00 

Zamboanga 
Sibugay

Diplahan ₱457,890.00 
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Province LGU CCA 2016 CCM 2019 CCA 2017 CCM 2017 CCA 2018 CCM 2018 CCA 2019 CCM 2019 CCA 2020 CCM 2020
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Annex 8. Climate Investments in Knowledge and Capacity Development (in PhP ‘000), 2016-2020

Province LGU CCA 2016 CCM 2019 CCA 2017 CCM 2017 CCA 2018 CCM 2018 CCA 2019 CCM 2019 CCA 2020 CCM 2020

Agusan del Sur Esperanza ₱200.00 

Loreto  ₱1,581.35 ₱6,319.89 

Aklan Kalibo (Capital) ₱270.00 ₱655.00 ₱140.00 

Albay Albay ₱6,300.00  ₱6,255.00 ₱7,050.00 

Antique Belison  ₱250.00 ₱2,850.19 

Culasi ₱26.40  ₱60.00 

Libertad ₱150.00 

Aurora Baler (Capital)  ₱600.00 

Dinalungan ₱975.00 

Bataan Orani ₱2,500.00 

Samal ₱500.00 

Benguet Bakun ₱370.00 ₱100.00 

Bohol Corella ₱200.00 ₱1,861.28 

Dauis

Loboc ₱2,683.73 

Sikatuna ₱2,000.00 ₱3,702.27 

Bukidnon Bukidnon ₱147,168.00 ₱182,256.00 ₱202,901.00 

Impasug-Ong  ₱500.00 ₱500.00 ₱700.00 

Manolo Fortich ₱4,719.45  ₱7,147.14 ₱8,774.68 

Bulacan Angat ₱1,430.00 ₱1,380.00 

Pandi ₱500.00 

San Rafael ₱40.00 ₱55.00 ₱55.00 

Cagayan Claveria ₱161.00 ₱60.00 ₱60.00 

Santa Teresita  ₱300.00 ₱15,211.78 

Camarines Sur Bula ₱350.30 

Iriga City  ₱18,365.18  ₱8,870.00 ₱13,655.28 

Capiz Dumarao ₱70.00  ₱60.00 ₱550.00 ₱80.00 

Sigma ₱150.00 
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Province LGU CCA 2016 CCM 2019 CCA 2017 CCM 2017 CCA 2018 CCM 2018 CCA 2019 CCM 2019 CCA 2020 CCM 2020
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Province LGU CCA 2016 CCM 2019 CCA 2017 CCM 2017 CCA 2018 CCM 2018 CCA 2019 CCM 2019 CCA 2020 CCM 2020

Catanduanes Bato ₱377.22 ₱267.22 ₱100.00 
Davao Oriental City of Mati 

(Capital)
₱15,500.00 ₱150.00 

Dinagat Islands Dinagat ₱115.00 ₱4,963.88 

Ilocos Norte Burgos  ₱730.00 

Ilocos Sur Sigay  ₱809.98 ₱430.00 ₱980.00 

Iloilo Anilao ₱30.00 

City of Passi ₱3,040.00 

Leganes  ₱50.00 ₱50.00 

San Joaquin ₱1,740.00 ₱8,689.20 

Tubungan ₱755.00 ₱650.00 

Isabela City of Santiago ₱10,300.00 ₱3,600.00 ₱3,300.00 

Delfin Albano 
(Magsaysay)

₱490.00 

San Agustin ₱90.00  ₱126.82 ₱99.00 

Leyte Ormoc City ₱3,500.00 

Masbate Pio V.  Corpuz 
(Limbuhan)

₱30.00 ₱550.00 

Metro Manila No 
Province

City of Makati ₱1,119,889.26 ₱2,146,895.20 ₱1,419,895.00 

City of Malabon  ₱12,400.00 

Negros 
Occidental

Bago City ₱600.00 

Silay City ₱300.00 ₱300.00 

Toboso ₱100.00 ₱400.00 

North Cotabato Midsayap ₱31,813.14 ₱25,219.10 

Tulunan ₱45.00 

Nueva Vizcaya Kayapa ₱507.57 ₱500.00 

Occidental 
Mindoro

Occidental 
Mindoro

₱470.00 ₱470.00 

Pampanga Mabalacat City ₱10,300.00 

Pangasinan Bautista ₱400.00 

Laoac ₱198.48 

Pangasinan  ₱56,150.00 ₱56,500.00 ₱62,750.00 

Pozorrubio ₱100.00  ₱334.90 ₱400.00 ₱300.00 

Quezon Guinayangan ₱380.00 ₱310.00 
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Province LGU CCA 2016 CCM 2019 CCA 2017 CCM 2017 CCA 2018 CCM 2018 CCA 2019 CCM 2019 CCA 2020 CCM 2020
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Province LGU CCA 2016 CCM 2019 CCA 2017 CCM 2017 CCA 2018 CCM 2018 CCA 2019 CCM 2019 CCA 2020 CCM 2020

Gumaca ₱1,668.00 
Polillo  ₱3,113.70 ₱4,713.00 ₱8,030.00 

Sarangani Malungon ₱1,850.00 ₱2,400.00 

Sorsogon Sorsogon ₱100.00  ₱980.24 ₱661.37 

South Cotabato South Cotabato ₱7,685.97 

Sultan Kudarat Lebak

Lutayan ₱380.00 

Surigao del Sur Barobo  ₱1,000.00 ₱2,170.00 

Cagwait ₱300.00  ₱620.00 

City of Bislig  ₱14,100.00 ₱16,610.00 ₱150.00 

San Miguel ₱700.00  ₱750.00 ₱2,000.00 

Tarlac San Clemente ₱480.63 

Zambales Botolan  ₱331.07 ₱300.00 

Zamboanga del 
Sur

Labangan  ₱586.32 ₱110.00 

Tukuran ₱2,000.00 

Zamboanga del 
Sur

₱3,200.00 ₱5,942.00 ₱245.60 

Zamboanga 
Sibugay

Diplahan ₱15,000.00 
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Province LGU CCA 2016 CCM 2019 CCA 2017 CCM 2017 CCA 2018 CCM 2018 CCA 2019 CCM 2019 CCA 2020 CCM 2020
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Annex 9. Climate Investments in Finance (in PhP ‘000), 2016-2020

Province LGU CCA 2016 CCM 2019 CCA 2017 CCM 2017 CCA 2018 CCM 2018 CCA 2019 CCM 2019 CCA 2020 CCM 2020

Agusan del Sur Rosario  ₱197.23 

Aklan Kalibo (Capital)  ₱50.00 

Antique Culasi  ₱50.00 

Bohol Corella  ₱20.00  ₱10.00  ₱336.04 ₱  2,960.58 

Loboc  ₱245.00 

Camarines Sur Iriga City  ₱50.00 

Catanduanes Bato  ₱100.00  ₱300.00  ₱300.00 

Dinagat Islands Dinagat ₱70.00 

Iloilo Anilao  ₱500.00  ₱500.00 

San Joaquin  ₱6,500.00  ₱3,500.00 

Isabela City of Santiago  ₱295,051.80  ₱292,149.91  ₱290,061.66 

Metro Manila No 
Province

City of Makati  ₱41,728.50  ₱38,966.68  ₱3,320.00 

City of Malabon  ₱1,000.00 

Negros 
Occidental

Toboso  ₱584.02 

Pangasinan Laoac ₱200.00 

Sarangani Malungon  ₱100.00 

Surigao del Sur Barobo  ₱752.00 

Cagwait  ₱250.00 

City of Bislig  ₱11,455.26  ₱11,101.24  ₱14,066.11 

Tarlac San Clemente  ₱230.00 

Zamboanga del 
Sur

Tukuran  ₱25.00 
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Province LGU CCA 2016 CCM 2019 CCA 2017 CCM 2017 CCA 2018 CCM 2018 CCA 2019 CCM 2019 CCA 2020 CCM 2020
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Annex 10. Local CCET Visual Process Guide
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